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ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
THE MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE

BELOUIS SOME
Imagination Could Make a Star of You

EXCLUSIVE COMPETITION
Win Toa's Headset Mic and Monitors

SIGUE SIGUE
The Non -musicians Fight Back

ALESIS MIDIVERB
Digital Reverb for £400 - And it Works

APRIL 1986
£1.20

FAIRLIGHT'S THIRD
We Take the Wraps off the Series III

FIRST REPORTS DIFFERENT DRUMS
On Korg Poly 800 II, Technics PX1 Piano, Yamaha QX21 Sequencer Casio's Sampling Beat Box - Full Review
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Features of the Series II: MIDI interface built-in at no extra cost (control is via software in external computer), 4 -band semi -parametric
equalisation on all inputs, 48V phantom power switchable on each input, 6 auxiliary masters (up to 5 accessible on each input), pan defeat
(simulates centre position), 3 -colour status LED (red:off, green:on, yellow.off under MIDI control), 16 -track tape returns, each group output
features monitor section and auxiliary 5 & 6 sends, 16-16-2 has groups 9-16 above 1-8 and a Fader reverse button on each pair selects whether 1

or 9, 2 or 10 etc is controlled by linear or rotary fader, auxiliary return channels can be either 2 stereo & 2 mono returnsor 6 mono returns with
routing to anywhere on the desk including "cue" feed to send aux returns to studio monitor system (auxiliaries can also be MIDI controlled), 6
auxiliary master sends are on left/right masters channel (master faders are situated together for one finger fade operation if required), 3
frequency slate oscillator, talkback section assignable to groups or control room (talkback mic. is built into meter pod), cue section with direct
feed from auxiliaries 5 & 6 from anywhere on the desk or it can be assigned the same mix as control room by depressing monitorbutton, control
room section with two stereo tape outputs, dim function (20dB level drop) and cue listen button, headphdhe monitoring with its own level
control, meters for all group outputs, masters and solo housed in meter pod. Available in 16-4-2, 16-8-2, 16-16-2 formats, expandable to 32
inputs (a 24 -track tape return module is available for the 16-16-2), external rack mounting power supply as standard.

STUDIOMASTER, Alcock Works, Chaul End Lane, Lea rave, Luton, Bedfordshire, LU4 8EZ, ENGLAND
Telephone. (0525) 221331 (3 lines) TELEX: 825612 STUDIO G
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4
The distance between the affordable and

the state-of-the-art. Is it getting
narrower?

sdesk 8
MIDI for the Juno 6 and 60, further

software developments from Joreth, and
a series of electronic music concerts in

London are among April's hot news
items.

mmunique 10
The forum of E&MM readers' comment,

opinion and debate.

lOrface
A further selection of technical Questions

and Answers.

41111usivempetition

14

16
Spot the names of 16 Toa endorsees in
our exclusive wordsearch puzzle, and

you could win a free headset mic system
or a pair of monitor speakers.

41147
aha QX21

Jencer 20
The Nippon Gakki people have updated

their budget QX7 MIDI Recorder by
giving it a few extra facilities- and

slashing its selling price in half. Simon
Trask investigates.

ystems
!Bass 24

At last, someone has come up with a
sample -playing device that specialises in
reproducing bass voices- from a double

bass to a Moog synth. Brian Devereux
reports.

ro Atari ST
ftware 32

Chris Jenkins gets to grips with the first
multitrack MIDI recording package for
Atari's hi -spec, hi -tech home computer.

Does it deliver the goods?

DI
M I6

DI Matrix
If ever there was an interfacing unit that

looked likely to solve all MIDI routing
problems in one go, the M 16 is it. Paul

Wiffen checks it out.

40tound PK 1
aracker 38

Most pitch -tracking machines cost a
second mortgage to get hold of, but

Digisound's new offering offers CV/Gate
compatibility for around £200. Paul

White has the details.

Poly 80011
ysynth 4

Korg's popular polyphonic synthesiser
gets a new coat of paint and a built-in

digital delay line. Dan Goldstein finds out
if it's still top of the budget synth tree.

FtZ I
piing Drum

;Icihine 56
Fancy an Emulator SP I2 for I.3.50? Casio

have something approaching it in the
new RZ I, the world's first `affordable'

digital drum box with onboard sampling
facilities. Dan Goldstein says never mind

the quality...

OVOX 58piing System
Simon Trask delves deeper into what

could be the most sophisticated
computer -based sound sampler. It's

British, and it costs less than any
dedicated machine.
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nics PX 1
gital Piano 4
The PX1 heralds a new generation of

electronic pianos that aims to provide
acoustic sound quality in a more

versatile, up-to-date format. Julian
Colbeck meets the latest Japanese

Joanna.

SiOje Sigue
utnik

Is there more to Britain's latest
megastars than a barrel -load of hype, a
few jars of hair gel and a clever Giorgio

Moroder production job? After talking to
the band, Tim Goodyer thinks there is.

ouis Some 44
Behind the classic 'Imagination' single

lies a sensitive songwriter with a keen ear
for melody and a fascination for modern

technology. Tim Goodyer talks to Neville
Keighley and his session keyboardsman,

Peter Oxendale.

O"fie Oldfield
After over a decade at the forefront of

instrumental music, Mike Oldfield is
branching out into video and film.

Annabel Scott visits the man's new audio-
visual studio, and pops a few pertinent

questions.

akes
E&MM's reviewing team gets to grips

with records by Chris & Cosey, Dolby &
Sakamoto and Brian Eno, demo cassettes

from ambitious readers, and the first -
ever UK concert by systems composer

E&MM APRIL 1986
Terry Riley.

e Howlett

ohnston

nd Running:
er and Sophie

If the major labels let you down and
you're writing sophisticated

electro-pop, forming your own record
company is one way of getting your

message across. Annabel Scott meets a
remarkable brother -and -sister duo.

iii'

U

VIII,

75
Few producers begin their careers with

experimental bands, become
world-renowned for their work with

electronic pop, and then turn their
attention to traditional rock music. Paul

Tingen talks to Mike Howlett, a man of
many talents.

is MIDIverb 82
Digital reverb comes of age, in the shape

of a new American unit that abandons
user -programmability in favour of great -

sounding presets, and does it at an
incredibly low price. Paul White

enthuses.

olight Series III 4
= Simon Trask takes the bull by the horns

and previews the latest 16 -bit, £60,000
version of the Fairlight CM1. Millionaires

have never had it so good, and there's
more to come from Australia...

110Realizer
...While closer to home in West

Germany, PPG are putting the finishing
touches to a new computer music system

that could revolutionise the way we go
about programming sounds. Dan

Goldstein reports.

Ana Profile
An exclusive report on the Eastern Bloc

consortium that's preparing to do battle
with the best the West can offer. Last

year's Anticipation Sampler was
brilliant, but the 1986 machines are

better still.

encer
ecklist

Our unique buyers' guide lists dedicated
sequencers, software packages and

computer music systems. Nothing else
comes close.

hTalk:
b Hubbard 79

If you're a frustrated synth programmer
looking for an outlet to use your talents,

you could become a soundtrack writer
for computer games. Matthew Vosburgh

meets one of Britain's best.

hwork
Casio CZIO I, Korg Poly 800, Roland

SH101 and Yamaha DX100 synths
feature in this month's edition of the

readers' synth sound page. Keep 'em
coming...
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TECHNOLOGY FOR THE COMMON MAN
Five years ago, when E&MM was
in only its second issue and most
people associated the term
`synthesiser' with huge
sprawling networks of leads and

dials that looked more like
telephone exchanges than musical
instruments, there was a yawning
gulf between what state-of-the-art
music technology could offer, and
what the average musician could
actually afford.

In 1981, the princely sum of
£199 (including VAT) would have
bought you the extremely worthy -
but unquestionably basic - Wasp
monophonic synthesiser. There
were such things as sampling
instruments and digital sequencing
packages, but at selling prices of
around £20,000, they weren't
exactly within easy reach of the
musician in the street. The
difference between the affordable
and the ultimate wasn't just a
difference of scale, but one of
concept. The Fairlight of 1981
didn't just do things better than run-
of-the-mill electronic instruments,
it did things that had an entirely
different technical and musical
purpose to them.

In 1986, Fairlight have unveiled
the logical successor to those early
systems, the Series III CMI. As
you'll read elsewhere in this issue,
its price is high, its specification
state-of-the-art, its range of
facilities almost unrivalled. It will
record external sound sources, store
them digitally, and reproduce them
as faithfully as today's technology
will permit. It will allow you to
utilise those sounds as part of
complex musical compositions, all
of them assembled within the
machine itself. And it will mate
beautifully with hundreds of other
electronic instruments,
incorporating their systems within
its own to produce a musical
network of even greater
sophistication.

But there's nothing really new
about the new Fairlight that isn't a
refinement of established

principles. The Rhythm Composer
is simply a revamped Page R, the
sampling facilities are merely orders
of magnitude better in quality and
quantity than their predecessors,
and the CAPS composing/arranging
software, when it appears, will be no
more than the Australians'
interpretation of what a state-of-
the-art music composition system
should be.

In short, the Fairlight Series III
has come about through a process of
evolution, not revolution. It's an
astonishing machine, full of cleverly
written software that presents itself
in an attractive and accessible way,
so that above all, the new CMI is
vastly more usable than the
technology of five years ago allowed
its ancestors to be.

But the concepts that are the new
Fairlight's building blocks are little
different to those used by many
downmarket instruments like, for
example, the Casio RZ1 sampling
drum machine also detailed in this
issue. Next to the Fairlight, the
Casio's sampling sound quality is
poor, its composing facilities very
limited, and its interfacing potential
restricted. But for £350, the RZ1
offers precisely the same
combination of basic features as the
CMI, in a much cruder but also
much more affordable package. Five
years ago, such a state of affairs
would have been unthinkable.

PPG's new Realizer, another of
this month's featured instruments,
provides more of a contrast between
the simple and the sophisticated. In
the Realizer, the Germans have
succeeded in producing a music
system in which even the basic
building blocks can be altered,
moved around, and swapped about
by the user. No other machine
offers programmers a chance to
create entirely new methods of
sound -creation by writing new
software, and that in itself has only
come about because technology has
advanced in the direction it has.

But it could be argued that even
the Realizer represents no more

than the logical extension of
existing ideas. Its routing facilities,
for instance, are simply a more
versatile, software -based version of
what used to be possible with the
telephone exchange systems I
mentioned at the start, and what
Oberheim have continued to
develop with their Matrix
Modulation System.

And the Realizer's manipulation
of software techniques is being
copied by the Japanese even as the
Germans are putting the finishing
touches to their £40,000 wonder -
machine.

Akai's new S900 sampler will
offer disk -based software that will
transform into a sinewave
synthesiser, while Yamaha's SPX90
multi -effects processor is a prime
example of how much flexibility can
be wrought from simple electronics,
if enough of the machine's operating
system is based in software. There
seems no reason, either, why
Japan's new software -based
resynthesis systems - such as
Roland's SAS - couldn't be used in
a broader context than the
electronic pianos they're presently
being employed in.

It's fairly clear, then, that the gap
between the affordable and the
state-of-the-art is narrowing, and
fast. That won't signal the demise of
all the upmarket companies,
however. Because just as there will
always be people who want a car
that runs quieter, smoother and
quicker than a Ford Sierra and will
willingly spend the extra on a
Jaguar, so there will always be
people who need a musical
instrument that is more
sophisticated than a Casio RZ1, and
who will gladly fork out something
in the region of £50,000 for a
Fairlight or a PPG.

Then again, maybe the final nail
in the coffin of the upmarket
companies lies behind the Iron
Curtain. As this issue's exclusive
profile reveals, the Zlatna music
technology co-operative in Bulgaria
looks all set to shake the musical
instrument industry to its
foundations, with some new
machines that really are new in both
concept and execution.
Astonishingly, they all seem to have
a selling price of £199.99.

Will we see them in the UK?
Only time and the five-year plan
will tell.  Dg
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GIGSOUNDS
RECORDING SPECIALISTS
From 16 to 2 track, we have the

answer. See the latest gear,

discover the latest techniques at

London's recording super dealer.

SIXTEEN TRACK
iivrrVvaeaa-

REALITY
at Gigsounds. With the money it takes to
buy a sixteen track studio, you need to
be sure to get it right. Based on the well
established Fostex B16, we have
supplied many sixteen track packages.
With FIVE major mixer manufacturers to
choose from, we can supply the right
package for YOU. From the loom up, we
can supply all your sixteen track
requirements - from budget to finance.

ac ages s a rom ' ,

BEAT THE PRICE RISE

Yes, due to the Yen, Tascam prices have gone
up again. Due to a bulk purchase we have
stocks at the old price, but not for long.NOW
is the time to buy.
The BOSS is back in the studio. An excellent
range of micro rack processors. No
compromise on the sound - although the price

( ( 7 112

HP SAUCE FOR EARS

From the incredible value Accessit range,
comes an aural exciter. If you're not
convinced, bring your multitrack tape and we
think you'll get excited.
The ALESIS MIDIVERB is here. Digital reverb,
MIDI control and only £399.
The all singing, all dancing Yamaha SPX90 is
in stock. The most incredible effects, all in one
box, at the price of a single unit. Reverb, gate,
compressor, stereo delay, autopanner,
autofade, parametric etc. £ under 600.
Two second delay line/sampler with Trigger

- aA
delay of 86. Why wait for one?
That's tape sample in pack
Reel to Reel loop cassettes

Ampex 457 1800 7" spool
Blank 31/2" discs

Primo 320 mic-superb
Hear the difference!
If your serious about your music, you'll want a
good gate and compressor. Electrospace have
the edge using Aphex VCA's and Electrospace
design, you've heard of the quality product,
used in leading studios so come and check
them out. You won't be disappointed.

£299
£1.80

£10.99
£3.25
£60

CATFORD
22 Rushey Green

London SE6
Telephone

01-690 8621
01-690 8622
01-690 1848

GIGSOUNDS -
When it comes to being heard, we know the pro
the best advice. From a 100W vocal PA to 100K
BOSE 802 compact cabaret speakers. London e
JBL 4695 600W bass bin - each
TOA RS20 200W cabs - pair
MARTIN systems - London exclusive
STUDIOMASTER MOSFET Series - from
HH V500 Mosfet power amp
HIT 300
YAMAHA P series - from
YAMAHA EXX300 12 channel powered mixer 115

1
A SPECIALIST

gems. We have the top names in PA with us, and
V system, we have the power to help.
:elusive. £Phone

£695
£299

£535
£585
£399
£435

1W) £Phone

STREATHAM
86-88 Mitcham Lane

London SW16
01-769 6496
01-769 5681

YAMAHA MA
RENTAL

YAMAHA M
001/A 'X' SE

*DX100 Mini FM synth, 4 operators, 192 presets, 24 voice internal
*DX27 61 keys, 192 presets
DX21 128 presets, 2 -tone generators, key split
DX7. Now the industry's standard professional synth
TX7. Sound generaor, DX7 module, 32 presets
13)(5. The ultimate FM synth

002/A
*PF80 MIDI 88 key piano/controller, 10 presets, 3 band equalisatio
split for use with other MIDI synths ,, ....... ........ ....................
*PF70 76 note spec. as above, fully dynamic... .......... .........

*RX1 PCM digital, MIDI stereo .
liX21L Latin 50 patterns. 4 songs, MIDI
RX15 PCM digital stereo
RX11 Separate outs, bigger variety of sounds.... ....... ..........

INWA DIGITA
'0021 real and step hme2 track multi -layer editing
*0X7 2 track multi -layer sequencer
'0X1 Master sequencer with disc drive

1:105,A SPECI 
*MEP4, MIDI event processor, special effects and more........_._....
'SEGOS FM tone CX5
TX816 801307 tone generators
088 88 note mother keyboard .......... ....... ...... .........

Off WA PA Ai
"SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI -EFFECTS PROCESSOR the SPX90 represent,
Just list some of the effects: 1 Reverb, hall, room, plate etc. 2 echo
3 gated reverb, 4 sampling, half second 5 compressor, 6 parametri,
phasing etc RECORD OR LIVE
REV 7 Pro stereo reverb ........ ............ .. .......... ....... . .....
'MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE RECORDER. Record on all four tracks at
GC2020 Stereo compressor limiter
G01031 31 band ,ra ,hie

I

SCHEME
STER CENTRE
IES KEYBOARDS

m, 49 keys

PIANOS
, tremelo, stereo chorus, internal.........

..... ..... ..... ............ .

.... ..... ....................SEQUENCERS

PRODUCTS
..... ...... ...... .......... ............. .

...... . ...... ............ ................... .
......... ..... ...... ...... ...........

............ ...... ..... ..... ..... .................
El PRO -AUDIO
a breakthrough in sound processing
nd delay up to half second,
E0 7 modulation, chorus, flanging

....... . ...... ....,........ ..... ............. .
....... ...... ...... ...... ............ ........... .

enc-e-if required. DBX switchable........ ......

02031 2031 band graphic
'P2075 Power amp 75W x 2 ideal for serious home recording hi fi o
P2150 Power Amp 150W+ 2... ............... ..... ..... ......... ..........
P2250 Power Amp 250W x 2

007/A
8000 TOUR SERIES
8000 Series 7 piece powerkit fine blue 10010,12010, 13011, 1
shells only
8000 Series 5 piece power kites above less 10014 toms ....

9000 RECO
9000 Series 5 piece cherrywood finish, 12' x8, 13 x9, 16 x 16, 22
Should you require stands we carry the range of YAMAHA as w
'DENOTES NEW PRODUCTS

NEW TECNNOLOG
How will these new instruments fit into your music? THE YAMAHA
until you are certain.
you can try the equipment in your own home at leisure and without
happy. Of course, when you buy, the rental charge will be deducted
ensures that you are able to check any piece of new technology at v
than to buy, take advantage of the generous weekly and monthly ra
new models appear. Phone now to check details and conditions.

CATFORD 01-690 8621 -

GIGSOUNDS MUSIC
SPECIALISTS
THE GIGSOUNDS

FIVE STAR SERVICE
* Extensive product range
* Specialist advice
* Competitive Prices
* On site repair & modification
* it f.

JOIN THE CLUB...
Any of our customers can join the
Gigsounds Club.
You get
1. Special deals & prices.
2. Half price admission to our

seminars (starting March).
3. Monthly newsletter covering the

music business.
4. The Gigsounds Specialist backup
Phone Peter on 01-690 8621
for details

DRUMS

. 12, 15x 16, 22x16, + snare,

"DING SERIES
14 512 wood snare .......... ................

. I as at popular makes

- NEW DEMANDS
ASTER SCHEME allows you to find out without commiting your cash

ressure by renting for a day or two, and then purchasing if you are
rom the purchase price. this new YAMAHA MASTER scheme
 ry little or no expense. If you prefer to rent for longer periods, rather
es, which allow you to return and change instruments as and when

Rental
S.R P Pei Day
£349 £10
£499 El 2
£649 £14

£1199 £18
£495 £12

£2350 £50

£999 £20
£899 Eta

F249
£249
£440
£699

£259
£299
£P0A

£299
£95

£POA
£POA

£599
£999
£449
£229
£199

E290
£429
£529

E1095
£040

E1095

£8
£8

£10
£14

£9
£10
£39

£10
£5

£80
£20

218
£18
£12

£8
£0

£12
E14
£15

£30
£25

£30

STREATHAM 01-769 6469

S -S -S
The Mirage Sampler caused a bit of
a stir when it first came out. It
continues to do so, with an
increasing library, a new weighted
action keyboard and self formatting.
Only £1295.
For quickness and ease of use, the
Akai 5612 is it. Playable from any
MIDI keyboard, 19" rack mount.

GIGSOUNDS -
SUPER DEALS

TAMTEC MADRAM MULTITAP DELAY, gives

some incredible effects £435
Tascam DX4D 4 channel DBX noise
reduction £Phone
Tannoy Mercury Speakers £135
Teac Amplifiers. A515 35W per channel ....£99
Teac PE20 4 channel 3 band

parametric EQ £69
MORE SUPER DEALS AVAILABLE £Phone

GIGSOUNDS MIDI
SPECIALIST

BANG IN TIME! News of two new rhythm
com osers From Roland comes the TR505,
16 digital voices comprising of drums and
latin, 96 patterns, 6 tracks, dynamic over
MIDI, etc. An incredible £225.
From Casio - drum/sampler has 12 digital
drum voices and 4 of your own samples.
Expected any moment at £345.

The PROPHECY'S COME TRUE

Only Sequential could bring out a

successor to the Prophet 5. but they've

gone further. With 4 oscillators, 128
waveforms and Vector Synthesis, The

Prophet VS offers the best of all worlds,
r'6I, , all I l .

textures you've been looking are
available for £1900, or less.
If you think you're hearing things with
the Prophet, you'll think your seeing
things with the Mirage.
The New Ensoniq synth, has an eight

track multitimbral sequencer, a three
oscillator, 32 waveform, touch sensitive
keyboard and all for an incredible £960.
The Roland Juno Two, is a touch

sensitive keyboard with 192 sounds. It's
e sigges soune. g si

yet. For £969 we'll include a Sequencer.
If you don't want the sequencer £phone.

The Korg DW8000 has an impressive
sound and a built in delay to add the

finishing touches. The perfect partner to
the DX7. £phone.

The AKAI AX80 has a visual parameter

read out and some fabulous sounds. The

price only £699.
Casio 3000 In Stock
SZ1 Sequencers In Stock

mpling
£Super Deal.
The Prophet 2000 sampler has
stunning sound quality. Also
available as a rack mount (the
2002). An optional memory
expansion kit is available, putting
the Prophet high up in the sampling
charts.

GIGSOUNDS
MUSIC SPECIALISTS

YOUR MOVE
E&MM APRIL 1986
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The
MINI MKII amazing

A Keyboard Multi Sampler
with 10 Watt Combo
Carcass Wins Again! Direct from behind the Iron Curtain to our shop. Space age
technology at it best.
Decimal Keyboard with peripheral phase distortion -digitally created analogue sounds

-7 voice poly - 25 track poly
sequencer, 8000 note capacity -
accepts allsoftware packages -

all disks Ensoniq,
Sequential, Bontempi and Wimfield)
- Memory storage on 8" disks
(available from USSR) - built-in
computer games (inc. noughts and
crosses) - Hi-Tec Calculator
(floating analogue point!) - full 10
Watt built-in practice combo.
THIS AMAZING SAMPLER+
KEYBOARD+ COMBO IS ONLY
AVAILABLE FROM CARCASS
MUSIC AT A MEGA CHEEP -

f999.99 inc. VAT & p&p

(sN'Vs-8.44\°

8.-0)`°,

GIPSWN
The guitar synth that took the Frankfurt Show by storm. Another carcass
exclusive import. Its got to be a winner a must for every poseur!
Check out these amazing features:
* super solid kryptonite one piece moulding * twin neck (lead and bass) *
extra large MIDI socket * on board digital capo facility (10 position) * built in
digital fuzz-wah and mega distortion * 12 bar (Quo Style) sequencer *
optional 'Folk Guitar' EPROM retro fit package * full 1 hour solo memory
facility (heavy metal mode only) * comes complete with Bert Weedon play in a
day software package (including chord windows).
LIMITED STOCKS! Buy now only£199.99 INC VAT.
NOTE Left handed model only available.

DIRECT IMPORT
This amazing device not only tells you what notes to play, it actually makesyou
play them! Velcro pads provide neuro-feedbaek between your fingers and the
Zlatna's MIDI sequence data. You can't go wrong!

Mains features include:
Huge variety of pre-recorded software choice of hardware options for

piano, guitar and Balkan noseflute built-in safety features prevent muscular
strain turns you into a virtuoso musician overnight!

And the best bit is . .

CARCASS PRICE Only £199.95 inc. VAT
Send SAE for more details of other Zlatna products.

FROM BULGARIA!

`MIME Disc Tracker
8 Tracks on Compact Disc!! You had better believe it! At last a portable recording machine, using ultra modern compact
disc technology, at a price for the working musician check out these features:-

* 8 tracks (using the Borzoi 4 track split Eprom 1 * Remote 'Bruno' punch out (know what I mean!)
* 4 band paraplegic EQ. (Trio -Pot) * Overdubbing/Ping-Pong/Ludo/Snakes & Ladders

* 27/191.P.S. plus 25% varispeed (digital)
Only available from Carcass music. Now's your chance to be a recording artist! £1999.99 ex VAT

Don't forget we also stock: Phoenix, Lab Series, Redmere, Frunt, Intermusic, and many more hot goodies.

 HI -TECH, LO -TECH, NO -TECH! WE BUTCHER THE LOT!
 CARCASS PRICE PROMISE! IF YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER ANYWHERE

ELSE - TELL US AND WE'LL BREAK THEIR WINDOWS.
 NO CREDIT CARDS, HP, GREGORY PECKS - WE'RE TALKING CASH

6'z'S.c)



This demonstration studio is yours for the
asking - if you're one of the growing band of serious musicians
who realise that home recording is the only way to guarantee
personal control.

ABC Music - with over 15 years experience
in the trade - has opened PRO SHOPS in Addlestone and
Oxford where you can experience the very latest in technology,
with sympathetic advice from experienced professionals.

We're here because choosing the equipment
can be a nightmare (though using it should be no problem).
Understanding sampling, midi, smpte and the rest is one thing:
knowing how they'll affect your sound is something else.

So call in and see the very best and the
latest equipment available or - better still - phone to book
an appointment in our purpose-built studio.

Whether you're a committed amateur or an
exacting professional, our staff will help you choose or build a
system that will match your needs and your pocket. And
remember, our prices are very competitive and our after -sales
service is every bit as good as our pre -sales service.

Feeling inspired? Then come along to the
Pro -Shop and together we'll match your music with the world of
technology.

AGENTS FOR:
FOSTER  TASCAM  TANNOY  JBL  YAMAHA  ROLAND  AKAI  AKG  SENNHEISER  BEYER 

A&HB  SOUNDTRACS  RAM  STUDIOMASTER  DRAWMER  LEXICON  BEL  ALESIS 
QUPLAY  S.E.D.  AMPEX  STEINBERG RESEARCH  SEQUENTIAL  ENSONIQ

PRO -SHOP 14-16 HIGH STREET  ADDLESTONE  SURREY KT15 ITN PRO -SHOP 44 ST. CLEMENTS  OXFORD OX4 1AG 
TELEPHONE 0932 59675  (SITUATED - JUNCTION 11 M25) TELEPHONE 0865 724820  (SITUATED - END OF M40)



Micros Live
In a much -needed attempt to liven up the
capital's live music activity, Arts Theatre
impresario and electronic music fan Dave
Jones is organising a number of concerts of
'new music' in the London area this Spring.

First of these is Brian Eno's video installation -
not strictly a 'live' event as such, but a long
overdue opportunity to see the man's sophis-
ticated ambient video and music system,
working in the sort of environment for which it
was designed.

The system is installed at Riverside Studios,
Crisp Road, Hammersmith, London W6, and
will be open to the public from March 26 to
April 20.

Coinciding with the exhibition will be a
short series of concerts by Roger Eno and
Michael Brook, who'll be playing excerpts
from Brook's recent 'Hybrid' album, coupled
with some new material, and backed by Brian
Eno's visuals. Time is 8.30pm, dates are April
17-19, and tickets are f4 each, from the
Riverside Box Office, Ti' 01-748 3354.

Shortly after that, Newcastle synth com-
poser Ian Boddy plays his first London concert
at the Purcell Rooms on the South Bank. It's on
May 5 (a Bank Holiday, no less) and begins at
7.30pm. Tickets are available from the South
Bank Box Office on Ti' 01-9283191, Access/Visa

2 01-928 8800.
You can get more info about the Boddy gig

on ' 01-928 3002.  Dg

Into the Groove
Thanks to the ingenuity of a small British
company, owners of Roland Juno 6 and Juno 60
polysynths need no longer be left out in the
cold by the MIDI revolution.

The company in question is Groove Elec-
tronics, and their MIDI retrofit provides the
Juno 6 and its programmable counterpart, the
60, with MIDI In, Out and Thru sockets, and a

TIMBRE

range of software facilities that includes Omni
on/off, keyboard splitting with separate MIDI
channel assignment for lower and upper
portions, and recognition of patch -change
and transposition data.

All the above functions are accessed via
notes on the Juno keyboard, and the interface
comes in one of two formats: a stand-alone
PCB at £99, or a ready -installed unit, fitted to
your synth, at i129.

Distribution is by the Future Music chain of
retail stores, and more information can be had
from any of their outlets.  Tg

Syco Killers
Not content with completing an elaborate and
hugely tasteful refurbishment of their Central
London premises, Syco Systems have sent us

news of a couple of new items soon to be on
demonstration there.

First of these is MIDI -Mod, product of
Californian company Forte Music. As we
reported in Newsdesk, E&MM January '86,
the MIDI -Mod is a retrofit modification that
makes virtually any piano - acoustic or
electric - MIDI -compatible.

The system does its job via a panel of touch -
sensitive switches under the piano keyboard,
with a MIDI Out connector allowing the
relevant note information, including dynamics,
to be transmitted to any MIDI -equipped
synth, sequencer, or whatever. MIDI keyboard -
split assignments allow the musician to select
different synthesiser voices to be played from
different sections of the piano keyboard.

Syco have enlisted the services of a specialist

company, Cristofiori Piano forti, to handle the
installation of all MIDI -Mod systems, so it
looks as though your present Joanna should be

in safe hands.
On now to the Fairlight Voicetracker,

unveiled to the world at trade shows some
while ago, but only now entering full produc-
tion in Australia. The Voicetracker accepts
any monophonic sound source (human voice
included) as an input signal, which it then
analyses for pitch, dynamics and timbre, and
converts for output as either MIDI infor-
mation or an analogue signal.

11111111111

11111111111

BRIT.
0

FUR.

The machine's chic exterior houses a number
of interfacing possibilities that ensure com-
patibility with both MIDI and CV/Gate elec-
tronic instruments, as well as computers
equipped with an RS232 port. There's also a
graphics output through which the Voice -
tracker offers a rolling display analysis of
pitch, plus a selection of amplitude, timbre,
tuning and metronome displays.

Fairlight claim the Voicetracker's 68008 32 -
bit processor ensures a previously unheard of
accuracy and versatility, and if you want to
check that claim out for yourself, best book an
appointment at Syco on g 01-724 2451, or
stroll along to their showrooms at 20 Conduit
Place, London W2.  Dg

Make That Call
A Twickenham company, Auto Ansa, are now
offering bands, management people and
record companies the chance to promote new
releases or demo material, via nothing more
elaborate than the good or telephone.

The service uses equipment that allows any
number of telephone lines to be used, simul-
taneously delivering an announcement up to
six minutes long. This message can include
information on the act in question and a
contact phone number in addition to the
music, and tapes can be changed as often as
customers want them to be.

Paul Bensley, the power behind this par-
ticular button, gives an example of his 'State
of the Art' line on Ti' 01-891 0713, and though
the bandwidth of the phone system doesn't
allow really detailed listening, it does give a
useful indication of what each set of musicians
(one of them could be you) sounds like.

More from Auto Ansa, 28 York Street,
Twickenham, Middx, TW I 3LJ. 01-892 8052

mTg

The Missing Link
In response to demand from musicians, Joreth
Music have introduced a new program for the
Commodore 64 called the Real Time Linker
System. The package works on its own or as
part of Joreth's existing Music Computer
System, in which case it takes the place of that
program's Composer section.

Briefly, the Linker is an eight -track real-
time system aimed at giving more versatility to
composers and songwriters chaining their
material together. Each Linker track can be
made up of out of as many as 16 different links,
and each link can be either a complete real-
time part, or a segment of a part.

A variety of looping and sub -looping facili-
ties makes the Linker-on paper anyway-one
of the most flexible composing packages yet
developed for a home micro, though we'll
have to wait until we get our hands on a copy
before committing ourselves.

The software does look friendly, though. As
an example, musicians can set their loops in
terms of metronome beats, while computer
buffs can define theirs using byte numbers. A
blingual computer program, no less.

More from Joreth Music, PO Box 20,
Evesham, Worcs, WRI I SEG. EDg
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Write to: Communique, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY.

Dear E&MM
Further Response

I am writing in reply to recent letters
concerning keyboards velocity response.

Like your Mr Neville, I was brought up on
the acoustic piano, and it wasn't until Univer-
sity that I discovered the synthesiser. I am now
earning my pennies teaching music and, just
over a year ago, bought myself a Roland Juno
106 - a synth without touch -sensitivity or an
aftertouch facility. But I don't miss them at
all; if I want to play 'with feeling' I go off and
play a piano.

Why is it that people have to compare a
synthesiser with a piano, rather than treating
them as completely different instruments? As
a regular player of organ and harpsichord, I'm
used to playing a seemingly insensitive key-
board. Who's ever heard of a touch -sensitive
church organ or harpsichord? By the very
nature of their actions, they can't incorporate
such a facility.

A pianist switching to a synthesiser should
realise that he or she is approaching a totally
different instrument, the only similarity being
that the black and white notes are in the same
order. Each requires a different style of
playing.

Yes, it is nice to be able to bring in filter
effects, modulation and so on depending on
how much aftertouch you apply, but surely
any music you write and perform is geared
towards the instrument you perform it on - be
it an acoustic piano, a pipe organ, a synth, or
whatever?

In other words, you never miss what you've
never had.
 Mark Stewart
Bishops Stortford

Dear E&MM
Window View

After reading your features on the new Atari
and Commodore micros (E&MM January '86),
I feel it's about time someone pointed out that
Apple were not the first to introduce the
concepts of windows, mice and icons as
E&MM and other comics (including so-called
`computer magazines') constantly claim.

Way back in 1964, a chap called Doug
Engelbart was experimenting with lots of
alternative input devices (objects to stick on
your knee, up your nose, under your armpit
and so on), one of which turned out to be the
mouse.

In 1969 at the University of Utah, Alan Kay
wrote a thesis entitled 'The Reactive Engine'
in which he outlined a new 'user-friendly'
method of communicating with computers
I0

that included the idea of windows. He then
built the flex machine to demonstrate this, but
the technology of the day wasn't really up to
the job (remember those hot tubes called
valves?).

Kay then joined Xerox who, in 1971,

decided to develop software for the machines
they estimated would be available in 1982.
With the help of Larry Park, Warren Teitelman
and Brian Rosen, the company developed
several window managers on the Xerox PARC
Alto system, the first of which was called
`Small Talk' and included many of the features
we expect today - including windows, icons, a
mouse and an A4 -size screen.

Brian Rosen then moved to Three Rivers,
who developed the PERC in 1979. This was a
32 -bit single user system retaining the win-
dows, icons and A4 screen, but having a
graphics tablet instead of a mouse. ICL started
selling PERC MkIs in 1981, and a joint
development program between Three Rivers
and ICL led to the PERC MkII, which brought
the mouse back on the scene.

This short history lesson tells us that Xerox
were really the first manufacturer to intro-
duce windows, icons and mice, over ten years
before Apple.

Incidentally, we still don't quite have

personal computers of the kind the Xerox
team estimated we would have in 1982. If we
did, they'd be able to execute 100 billion
instructions per second, be the size of a
notebook, have a flat -panel display and be
capable of running off batteries.
 Paul Hopgood
Oxfordshire

Dear E&MM
CZ Corrections

In your article on the Joreth Tone Editor for
the Casio CZ series, your reviewer has made
omissions which we fear may damage our
reputation.

Before pursuing our complaint, I should
stress that we welcome constructive criticism
and seek to promote a reputation for readi-
ness to listen to, and act upon, well thought-
out comments from users, reviewers, and
rivals alike. Your in-depth review of the Joreth
MCS (May '85) voiced disappointment that
the Real Time Editor and the Composer
Syntax Checker could not reside in memory
together. Within weeks, MCSs were being
supplied with an explanation of how to
achieve this objective. In our new range, this
matter has been taken further, as the MCS
disk now includes an options utility which
allows the two modules to be interchanged.

But it is not the policy of Joreth Music to
provide minimal facilities in hardware or

software, and the program described in

E&MM March '86 is a ghost of the real thing.
There was no mention of true time -scaling
windows, fast copy and exchange of envel-
opes, attenuation of level or rate (time) for
complete envelopes or single nodes within an
envelope, or Sprite display of vibrato. There
was only passing mention of the ability to use
the Loader program within the FMCS.

As these omissions are the very features
which differentiate our product from others of
its kind, we feel readers may be misled about
the nature of Joreth software. We do not
expect E&MM to carry a duplicate of our spec
sheet or to include reams of advertising copy
on editorial pages. What we have come to
expect is a thorough understanding of the
implications of the products under review...
 Mick Jones
Joreth Music
Worcs

Dear E&MM
Sampling Solutions

I've noticed an alarming trend in the letters
published in E&MM. It seems everyone is at
each other's throats.

Surely people who read E&MM know that
it's a magazine specialising in 'electronic'
sound generation? I don't believe I recall any
article in the mag suggesting that synths are
superior to acoustic instruments, so why are
some readers suddenly having a go at synths?
And to suggest that synths are not musical
instruments because they offer less to express
with is plainly ridiculous. Presumably, the
majority of percussive musical instruments
(glockenspiel, tubular bell, triangle and xylo-
phone, to name but a few) would also be
disqualified on the same grounds.

As for sampling machines, they have a
unique facility to offer, and need not be seen
as a replacement for, or threat to, the synth.
Many sounds are nearly impossible to duplicate
accurately using techniques, so why not
sample them? Meanwhile, the synth can
generate unique sounds not found anywhere
else, which ensures its continuing usefulness.

Admittedly, there's little more tedious than
the unimaginative use of sampling that recent
charts have witnessed, but the sampler is
going through the same early, crude usage as
the synth did - remember all those full
resonance, long -decaying VCFs? Nowadays,
most synth players have realised that the best
sounds are subtly constructed and take time to
put together, and inevitably, the same will
happen to sampling as the techniques con-
nected with it become more familiar.
 Steve Clark
London

E&MM APRIL 1986
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TAPE OFFER

7 FREE TAPES with every
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YAMAHA
BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER!
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THE VSS100 _THE SAMPLING
SENSATION

on PetlyECEL'Issbro,
vRoland H/H'

Session
.Amp up M30% offna,!banez,

Yamaha,okai Fender
guitar

(Beat the price increases
- All Roland

&Yamaha prices are
going up -buy now
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. ......................

The new Dr Rhythm Graphic DR110 is a fully programmable rhythm
Order by phone - device. which can memorize your own rhythms with exceptional
ring your credit card flexibility, With it you can write (input) different rhythms into memory
number for instant with up to six different sounds. (Closed Hi -Hat, Opened Hi -Hat,

despatch Cymbal. Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Hand Clap) plus Accent

RRP ABC PRICE

DRUM MAC
£160.00 £95.00

(Add (1.50 P&P)

14-16 High St., Addlestone,
Surrey, Junction 11 - M25
Tel: 0932 40139/54877

56 Surbiton Rd., Kingston
Tel: 01-546 9877

Late night Thursdays till 7.00 p.m. Instant credit available up to £1,000 (subject to status

only
C1 79.99
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ABC PRICE
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ABC PRICE POLICY
Aren't you fed up and contused
with seeing Best Price or Ring
for Lowest Price or POA on so
many of our competitor's ads.
We at ABC are not afraid to
publish our prices. Not only do
we offer excellent service and
low prices but if you do see a
genuine lower published price
we'll match or beat it as long as
the goods are in stock.



Sycologic was formed to provide innovative new products which allow the
modern musician creative freedom within the confines of today's

available technologies. Three such projects are the PSP Mi4 and M16.
The Percussion Signal Processor opens up a whole new world for the

electronic percussionist. In addition to conventional pad to MIDI and MIDI to trigger
conversion facilities, signal processing tasks are performed. Playing information from
up to 8 drum pads and a hi -hat pedal is both digitised and regenerated, enabling the
PSP to enhance a standard electronic drum kit's playability, whilst providing an
advanced MIDI interface. Each pad can be assigned several performance parameters
including MIDI Program, Note, Gate Time, Pitch Bend, 'Feel' and Channel. These may be
adjusted independently or selected from a bank of 50 user -definable Patches. To assist
live playing, Patches may be selected remotely from the drum pads allowing the
drummer to select new configurations without touching a button. In addition, sound
processing software has been included to allow dynamic MIDI events to be generated
from sound sources connected to the pad inputs. Considering all of these advanced
features the PSP must be the key component of any 'state of the art' percussion set-up.

As the number of instruments incorporating MIDI increases, the problem of
interconnection becomes more of a nightmare. A solution can be found using
Sycologic's MIDI Matrix switchers. These unique devices reduce the limitations
encountered with MIDI 'Chain Networks' allowing instruments to be configured at the
touch of a button.

The Mi4 is a 4 by 4 Matrix which allows any one of 4 MIDI Sources to talk to any
combination of 4 MIDI Destinations. Connection points on the Matrix are made digitally
by selecting the required Source and Destination buttons, or remotely, using the
optional Mi4R infra -red transmitter. A connection is indicated by an LED at the

intersection of the lines on the
Matrix. The presence of MIDI data is
also indicated by LED's in the Source
switches. To make the Matrix clear
and simple to use, white squares
have been provided opposite each
button allowing the connected
instruments to be labelled.

For configurations of more
than 4 machines, the M16 presents an
ideal solution. This new device is in
the form of a 16 by 16 Matrix, but with
provision for the connection of 2

Specifications are subject to change without notice.



Expander modules allowing the system to be enlarged to 16 by 32, or16 by 48. Matrix connections are made
via a numeric keypad on the remote control panel, the patch being displayed on a 40 character by 2 line
LCD. The remote panel is connected to the rack unit via a single lead allowing all the bulky MIDI connections
made to the rack to be situated out of sight. Up to 32 Matrix Patches may be stored and recalled, allowing a
complete Studio to be reconfigured in seconds. Patches may be changed from the remote panel or by a
MIDI Patch Change from one of the 16 Source instruments. Each Source and Destination has an 8 character
label which is displayed along with its number during editing. These labels can be assigned with the name of
the instrument connected, saving the need to constantly refer to what machine is connected where.
Another useful feature of the Matrix is its
ability to send pre -assigned Program
Changes to any Destination when a new

Programs of all the instruments connected. Lit

Matrix Patch is selected. This allows one
MIDI Patch Change from the Master
instrument to configure not only the
connections of the Matrix, but also the

Sycologic - the logical solution.
20 CONDUIT PLACE, LONDON W2 TEL 724 2451

TELEX 22278 SYCO G, FAX 01-262 6081



Your questions answered by E&MM's resident team of experts. If you have a query
regarding any aspect of music technology, send it to Interface at the editorial

address.

I'm writing to you about synchron-
ising my SCI SixTrak via MIDI to a
drum machine which is within my

budget of around £200. I have hardly any
money and wouldn't like to waste it.
 Steven Ellis
Portsmouth

A
Know what you mean. The SixTrak's
internal sequencer will synchronise with

any MIDI drum machine. Fortunately, the

price of technology has fallen considerably during the

last year, and you a reasonable MIDI drum

machine for under f250. The obvious candidates here

are Yamaha's RX2 I and the new Roland TR505, which

we hope to be reviewing soon. The Yamaha - and its

Latin percussion equivalent, the RX2 I L - have an RRP

of f249, the Roland an RRP of f225. Any of these

should work fine with your SixTrak.  St

I'm a proud and happy owner of an
Acorn Music 500. I'm also a lonely
owner of an Acorn Music 500. Is

there some sort of users' group? Could you
also tell me what's happened to the MIDI
interface, music keyboard and custom amp?
I've yet to see any reviews or adverts.
 Chris Nobbs
Aylesbury

Your loneliness is at an end. There's an

AMPLE users' group run by Nigel

Sixsmith, who may be contacted at 18

Blackmead, Orton Malbourne, Peterborough PE I OPU.

As for the new products, the interface will be

available in the Summer, the keyboard and the custom

amp towards the end of April. You will, however, also

need to purchase a Music 500 -to -5000 upgrade kit

before you can use these. The Music 5000 is the latest

of Hybrid Technology's music systems. It'll be ROM -

based, MIDI -compatible, and feature improved hardware

and advanced music software. Incidentally, the company

have asked us to point out that the Music 500 won't work

with Acorn's new BBC Master 128 computer, thanks to

the IMHz bus connection on the 128 being slightly

different to that on the Model B series. The 5000 system

has, however, been written to take full advantage of the

Master 128.  St

Flicking through your free classified
ads each month, it's occurred to
me that buying secondhand is a

viable alternative to purchasing a new syn-
thesiser. Can you tell me the pros and cons of
going for a pre -owned instrument, rather than
buying something new and 'off the shelf?
 Doug Gray
Croydon

A
Despite the ever -rapid march of tech-

nology and the downward price spiral that

comes with it, buying a secondhand synth

is still worth considering for the impecunious. It has the

obvious advantage of causing a smaller initial dent on

the wallet, and if you do buy used, you're automatically

less vulnerable to the ravages of planned obsolescence.

That said, a secondhand musical instrument rarely

carries a warranty valid for more than about three

months, so you run the risk of being lumbered with a

faulty machine nobody will pay attention to without

receiving sizeable payment

To minimise this risk, look out for instruments that

are genuinely 'never gigged', that have a good service

history, or simply give the impression of having been

well looked -after; unlike cars, for example, synths

usually bear obvious scars if they've been mistreated at

some stage.

Look out, incidentally, for a more comprehensive

guide to investing in secondhand music technology in a

future E&MM. The subject is too complex to cover in a

few sentences.  Dg

A couple of questions for you
overworked hacks. Is there any
Mirage Visual Editing software

available, or being developed, for the BBC B
micro? And could you tell me if there's an
Ensoniq Users Club in the UK?
 Ivan Whetton
Cumbria

Neither Ensoniq UK nor ourselves have

heard of any package for the BBC.

Perhaps if someone's beavering away

right now they'll let us know.

There isn't an Ensoniq Users' Club at present, but a

certain Matthew Newman is interested in forming one.

A

Matthew can be contacted at 2 Walnut Tree Cottage,

The Green, Front, nr Tunbridge Wells, East Sussex

TN3 9DE.  St

your

I enjoy your magazine's coverage
of the Musical Instrument Digital
Interface, but while the details in

reviews and technical features are

extremely valuable, I'd dearly love to get hold
of some form of MIDI reference book. Could
you tell me if there are any books available on
MIDI?
 Rob Simmons
Oxford

A
As luck would have it, such a book has just

arrived at the E&MM offices. It's called

'MIDI For Musicians' and is written by

Craig Anderton, author of books on electronic projects

and home recording for musicians, and editor of

'Electronic Musician' magazine in the States. We'll be

reviewing the book in due course, but from what we've

seen so far, it appears to be clearly written and well

thought-out Chapters include 'The Evolution Towards

MIDI', 'The Computer/Instrument Connection', 'MIDI

Applications' and the 'The MIDI Studio'. Included at the

back of the book is a copy of the official MIDI 1.0 spec.

'MIDI for Musicians' is distributed by Music Sales, and

carries a f 9.95 price -tag.  St
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Rod Argent's 2LOONDDEONNWwARcK21STREET,

ETW
DC Deu-T1

TEL: 01-379 6690 (SALES)

01-240 0085 (SERVICE)

IEQUEIMAL

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS: Vector

synthesis? Dan Dare would have loved it!

THE ENSONIQ PIANO (SAMPLED DIGITAL PIANO)

SOUNDS GRAND: So do the other eleven sounds

which include Rhodes and marimba; electric

and upright bass. Add to this a weighted

keyboard and great MIDI and we think we have

the New Standard in portable pianos.

EMU SP/12 Tap the potential of sampled

sounds. Turbo version now standard, and you

won't believe the price.

360 SYSTEMS MIDI BASS: Let

your ears do the buying, and

choose from over 40 great

sounds.

ENSONIQ E.S.Q. 1 (SYNTH/SEQUENCER) A great

synth, an extremely versatile sequencer, and

an incredible price.

ems;

SIMIVONS/ENSONIQ PARTY: In true carnival mood we will be launching the new Simmons

range, and the new Ensoniq keyboards early in April. You are invited, so call SARAH

for detai Is.



WIN Toa's Headset Mic and Monitor Speakers
AFTER THE HUGE POPULARITY of the wordsearch puzzle in E&MM's
new -year Quiz of the Decade, we decided to tax your minds with a second,
similar game. This one's in the shape of the distinctive Toa logo, and the first
bunch of all -correct entries we pull out of the hat after the closing date will
receive Toa equipment as reward for their endeavours.

FIRST PRIZE IS THE TOA HY1 headset microphone, a fine on-stage
device combining the functions of headphones and mic in one package. It's
especially useful for keyboard players who want to hear themselves sing (or
just talk) while playing on stage, and comes with three alternative mic
capsules for male vocal, female vocal and communication uses. The built-in
stereo headphone monitoring system can be used either with an individual
mic output, or at line in signal level. A Mute button allows the user to speak
freely with other members of the band or with the audience at any time, and
the whole HY 1 system carries an RRP of over £400 - so it's no mean prize.

If you don't win the HY 1 , you still stand a chance of picking up a pair of
Toa RS21M mini monitors as consolation. The speakers have a maximum
power handling of 100W and are therefore well suited to live, studio and
broadcast monitoring applications, yet are compact enough to fit onto the
front seat of a Mini Metro. They normally retail at around £75 per pair, but
we've got two pairs to give away.

TO STAND A CHANCE OF WINNING any of the above prizes, all you
have to do is solve the logo wordsearch. Listed here are 16 modern music
artists who all use Toa equipment in the course of their work. Their names

Name

have all gone missing inside the Toa logo, and it's your job to find them again.
Note that only the words IN CAPITALS are hidden within the puzzle.
GABRIEL, for example, is concealed somewhere in one of the logo segments,
but Peter is not.

When you've spotted all 16 names, circle them or highlight them in some
way, fill in the entry form, and post this entire page to us (a photocopy will do,

though one only per household please). CLOSING DATE for entries is
second post on Wednesday, April 30, 1986. Employees of Toa Electronics,
The Public Relations Company and Music Maker Publications and their
relatives are ineligible for entry.

TOTO Chuck LEAVELL

Peter GABRIEL STEELY DAN

Rick SPRINGFIELD TWISTED SISTER

MISSING PERSONS Stevie WONDER

Roger NICHOLS THE BANGLES

CHUCK WILD Jeff POCARO

MARILLION The BAND

CHAKA KHAN Rolling STONES
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When an innovative new technology
produces great sound and still

passes Sequential's tough requirements
for quality and ease -of -use, what's
the result? A New Prophet.

Introducing the
radically different
Prophet VS, an eight
voice synthesizer that pro-
duces a wave of sound so big
we almost named it Tsunami.
It's a standout performance instrument based on a new
digital technology called Vector Synthesis. It's easy to
program, it's made in America by Sequential, and it of-
fers the full range of features and commitment to quality
that is expected in a Prophet.

What is Vector Synthesis?
Briefly, complex sound waveforms are stored digitally
(with a minimum of 128 waveforms-including white
noise-always available). A sophisticated algorithm is
employed to dynamically mix up to four of these stored
waveforms together to create sounds. Both subtle,, and
powerful changes in timbre are easily accomplished
-even during a live performance-using the joystick

New waveforms can
also be easily constructed

and modified by the user via the
joystick. These features are unique

to the VS.
Pro, het VS 0/4/1..1:70)? VW OVUM

Made for Performance!
The Prophet VS offers more
immediate control over
changes in timbre than any
synth ever designed. The abil-
ity to control and modulate
stereo panning, voice oscil-
lator mixing, and stereo
chorusing in real-time, as well as instant access to
200 programs via ROM and RAM cartridges are just
a few of the features making the Prophet VS a necessary
instrument for performing artists. Additional features
include a velocity and pressure sensitive 5 -octave key-
board with programmable split, and the most versatile
arpeggiator available to date-offering new options
like polyphonic voicing, rests, and layering.

MIDI? The PROPHET VS MIDI implementation is
matched only by the PROPHET 2000.

IrEOUEMAAL For further information on the PROPHET VS and other
fine instruments from the SEQUENTIAL range, please
send a £2 postal order made payable to
SEQUENTIAL INC to: Sequential (Europe), PO Box 16,
3640 AA Mijdrecht, The Netherlands.
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READY FOR LIFT-OFF

Are Sigue Sigue Sputnik a bunch of talentless poseurs cashing in on front-page controversy,

or are they simply a group of well-meaning individuals giving the flagging horse of

rock 'n' roll some of the impetus it so badly needs? Interview Tim Good er
Now, more than ever, the
nation's pop consciousness is
littered with controversial,
hyped -up acts whose only
talent lies in grabbing

headlines, dressing up and getting
rich quick. Style is orders of
magnitude more important than
content, and record companies are
as likely to sign an act on the basis of
a photograph as they are on the
evidence of a demo tape.

This would appear to leave the art
of musicianship in something of a
sorry state. Nowadays, you're
almost at a disadvantage if you can
actually play an instrument, write
songs and sing them. Or so the mass
media would have us believe,
anyway.

The truth of the matter, though,
is that while bands like Sigue Sigue
Sputnik may openly seek scandal
and denounce musicianship at every
available opportunity, they aren't
advocating the selling of image for
image's sake.

Contrary to popular belief, the
Sputniks care about the music they
make, and not just because it's
18

helping pay the bar tariffs. Their
`non -musician' stance is no
different to that of any other artist
who feels it's better to get thrown in
the deep end and learn about music
the hard way than it is to spend
years studying for degrees.

Sigue Sigue's reputation still
follows them around like a stray dog
behind a food truck, though. In the
week leading up to this reporter's
meeting with the group, Your
Soaraway Sun had been hassling
them for juicy stories and juicier
quotes, and in the middle of a series
of gigs, singer Martin Degville was
left nursing stitches after a bottle
was slung in his direction by a 'fan'.

But gutter press and broken glass
notwithstanding, here I am, sitting
on the floor of a tiny Birmingham
hotel bedroom with guitarist Neal
X. Immediately, I find him
articulate and eager to give his side
of the story. He avoids disclosing
the actual amount that EMI finally
agreed to give the Sputniks, but the
events leading up to the signing
come quickly to the tape recorder.

`We've been together for four

years now. First we spent a lot of
time living together, planning and
learning each other's personalities.

`We'd been together for three
years, walking around telling
everybody about the band before
they'd had a chance to hear us.
Unlike Frankie, we actually had an
album's worth of material, but we
didn't approach anyone. We just
talked about ourselves and made
sure other people were doing the
same- Then the record companies
started phoning us up saying: "can
we meet you, can we hear
something?". And we said "no, no,
when we're ready for you". They
sent their scouts down to see us live,
and then the main A&R guys came
down...

`When the time was right we
arranged a meeting with every
record company, didn't leave tapes
with any of them, showed them the
video and said: "nice meeting you,
we'll think about it".

`In the meantime we got
ourselves a very, very good lawyer
and told him we wanted a great deal:
as good as Spandau Ballet, as good as
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Sade, as good as Duran, then twice
that because it's 1985 now.

'Then the A&R men were
ringing him up and asking how
much we wanted. The head of A&R
at EMI said it was the first time he'd
nearly hit a lawyer. He was very
upset, but they came up with the
money. It's a substantial amount,
but we need that to do what we want
to do. I thing we're a good
investment for EMI.'

so while thousands of bands slave
for years and get nowhere, the
Sputniks have taken Mrs T's
message to heart and gone into
business, sacrificing their art at

the altar of economics. Not bad for a
bunch of eighties punks. Whoops!
Shouldn't have said that...

'I think punk rock killed itself
because of its nihilistic attitude.
We're saying there is a future and
let's make sure we're all in the
driving seat to enjoy it, instead of
letting someone else get up there.'

Point taken. None of the Class of
'76 had the nous to show record
companies clips from their favourite
films, cut together to produce a taste
of the excitement they wanted to
convey. In Sigue Sigue's case, the
result was an unashamed collage of
death and destruction. That and the
video to the 'Love Missile F1-11'
hit, not to mention the band's
advocation of ultra -violence, has
left the Sputniks wide open to
allegation of inviting trouble.

Neal X is at pains to draw a
simple, crucial distinction between
what the band term 'designer
violence' and the real thing.

'What we are actually
encouraging is fantasy violence. I
think it's great to be able to go to the
cinema and watch a film like Rocky
4 because it helps get it out of your
system. It's a different thing:
watching Terminator is great,
watching someone being hurt in
front of the stage is sickening.

'We're not looking to attract a
violent crowd, we're looking for an
audience that's there to be thrilled
and excited. People seem to have
taken us a bit literally and thought
the term "ultra -violence" means
bottling the person next to you,
which isn't really what it's about. I
haven't seen anybody throwing
bottles at a cinema screen yet.

'Our gigs tend to lie somewhere
between excitement and complete
madness. It's like a house of cards
that's trembling and may collapse at
any moment. And sometimes we do
cross over that line.

'Someone at the back of one of
the gigs said they thought it was the
most electrifying experience of their
life, and that at any second 200
people at the front were going to
E&MM APRIL 1986

jump up on stage and trash the
place.'

Take a band enthralled by today's
hi -tech videos and films, and you
take a group of musicians with a
passionate interest in tomorrow's
music technology, too. All Sigue
Sigue's recorded drums and
sequences are the work of a Linn

9000, linked to state-of-the-art
synth modules like the Yamaha
TX816 and Roland MKS80 Super
Jupiter.

'The equipment's great', Neal
enthuses. 'Rather than have to run
through 41 takes for Tony (James)
to get it right, you just plug the
machine in.

'Every group uses drum machines
these days, even the ones that deny
it: they probably just trigger a
LinnDrum from a kit because it
sounds better. The machines don't
argue. You tell the Linn to play
eights and it doesn't turn round and
say: "I'm playing fours in this!". It
saves you a fortune in studio time.

'Our record isn't perfect, though.
It does have mistakes, but I think
that helps. What does it matter if
you've got a few bum notes in there?
That's rock 'n' roll!

'I suppose the quote about us
that's been most twisted is: "who
cares about the music?". It's not
that the music isn't important, but
we're about more than just music,
we're about atmosphere.

'When we came to recording, we
set out to reproduce the feeling we'd
captured in the early demos we'd
done. We want to sound like going
to the cinema and watching one of
those glamorous trash violence
movies like Rocky 4 or Rambo. It's
a series of fast images cut together-
all very bright. At first we thought
we could do it ourselves but there
was something missing until
Giorgio Moroder stepped in. He
took all the pressure off us and it
came together really quickly.'

moroder, undisputed king of
synth disco since Donna
Summer's 'I Feel Love' made
it big in 1977, took a shine to
Sigue Sigue's early demos. So

much so, in fact, that he broke his
own rule of non-involvement in 12 -
inch re -hashes to mix 'Love Missile'
in three days.

In sharp contrast to those
technology -dependent recording
sessions, the Sputniks' attitude
towards live performance is simply
that it should be, well, live.

Neal X's guitar histrionics are
accompanied by the drumming
skills of Simmons twins Ray
Mayhew and Chris Kavanagh;
Tony James"space' guitar; vocalist
Degville and guest sound
manipulator Yana. Not a click -track
in sight, let alone a sequencer or
drum machine.

'Apart from anything else, it's
aesthetically better to play the
instruments live', says Neal. 'I don't
like seeing groups that use backing
tapes, it takes away a lot of the
excitement. And some nights we
might want to slow a song down or
speed it up a bit, so everyone has to
be playing.' .

The rhythms are all straight from
the pads of two Simmons SDS7s,
the sequences from the strings of
James' Roland GR707 guitar synth.
Yana takes care of the Roland Space
Echo that's responsible for the more
consequential vocal treatments, and
a Portastudio for sound effects and
excerpts from various movies.

'The idea is that, when you see us
live, your mind will relate to the
films you heard the sounds in, and
it'll conjure up a visual image of
those films.'

With one singles success already
under their belts, but a scandalous
reputation that shows no sign of
loosening its grip, Sigue Sigue
Sputnik are treading a thin line
between delight and disaster. If the
violent element of their audience
continues to pursue them there's a
danger the appreciative section will
stay away. And if that 'anti -music'
image gets too much coverage, their
credibility will sink faster than the
sales of pork luncheon meat in
Golders Green.

But if the Sputniks can get their
message across before the situation
degenerates, then maybe Neal X has
the best assessment of what the
future will offer:

'Most groups have a couple of
good ideas and they do OK, maybe
even getting a hit single with those
ideas. But I think we're creative
enough to keep coming up with good
ideas, over and over again.'

What was it John Lennon said?
"Maybe six months, maybe a year
even..!" 
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Yamaha QX2 1 MIDI Sequencer
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The budget end of the hi -tech musical instrument
market is becoming more and more competitive
as the weeks go by, and it must be giving the
marketing people a headache or two. Tough
decisions have to be made as to which facilities can
be left out, and which must be included at all costs.
However, with their latest sequencer Yamaha
have taken the unusual step of not leaving
anything out at all. Not as far as I can see, anyway.

Truth to tell, the new QX2I is really just the
QX7 (reviewed in E&MM April '85) with a few
small alterations. The only appreciable differences
are a slight change to the 21's MIDI data filtering
facilities, the inclusion of a 'free memory' display
(on a scale of 0-99) and the addition of a channel
delete facility. The latter is a definite improve.
ment, and it's tempting to wonder why the QX7
wasn't the QX2 I in the first place, if you see what I
mean.

Price alone suggests the QX2I is aimed fair and
square at Casio's SZI sequencer (reviewed in
E&MM September '85). On the facilities front it
compares very favourably with the Casio, allowing
more flexible editing and having more than
double the memory (approximately 6000 notes
with velocity, 8100 notes without). Although the
21 is organised as a two -track sequencer, you can
in fact record on all 16 MIDI channels (though
you're limited to 16 notes per track, so you can't
do endless overdubbing), whereas the SZI limits
you to a maximum of four different MIDI
channels, even with bouncing down.

Recording on the QX2 I (which can be in real or
step time - polyphonic in both cases) is always on
track 1. You then transfer your recorded data to
track 2, record again on track 1, and overdub the
new recording onto track 2 - effectively building
up more than two tracks. With the QX7,
however, you couldn't isolate different parts once
you'd overdubbed; this is where the 21's channel
deletion is valuable, as it allows you to erase parts
associated with a particular MIDI channel. Thus if
you feel that a particular part is too busy within
the overall texture of a piece, you can erase it
without having to erase everything else as well.

However, it's a pity that Yamaha haven't taken
this channel isolation principle further; a channel
solo facility and some channel -specific editing
would have enhanced the sequencer's usefulness a
fair bit.

What else is of note? Well, the temporary
storage buffer is useful for, among other things,
being able to retrieve a track after a disastrous
attempt at quantisation. Recording, playback and
editing can begin from any bar, which is handy.
And editing facilities include inserting and deleting
individual bars, chaining track I data onto the end
of track 2, and inserting track I data anywhere
into track 2. The QX2I is measure -based, with
bar -lengths ranging from 1/4 to 16/4 or 1/8 to 16/8.

Interfacing is strictly MIDI -only, with MIDI In,
Out and Thru all resident on the back panel. It's
still a pity the MIDI Thru can't be switched to a
MIDI Out, though: one MIDI Out simply isn't
enough for more demanding applications, though
Yamaha would no doubt be pleased if you bought
their YMC 10 MIDI Thru box.

Sequence data can be stored to tape, but like its
predecessor, the QX2I can also transmit and
receive sequence data via MIDI System Exclusive
coding. This has the advantage of being much
quicker than simply playing the data over MIDI,
but don't imagine that you can transfer data to
just any old sequencer life just isn't that
straightforward. What you can do is transfer data
between QX2 I and QX7, which I suppose might
come in handy for some people.

It's clear that the QX2 I isn't a cut -down version
of the QX7. In fact, it adds one or two useful
features to the original machine. The QX2I is in
many ways more flexible than the Casio with
which it competes - and has more than double the
note storage capacity. Maybe it's not quite as
straightforward to use as the SZI, but if you're
after a dedicated sequencer, the QX2 I has some
useful features, and at its 'new' price, represents
something of a bargain. Simon Trask
Price RRP £259 including VAT
More from Yamaha-Kemble, Mount Avenue, Bletch-
ley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK I 11E. 0 (0908) 71771
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RittorMusic
introduce the .1- 2- 3 of MIDI sequencers

MASTER TRACKS
by Passport Design

* 1 -Real Time
16 channel recording Link chain and mix tracks. Record all
controllers. 8,000 note memory.
* 2 -Step Time
Input and edit pitch duration velocity articulation and more.
Convert real time sequences to and from step time files for
editing and visual display of music. Scroll up or down in a
sequence.
* 3 -Song Mode
Step assemble songs using sequences created in step or real
time. Build songs as you would with a drum machine. Virtually
limitless note storage using repeat function. Master Tracks is
available on Commodore 64/128 and Apple He, II+ and is
fully compatible with MIDI/4 Plus MIDI/8 Plus and Polywriter
for superb hardcopy printout of your music scores and lyrics.
MIDI Voice Librarian 160 new sounds and disk storage of sounds
for DX7-IX 8P -Juno 106 - CZ Series- OB 8
Apple IIc MIDI Interface and software now available
Macintosh MIDI Interface coming soon
Send now for full details of MIDI products
TWO NEW ROMS FOR DX7 64 Voices on each ROM, created by
Japan's two best DX sound programmers - SENSATIONAL SOUNDS.

Send 60p for demonstration tape or write for product details to:

RITTOR MUSIC EUROPE LIMITED
24 BROOMGROVE GARDENS, EDGWARE, MIDDX. HA8 5SJ U.K.

or telephone 01-952 5302 Telex 24224 ref: 3821
See us at Frankfurt Musik Messe Stand 9.1 E 58

FOR SALE BY TENDER
The Hardware and Software
Design, prototype and all the

Rights in

THE ANVIL
PERCUSSION
SYNTHESISER

For further information contact:

Anvil Synthesisers Ltd,
29 Chowmley Gardens,

Aldred Road,
London NW6

Telephone: 01-794 5214

Al, Al, GIANT NEW SHOWROOMS OPENING SOON MAKING US THE BIGGEST MUSIC STORE
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3-7 MEALHOUSE BROW

STOCKPORT

TEL: 061-429 8777

88 OXFORD STREET

MANCHESTER

TEL: 061-236 0340

GOOD PRICES AND EVEN BETTER FOR CASH - CASH TALKS AT Al

Fostex X-15 multitrack
supadeal £245 inc P&P
Teac Porta-one mini studio 4
track only £399
New MTR MR -10, 4
track £293

S612 MIDI Digital Sampler -F
MD280 disc drive an incredible
price £799
Also new S900
sampler £1595

A WORLD BEATER IN AMPLIFICATION
DEALS FOR CASH

100W Master Volume.....
100W Valve Twin Channel..
50W Valve New Super Bass
300W 4.12 Lead Cab Angled.
150W 1015 Bass Extension Cab .
140W 4 x10 Lead Cab Angled.....
50W 2 x 12 Split Channel Combo .
12W 2 x12 Split Channel Combo .
60W 1 x 15 Keyboard Combo ........

C360.00
1360.00
C294.00
1241.95
£149.00
C160.00
C294.00
074.87

E304.00

MRoland
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE
Roland Alpha Juno 1 £595
Roland JX8P £1050
Roland Sh101 with
modulation 8 hand

Roland Juno 106. 1599
Roland MKB300 C795
Roland MKB1000G £1500

THE FOSTEX X-15 MULTITRACK £245
Now in Stock, the New MR -10
Multitrack Recorder rhe MR -10 has a total
of 10 inputs making it an extremely flexible tool
for anyone involved in multitrack production

0 YAMAHA 1-1V

FM POLYSYNTHS
E PHONE

RX21 £24 

NEW ROLAND
TR505 DRUM ..
MACHINE £225 '' ' '
Drum & percussion sounds
together: 48 programmable
patterns, tape save load facilities

Yamaha MT1X 4 track
recorder mixer ....£449
Teac Portaone £399
Teac 246 £999
Teac 244 Portastudio pckage with J82
LX3 speaker, A313 stereo amp + pair of
WP308 headphones - ONLY £829

- KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD
88 Notes wood keys, beautiful feel, 19 different
control effects the ultimate

TX816 Expander/Tone generator
Imagine the limitless possibilities of 8 DX -7's
available at your fingertips! Phone for prices.

KEYBOARD SALE
Roland VK-1 organ
Siel DK600 and Siel expander
Yamaha DX -9
Korg Poly 61-M
Roland Combo Piano
Yamaha C5-150
Elgam Carousel
Roland SH-101 (with hand grip)
Casio CT -410
JVC KB -700
Akei AX -80
Juno 106

RRP SALE PRICE
£299

C1239 2799
£949 £599
£899 0650
£450 £299
£299 2199
£199 £99
£229 £229
£295 £245
£639 2599
£799 £625
£699 £599

SIMMONS MIDI OPENS DOORS TO A WHOLE
NEW PERCUSSION EXPERIENCE! -

THE ELECTRONIC DRUMS OF THE FUTURE

SDS200 £314.99
SDS400 E481.23
SDS800 £551.24
SDS1 £169.99
SDS9 £1199.99

ALL KITS ON DEMO THRU FULL PA. RIG

'  '' '
.....; .- ::::::;::

Endorsed by all leading bass players
including, Mark King, Pino Paladin and John
Celled°.
GP7 4 x 10 combo £613
GP7 amp head £350
GP11 amp head £440
GP11 AH 50 amp head £595
GP11 Graphic pre -amp £250
1004 4 xl0cab £300

Cl)m

O

0
m

LJ

z

Sm

0

00
SHOWROOMS OPENING SOON MAKING US THE BIGGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE NORTH OF EN

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE
OUR NORMAL SELLING
PRICE. LOWER PRICES
ARE POSSIBLE ON
CERTAIN LINES. WE HAVE
OVER 5000 SO. FT. ON 4

4e. 43°

FLOORS CRAMMED FULL
. WITH GEAR. WE GIVE YOU
THE BEST DEALS PRICES,
AND A FULL WARRANTY
SERVICE

HP/Instan Credit
Part Ex. Welcome!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT
CURRENT RATE. PHONE WITH

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO. FOR
FAST MAIL ORDER
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. . . Put it on top of Old Faithful

Synthesis plus digital sampling -
the best sounding way to
complete your MIDI setup

If you own Old Faithful, or any other MIDI synth, you've got a
good sounding, versatile and responsive instrument. So what

could be better? Connect a Mirage Multi -Sampler to your MIDI
system and see.

Synth voices come alive with character and individuality when
doubled with real sampled sounds. Just make one simple MIDI
connection and the Mirage Multi -Sampler responds with startling
expression to your keyboard's pitch bend, modulation, velocity and
pressure sensitivity -even breath control.

The Mirage Multi -Sampler has all the performance and sampling
features of the Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard -without the
keyboard. It's a complete eight -voice instrument with a musical
range of 5 octaves. There's even an on -board sequencer with
overdub and disk storage ability. All this for about the price of a
day in the studio'.

If you want to create your own sounds, the Mirage lets you sample
from virtually any source. But whether you're into sampling or not,
Ensoniq has an ever-expanding Sound Library of diskettes with the
most true-to-life sounds ever heard from an electronic instrument.

For live performance, recording, composing or creating your own
sounds, top off your system with the Mirage Multi -Sampler. And
breathe some new life into Old Faithful while you're at it. See your
authorized Ensoniq dealer today for a complete demonstration.

ENSONIQ Corp, 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355
Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Que. H4T 1V8
ENSONIQ Europe, 65 Ave de Stalingrad, 1000 Brussels

1. The Mirage Multi -Sampler retails for $1395.00 . . . complete.
Mirage, Multi -Sampler and Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard are trademarks of ENSONIQ Corp.
As far as we know, Old Faithful isn't anyone's trademark.

lensonielt



IN BR1EF
360 Systems MIDI Bass

Every so often, someone comes up with a musical
instrument that breaks new ground. It needn't be
a radical departure in technological terms, but as
often as not, it's the implementation of some
original ideas on themes already widely developed.

The 360 Systems MIDI Bass is one such
instrument.

There's nothing new about sampling, and by the
same token, MIDI is a vital aspect of many current
electronic instruments. Yet the MIDI Bass takes
both these established areas and, with a wonderful
leap of imagination, combines them to create a
unique machine.

Bass sounds are a fundamental part of almost
every genre of music, yet they make fewer
demands on the modern technology involved in
reproducing them - low frequencies are the
easiest and least expensive to sample successfully.

Further cost-cutting comes courtesy of MIDI,
which makes a built-in keyboard unnecessary.
Pitch can be provided by any other MIDI
keyboard, or indeed a MIDI guitar or bass.
Velocity information provided through MIDI can
then contribute greatly to the instrument's
expressiveness, without the increase in price a
velocity -sensitive keyboard normally entails. The
MIDI Bass can respond to pitchbend and mod
wheels, too.

The machine's bass samples are supplied on
chips similar to those used for drum voice -
swapping by Linn and Sequential. Such chips can
be quickly changed to provide a library of bass
sounds suitable for many different types of music,
and each one stores up to four different sounds,
depending on the version you buy.

To say that the MIDI Bass is user-friendly is
under -statement bordering on stupidity. Simply
plug the MIDI Out of your keyboard/guitar/drum
machine to the 360's MIDI In, select a sound from
I to 4, and away you go. Real bass sounds ,t your
fingertips.

But the friendliness doesn't stop there. For
instance, 360 Systems have made MIDI channel
selection a usable feature for novices by putting a
dedicated selector on the MIDI Bass' front panel.

Most of the MIDI Bass sounds fall naturally over
the bottom two to three octaves of a five -octave
MIDI keyboard, but in case this proves to be
awkward, it's possible to set upper and lower
limits which govern the range the MIDI Bass will
respond to, simply by playing top and bottom
notes whilst holding down the Set button.

And as MIDI Bass is monophonic (like most
styles of bass playing), the ability to set which
priority you want is extremely useful. After all, in
some situations it's convenient to have the highest
or lowest note depressed as the one that's
sounding.

The sounds supplied with the machine are
instantly playable in whichever style you see fit,
and it's for its universality that a Fender Jazz Bass
sample is Sound No I. It's too conventional to
raise eyebrows, but it is good and clear. Slapped
Bass does more to draw attention to itself - great
for funk, jazz-rock or any music which requires a
flamboyant bassline.

Itandup-Pizz' is a finger -plucked double bass
that's simply splendid for trio -type jazz and other
acoustic music. `Mini-SEM', on the other hand,
uses a Minimoog combined with an old Oberheim
module to create a classic synth sound; and thanks
to the MIDI Bass, it's velocity -sensitive, too.

Alternative bass guitar samples include a whole
bunch of Fender Precision sounds (with or without
plectrum, round- or flat -wound strings and so on),
classic Rickenbacker and contemporary Stein-
berger samples, and some esoterica like a Gibson
Ripper and an eight -string sample - though
there's no Wal yet.

Keyboard sounds include several DX7 patches
(including one that's described as 'a truly dis-
tressing abuse of FM synthesis') and a Fender
Rhodes sample. There's even a timpani chip,
which ventures outside the original brief of the
MIDI Bass, but works a treat with pitchbend.

Alternative chips cost E35 each, and are
changed simply by opening up the box and
swapping with the chip already in place. You have
to take care not to damage chip legs (ZIF sockets
are recommended if you envisage constant sound -
changing) and to put the chips in the right way
round. A chip inserted the wrong way gets zapped
within I 0 seconds of the power being turned on, so
if you aren't careful, an extremely cheap instru-
ment could get very expensive, very quickly.

I still like the MIDI Bass, though. In fact, I like it
so much I don't plan to return the review model.
And if that means I have to start reaching for my
wallet, then so be it. Brian Devereux

Price Two -sound version £299; four -sound version
£360.
More from Rod Argent's Keyboards, 20 Denmark
Street, London WG2. 'ES6 01-379 6690
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AKAI va...me4p-seaa

Sample an LA
sound in Deptford and

play it at Din walls.

Sampling is a process that allows you
to store and memorise a wide range of
sounds from musical instruments to a
variety of natural sounds. You can then
play them musically via any MIDI
synthesiser.

And AKAI's 5612 is a first -leading the
way in MIDI digital sampling.

It's a tremendous step for musicians,
producing a high quality clear sound that
is perfect in the studio or on the stage.

At under £800 (far less than any
available alternative) it's an effective. way
of getting into sampling. By connecting it
to your MIDI keyboard, sampled sounds

can be produced with six -voice capability
over a five octave range.

The smart, sleek two unit high, 19 -
inch rack mounted S612 is extremely easy
to use. To capture a sound you simply
press the 'NEW button!

And you can sample, overdub, loop,
select MIDI channel and load and save
sounds onto the quick loading memory
disc drive.

With AKAI's library of sound
combined with your own sampling, your
synthesiser will be able to produce up-to-
the-minute sounds.

It's far cheaper than flying to L.A.

$0.4 0/Jur"

Pi The 5612 sampler AKAI
professiondFor your nearest stockist call our Special Information line Tel: 01-897 2487

Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division. Haslemere Heathrow Estate.SilvetJubilee Way. Parkway. Hounslow. Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Te1:01-8976388Telex:892555AKAIUKG



I Roland
NEW! ALPHA JUNO 1! 6 VOICE POLYSYNTH

£575

All new cosmetics terrific sounds! Fantastic value! Look at these features: 49 notes,

63 memories, 16 character LCD display
New LSI chip gives complex waveforms! New Dial System! Limited supplies in stock.

Call for demo.

NEW! ROLAND MC500
MICRO COMPOSER

Micro composer with
built-in 3.5" disc drive
Holds 100,000 notes
per disc. Internal
memory capacity
40,000 notes. Alpha
Dial. LCD display. MIDI

£799

COMING SOON!U NEW SUPER JX10
POLYSYNTH £1899
Super JX10, the ultimate analogue polysynth! 76 keys! 12 voice!
weighted keys! built in sequencer! dual and split! 50 presets!
50 memories! MIDI! Alpha dial! Call for availability

10 BAL.4:.--
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490
0245 353878

nfiARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

NEW TR505 -£225!
16 PCM voices, 48 preset, 48
program memories, 6 tracks, LCD
display, MIDI

 PIIII10111111111 le
roc 111111111111111111111111111110 10

FANTASTIC NEW
BOSS PEDALS

DIM -C- Dimension C
OD -2- Turbo -overdrive
HF-2-High band
flanger

DIM -C - £99
OD -2 - £47
HF-2 - £69

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
0705 820595

k--' Roland
AT LAST! FANTASTIC DIGITAL

DRUMS FROM ROLAND! £1299
TV.. system consists of the DDR-30 Digital Drums

Module and two kinds of drum pads exclusively for

the DDR-30 - the PD -10 Bass Drum Pad and PD -20

Snare Drum/Tom Pad. Enter the world of electronic

music yet keep your drumming technique nuances

-a realistic digital sound source,flexible sound

modification, MIDI compatibility and superb

playability.
Six drum voices- Bass, Snare andfour Toms.

Four different PCM digital present sounds provided

for each voice. Preset edit over 16 parameters. Up

to 8 kinds of modified preset sounds per voice

memory store.

PAD -8 OCTOPAD £399
A ROLAND FIRST! TRIGGERS ANY MIDI DRUM

MACHINE, SYNTH OR SEQUENCER

Eight touch sensitive pads, each independently

assigned to midi note number, can control midi

drum machines or synths. Four pad presets in

memory plus curve, velocity and gate controls! Six

external pads or triggers can also be used.

4fl

1

dr asti,.
-sem

DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

*TR727
DIGITAL PERCUSSION MACHINE

The TR727 is identical to the TR707 except that it

has 15 digital recorded latin sounds. 64 rhythm

patterns -midi in LCD display. Fantastic with PAD -

8! Bongos, Congas, timbale etc.

*In stock at all branches £450

ROLAND DRUM MACHINE SPECIALS
DR11 £1251 CR8000 £3251 CR5000 £2491 PC2 £491 HC2 £49

MU PRI DGE

RolancT\
NEW! ALPHA JUNO 2! TOUCH SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO DIGITAL

Incredible Sophisticatior9192vable Price. MIDI Controllable - Totally
REVERB E1
Programmable - 995 Delay' Look al these realises 24 memories,
Parametric E0 control for room site PRG delay, Gale/Damprog. rev time
MIDI , 6 integrated display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds' Many
other features'.IN STOCK NOW

Touch sensitive polysynth, 64
pogroms, 64 presets. 16 character
LCD display, new L81 chip gums
complex waveforms. New Alpha
dial system' 76 note keyboard

£799
HS60! 6 VOICE
POLYSYNTH WITH BUILT
IN SPEAKERS £595!
On hoard 8 watt amplifier and speakers - MIDI -
128 memories, 61 keys, LFO, DCO, APE, VCF, VCA,
ENV and Chorus, 16 MIDI channel select buttons.
Connects with any MIDI equipped synth or
sequencer, Optional Recorder/Rhythm Composer/
MIDI Thru Box.

MKS -7 SUPER QUARTET
Consists of 2 -voice polyphonic Melody section, a 4 -voice
polyphonic Chord, a monophonic Bass and Rhythm. MIDI velocity
messages increase or lower sound. Slider control adjusts
sensitivity. One hundred preset sounds for Melody section, 100
for Chord, 20 for Bass 11 PCM digital sounds for Rhythm.

NEW ROLAND RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO

ur rn Ilium II ilk 111111111\1

The most realistic and
economical digital piano yet!
Sounds incredible! 16 voices!
88 note keyboard! MIDI! Call for
further details

NEW MKS20 DIGITAL PIANO RACK
MODULE! Rack mount version of RD1000 (see
above) same specification Out no keyboard

RolandFANTASTICBARGAINS!

HP300 £549 HP350 £595
HP450 £695

KEYBOARD
JX8P

Vi'SVP'MG51
JUN060
JXP
JP6
11660
MS(81000
MK81000 NIKSIo
MK8300  055/I

IPSO
HMO
EPSO

AXIS I
RUN RACK
MEMO Jinder
MKSS3010

MK
NIKS7 Supemet

MC48
SEQUENCERS

MS0700
54 S0100

POA
POA
[199
£599
[599
099
1795
099

11199
[1199

C*99
£575
C499
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA

1399
C799
0399

CMUPOO

TAMM2207

,R011U147,7 /AMINES

C7'67180006'6

£450

CR5C00

0450
C399

BOSS R1411100

C125
C299

DDR30PAD8 Kil

C249

JC1M"20 Jam Maus

C399
POA

C49

C475
JC50 C299

Spirit 25A Ca13975

tOP7F:uuts":=
£155

Supercute MO Lean
£235329

ROLAND HS60 (JUNO 106 +
SPEAKERS £995 £595

..a..-,a'salmorni

MC4B + OP8M £2999 £399!
£99
f49

C175
. C175

Elos

Gibe 40 Chorus crologn

Cubeput.60 Chorus

141120011111everb

,SDE,2000

SCE3000

DBTenwest2Mon D

Sulymoder
PA250 Muter Amp
SST120 Speakers

CP14120
ke'

GUITAR SYNTHS
GROS b GR300
GR300
G202. GR300
070
G9779

077
G70 - 56700
GR700

170A
£399
1-395

£299
0250
1599
£599
1609
f499
f149
1299

C499

£595
Co95

C595
[650

(1600
11100

11599
E1395

ROLAND
MICRORACK

MPU101 Midi to CU E239

MPU102 Filter Co ..6199

MPU401 Millnterface E170

BOSS BARGAINS
13F2 Flanges E90
CE2 Chorus

CE3 Stereo Chorus

CS2 Compressor
DD2 Digital Delay

DF2 Distortion Feedback
DM3 Analogue Delay
DSD2 Digital Sample,
HC2 Hand Claps

PC2 Percussion Synth
002 Heaw Metal
0D2 Turbo Overdrive
DE203 Delay I:349

CE300 Chorus

£l59
Eb5

E99

floe

PHONE ANY BRAN

IU 13055

BOSS BARGAINS
84400 MIxe,
IMOD Mixer
130800 Mice,

NF1 Noise Gain
PC2

C79

7115
1199

r49
fos

SUPERDEALS1 ALI. EX -DEMO 011
SECONDHAND

'O :229255

mITRC71c8P2o; PG800

JUN0106 Fbghtcase C[11'91902:13

SDE2020 Sampler. Keyboard mm
ref

4s=.1.,;:t",b'oo'"° QT0

m20000

MICRORACK

C39

RDD10 Delay E145

RCL10 Comp Lim . £107

RGE 10 Eq 0107

C107

RPM10 Phases

°%'
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FANTASTIC NE

IX27 £499

igular key version of the DX100. Its features and
cs are nearly identical to the DX100 so you can
it as a MIDI on line controller keyboard.

X21 DIGITAL SEQUENCE
ECORDER

£259

high-performance 2 -track digital sequencer is
able of recording anything you play on a Yamaha
synthesizer or other MIDI keyboard, complete with
:h response (velocity), pitch bend, modulation, and

function parameters, 6000 to 8100 note
nory, 7 character LED display. MIDI.

ICS2 MIDI CONTROL
STATION £POA

MIDI magic! There is so

much to tell you about

this product we simply
don't have the space. A
million new ways to use

MIDI. Call us and we'll

explain.

MAHA
W PRODUCTS!

SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI
EFFECTS PROCESSOR £599!

4MfalaiMMIEW
One of the most exciting new products to appear for years!
Features include reverb, early reflection, delay, echo, modulation
control, autopan, vibrato, reverh 8 gate, pitch change, freeze,
ADR gate, compression, parametric ED, flange. phase, MIDI.
RC7 Remote controller available soon,

MEP4 MIDI EVENT
PROCESSOR £POA

The MEP4 has a myriad of uses in MIDI recording. In the studio it
can do such things as removing unwanted controller information
horn a sequencer track, delaying MIDI clock messages, or
assisting in MIDI mixdown 60 program memory, 16 character
LCD display.

NEW YAMAHA SDS PEDAL
RANGE - Superb Quality,

Super Low Price!

Compressor £39

Distortion £39

Overdrive £39

Chorus £59

Flanger £59

Graphic ED £59

YAMAHA \
;PECIAL OFFERS!!! SPECIAL OFFERS!!!

£1999
.£899
£P0A
£POA
£999
£POA

£299
£499
£625
£179

£P0A

5 Digital Synth
Li 7 Digital Revert)

1 Digital Reverb
1 Digital Sequencer
88 MIDI Remote
B16 Tone Module
7 Digital Sequencer
7 FM Module
11 Digital Drums
5 Remote Keyboard
216 Tone Modules

CX5
SOFTWARE

AND

ACCESSORIES £99 £POA

SFG05 DISC

TONE MODULE DRIVE

CARTRIDGE INTERFACE

101 ROM - FM Music Composer £36 CMW32 ROM - Keyboard Chord Progres. £45

102 ROM - FM Voicing Program £36 CMW33 ROM - Guitar Chord Master £45

103 ROM - DX7 Voicing Program £36 GAR -01 ROM - Graphic Artist (Mouse Paint) . £49

104 ROM - FM Music Macro £36 FVD-01 Cass. - FM Voice Data I - 96 voices .... £19

105 ROM - DX9 Voicing Program £36 FVD-02 Cass. - FM Voice Data II - 96 voices ... £19

301 ROM - 4 -track MIDI Recorder DC £39 RDB-01 Cass. - RX15 Rhythm Data I £19

302 ROM - RX Editor DC £39 RDB-02 Cass. - RX15 Rhythm Data II £19

305 ROM - DX21 Voicing Program DC .... 1:39 RDB-03 Cass. - RX15 Rhythm Data III £19

501 ROM - FM Music Composer II DC £39 UPA-01 Playcard Program Cartridge £53

502 ROM - FM Voicing Program II DC £39 CR-01 Playcard Reader £26

504 ROM - FM Music Macro II DC £39 UDC -01 Data Memory Cartridge £65

131 ROM - Keyboard Chord Master £45 CA -01 Cartridge Adaptor £19

*DC = Disc compatible NEW! SFG05 8X21 Tone Module Cartridge £99!!

MUSIC PR

RX21

DRUM

MACHINE
£249

FANTASTIC NE

PF70/PF80 ELECTRIC PIANOS
80 Note, 10 voices, LCD display, weighted action,
programme editing, MIDI, tremelo chorus, 3 band eq,

16 prommable functions

PF70 £899 - PF80 £999

WXY10/5 WIRELESS
DIVERSITY SYSTEMS £599/£799
Freedom at last, Yes we've waited a long time for these fantastic

I new products from Yamaha. Now you can have completely free

guitars, keyboards or mics with no loss of quality whatsoever. Well

worth waiting for, two versions available, single or multiple, call for

further details.

SUPERB NEW SE

GUITAR SERIES
This amazing new
series includes SE350,

SE250, SE350H, SE150!
They must be seen to be

believed!

CALL IN
FOR DEMO!

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
(°P9 Putney Bridge Tube)

01-736 4771

AHA
W PRODUCTS!

MT1X MULTITRACK
RECORDER/MIXER £449

The new 4 track cassette multitracker.
Amazing specification, amazing price.
Optional power pack available!

RX21L LATIN PERCUSSION
MACHINE £249

RX21L as RX21 but with 16 PCM percussion

voices, 50 programmable songs, cassette
storage, MIDI, congas, tambourine, bongos,
timbale, conga, cowbell, whistle, clavers

YAMAHA RANGE GUITARS
SE200 £115 59300 £659

Sti13000 £345 SG200 £145

SG100S £289 Call in for demo!

173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
LONDON NW1
01-267 3786
01-485 111ZER 0041

YAMAHA
HI -TECH EXCELLENCE!!!

BARCLAYCARD'

INTEREST FREE

k CREDIT

DX21 £649
128 Pre-programmed voices, 32 performance
memories, MIDI, 8 note polyphonic

11111"DX100 £349
DX100 battery operated FM Synth mini keys 129
voice ROM, 8 note polyphonic, 49 notes, ideal
MIDI control synth.

REV 7 £899
Yamaha break the puce performance
barrier with the brand new REV -7i 191'
rack mount and yoM remote, simulates
any reverb characteristics) New LSI
chips give up to 15 early reflections
and 99.9 milliseconds of initial delay.,
Parametric ES, MIDI, 30 x presets.
stereo, 60 user memories.

ainSO EX01 LIME ENGCAE

SUPER PRICE
Incredibly sophisticated state of the an data storage, the most
powerful yet! 8 Polyphonic channels, built in disc drive with one
megabyte storage 18 0,000 notesi) Extremely sophisticated
editing. Best Yeti

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD

Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote keyboards! Light and
portable yet full of features, 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel!
19 different control effects, 192 parameter change possibilities.
THE ULTIMATE.

TX7 FM TONE
GENERATOR

£499

QX7 DIGITAL SEQUENCE
RECORDER £299
MT44D
Multitrack
Recording
Systems
PHONE

FOR DETAIL



DW6000 6 VOICE POLYSYNTH.

Korgs 6 voice digital synth. now

available at unbeatable competitive

price! Features
advanced digital sound

quality with easy use
processing and

control/69 memories/Complete
sound

generation through
harmonics synth.

encoder in 2x256 ROM chips.

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490

POLY 800
Korgs best selling Synth.

Now at silly price of

85 ST. MARYS ST. A,

SOUTHAMPTON SOUthSEA
HAMPSHIRE Po

HAM
'703 226798

PROPHET
VS DIGITAL
VECTOR SYNTHESIZER £2175
The Prophet VS digital vector synthesizer features

8 voices with each voice composed of4 digital oscillators. 200
programs via ROM and RAM

cartridges. MIDI. Up to 128 waveforms.Velocity and pressure
sensitive 5 octave keyboard with programmable split

Many innovativefeatures - call in for details.

PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL
SAMPLING KEYBOARD £2175

DW8000 PROGRAMMABLE

DIGITAL WAVEFORM

SYNTHESIZE
Hit of the year! Korg

get it right with

features and price! 8 voice poly/

Korg's original digital waveform

system/velocity sensing/built
in

digital relay/Echo/Flanging/Chorus
MIDI/69 memories. Extremely

easy to edit/Dual
digital six part

envelope generators!

NEW LOW PRICE

SOD -1 MIDI
RECORDER & QUICK DISC

Korgs outright
winner! At last an

affordable storage system

with the speed and
efficiency of a built-in disk drive!! 2.8"

quick disc/With 30000
note storage/Real or step time/

Advanced editing/MIDI/Fast
ACCFII/Advanced

editing/PunchoutlCopy
insert/Delete modes.

EX800 POLYPHONIX
MIDI EXPANDER

Now at an incredible new low price of

£199.00 (while stocks last)

OF0 iirERCtit
E

l

Up to 16 splits/touch sensitive weighted keyboard
formats own disc/6

second sampling at 21KHz
- 10 secs at 15KHz/Extremely sophisticated

MULTITRAK £695

Sequential's new advanced polysynth, now at all-time
low price. Touch sensitive, powerful on -board
sequencer, multi-timbral, MIDI.

PROPHET 2002
DIGITAL SAMPLING
MODULE £1795
Rack mount version of the
Prophet 2000. Same specification
but without keyboard.

TOM £499

The advanced digital drum machine
now at this ridiculous price

KORG POLY
800

Mk II
1000 note

polyphonic sequencer,
programmable digital delay, up to

1024 milisecs, programmable Eq, 6 point envelopes

NEW EX8000
PROGRAMMABLE
SYNTH MODULE
£POA

Expander version of the amazing DW8000. Many many
features. Phone for details.

DVP-1 DIGITAL
VOICE

PROCESSOR
Features MIDI, 5 note programmable

harmonizer, pitch shifter, 8 internal waveforms, £895
64 programs, 16 bit digital technology.

Eight voice polyphonic digital
sampler. Using 12 bit linear
technology, the 5900 comes
complete with a 3.5 inch disc drive
fitting into a 19 inch 3U rack mount.

8 voice polyphonic or 8 individual
monophonic voices over 6 octave
range. Call for demo.

SPECIAL OFFER
Korg MIDI pedal board and SDD2000 sampler
delay. Special deals £POA
Call for details.

Now Available - COMPLETE SOUND

SAMPLING SYSTEM! S612 MIDI DIGITAL

SAMPLER & MD280 QUICK DISCS

Includes complete
set of 10 pre-
recorded discs

AKAI LIBRARY DISK SETS 20 SOUNDS IN EACH SET!!
£59.90

£49.90 SL202 Percussive Sounds
SL201 Orchestra sounds

£49.90
£49.90 SL204 Rhythm Section

SL203 Chorus + Ensemble £59.90
£49.90 SL206 Sounds of Japan

SL205 Special Effects
£29.90 ALL IN STOCK NOWII

BL100 Blank disk set

AX80 MIDI - TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH
All new design and sounds at a crazy

price! A wealth

of features. Beautiful cosmetics, easy
to use.

61 keys/8 voice poly/Fluorescent
display/32 preset

sounds/64 user programmes/velocity
sensitive MIDI

CALL FOR INCREDIBLE PRICE

AKAI MIDI RACK EFFECTS

ME1OD MIDI digital delay ................£99

ME15F MIDI dynamic controller ......£99

ME20A MIDI sequencer arpegiator £99

AKAI COMPACT
DISC PLAYER

IN STOCK £199!!



ESQ1 DIGITAL SEQUENCER
SYNTHESISER

E949
r,'IDPgrnn:Le, 80

to 10,000 with can MIDI sequencerp.

THE FANTASTIC NEW

MIDIVERB -£399!!
Completely digital, the Midiverb offers a
powerful range of 63 room programs in full
Stereo. Everything from

small rooms to full halls.
Decay times from 0.2 to

20 seconds as well as
gated and reversed programs

for special effects,
plus MIDI.

In stock at all Future Music branches

FANTASTIC
NEW PRODUCTS

MIRAGE DIGITAL SAMPLINGKEYBOARD

£1295
3,:iFr,!e ?:,,Edsf5e;rdiF-ds

MIRAGE DIGITAL
MULTI -SAMPLER

(RACK MOUNT)

NEW WORLD BEATING PRODUCTSSDS1000
5 PIECE KIT

£649 excluding
stands5 user & 5 factory

memory patches - footswitch memory
patc

changing -4 digitally
sampled snare drums

- headphone jackfor silent practice

TMI PROGRAMMABLE
MIDIINTERFACE

£249

Programmable
MIDI interface

for electronic percussion -
interfaces with all Simmons

electronic drums
- 50 m

patches- programmable
MIDI note, channel

and program data.SDE MIDI PERCUSSION
EXPANDER £499

i.
Generates a

range of percussion
sounds from tuned percussion

to bets & gongs
- 20 factory

user programmablesounds & 20 sounds loadable
from a range of cartridges - easily

accessible programming
format- volume,

pitch, MIDI andoperating data all storable.

£1199More than a match
for the acoustic kit

because it is designed to
give you everything

the acoustic has to offer -aid
morebesides - 20 user

programmable kits,
new pads, 3 snare

sounds, rimshot, all digital
sounds, MIM

(ma44-6 PRESTON RD.
i* BRIGHTON

4' SUSSEX
Nommii. 0273 675983/4

CAS I 0.COMING SOON!!
FANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS!!

RX1 - NEW DIGITAL
SAMPLING RHYTHM

COMPOSER £395
Sampling can be performed either using en external
microphone or LINE IN connection. 0.8 second sampling
period fora single sample or divide among maximum of 4
different samples. 12 built-in sounds are producedby a
PCM sound generator. Total of 10 output terminals are
equipped for individual sound control.

333,013 M*13 8.33
-  AIM IOW gig Mt

3

CZ3000 POLYSYNTH
IN STOCK NOW!!!

SK -1 DIGITAL SAMPLING
KEYBOARD

8 -bit PCM  Sampling rate 9.3 KHz (max.)
Samplingperiod: 1.4 sec.  One -key play 4 -note polyphonic

 Toy Symphony preset as demonstration  Vibrato and
podamento effects  13 types of chords including

CASIOCHORD  Built-in speaker £89 00

THE SOUND THAT CREATES
LEGENDS NOW AT ALL FUTURE MUSIC BRANCHES

WITH A GREAT NEW 1986 LINE UP!!

Standard Strat £395
Squier Popular Strat £249
'62 Vintage Tele £389
Contemporary Strat £475
Telecaster with humbuckers
and trem £429

Squier Tele f239
Katana £529
Squier P. bass £279
Squier Jazz bass £319
Contemporary P.J. bass £399
Squier Katana bass £289

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SVV6
(app. Putney Bridge Tube)

01-7364771

SiSSIN
AMPLIFICATION
Best range at best prices

always stocked at Future
Music e.g.

Rocket 30 £175
Sessionette 75, 1 x 12
combo £175
Sessionette 75, 2x 10
combo £275
Call for further details

MTM MIDI INTERFACE
£595

Translates audio
signals mt

IDI and MIDI
code intotriggers - programmable input_

trigger processing -accepts drum pads,
mic'd acoustic drum

and drum& off
tape - prograrnmable

dynamics,
IDI data and effects100 memory

patches with sequentiMal
program switching.SDC200 AMPLIFIER
E550

200 watt amplifier for electronic percussion
- customdesigned speaker

unit- input channels
& equalisation forkick, snare, toms,

hi -ht & cymbals
- effects send or each-- -

channel - rugged,
powerful, yet highlyportable system

173 KENTIL
ROAD
LONDON NW1
01-267 3786
01-4851448

AL

A cess

SUPPORTED

CHEQUES

INSTANT CREDIT

INTEREST FREE

AMPLIFICATION

Full range of guitar, bass and
keyboard combos plus PA

equipment. Everything from
practice amps to stage PA rigs. All
in stock at all Future Music
Branches

tocelectronic
Pedals for the perfectionist

NEN
INCREDIBLE QUALITY!!

SUPER LOW NOISE!!
Chorus/flanger
Dual Parametric Eq
Sustain Eq
TCX11 Phasor
Booster/Distort

£157.00
£84.00
£94.50

£126.00
£94.50



SECK-1882
MIXER

The ideal 1316 partner
and

now at a very

attractive
price

FOSTEX 260 FOSITM
MULTITRACKER

only £699!!!
Production Four Track

More than any other format four
track is used

for producing
music demos and programming.

High speed cassette
has taken over from open

reel and for even greater convenience,

recorder and mixer have been
combined as a

single unit.
The Fostex 260

caters for all the new

techniques of the
advanced four track user.

More equalisation,
more auxiliaries, and

rent

even

more flexibility.
Plus the clear, transPa

sound that Fostex
has become famous

for.

 2 Auto Locate Memories

 Dual Parametric Sweep Eq

 2 Auxiliry inputs per channel plus 2 line inputs

 Switchable Dolby C Noise Reduction

 LCD Counter

 A host of other features

FOSTEX
816

The Fostex
616 is the

most compact

sixteen trackecorder
ever made.

Small enoug
to use in any application.

Light enough
for one man to carry. And

affordable fora
working

musician to own

and use.

It's development
and the outstanding

audio quality
were made

possible by

advances
in several basic component

technologies,
all skillfully

employed by

Fostex
engineers.

eV,

 18 inputs,
8 out and

stereo out

 Use as
multtrack or

live mixer

 16 track monitoring

 Mid -range
parametric

 Up to six auxiliaries

 Compact
and highly

portable yet

superbly sophisticated

 Peak bar graph meters

Economical1/2"
tape

Record all 16 tracks live

 15 Ps plus varispeed

 Remote autolocator
and sync

inputs

Fost
MODEL 80 MULTITRACK RECORDERFostex pioneered eight tracks

on quarter inch. This unique
format offersconvenience and economy of

operation with audio mastering quality.This unique fourth generation
Personal Multitrack recorder

and usesmicroprocessor control technology
to achieve smoother, faster

working.Connections are provided
for both the remote and synchroniseraccessories.

Model 80 audio quality is
tight and clear, the result of no flls electronici circuit design and dte incorporation

of the latest Dolby 'C' noise reduchon.Every feature is included
to make the process of

recording andoverdubbing, faster and
even more manageable for

working musicians. Redesigned cosmetics
with bargraph meters SMPTE timecode track

 Dolby C Improved signal to
noise ratio +20013

 Record on an 8 tracks live
 MIDI interface for controlling

synths

450 MULTITRACK
RECORDING MIXERThe Easley 450 mixer

is designed to complement the
Model 80 recorder inversatility, quality and speed of operation.i it has a total of seven busses,

but it's designed to work eight tracks.
i Efficiently and economically.

The state of the art in Personal' Multitrack.
i Like all Fostex products

it's carefully designed and
made.Sensible colour coding and

light weight are importantphysical features. Electronically
and operationallythere's innovation throughout.

Every feature for mixing and
monitoring has beenincluded to provide a fast

console for music or
I production applications.

 Completely redesigned
cosmetics and routingsystem

 Bar graph integral meters
 Pre and post 3 band

parametric eq  In line monitoring Input solo  2 aux
sends  Phantom powering

1 MODEL 20 MASTER RECORDER
Based on the same transport

as the Model 80 Multitrack, the Model20 Master recorder offers
unique facilities to anyone mastering forproduction.

The standard mastering two
track, two channel format issupplemented by a third,

cue channel, located in the
centre of thetape, intended for recording

and playback of SMPTE time code.This feature, coupled with
full synchroniser compatability,

puts all ofthe potential of advanced
production techniques into The hands ofthe user.

The proven cost benefits
of the compact Posies transport,

and theincorporation of up to date
facilities opens UP a new range ofopportunities in multitrack.

Until now, synchronisation
of SMPTE and MIDI, of music and video,was reserved for select, top of

the market studio operations.Now Easley puts this link to
the future within reach of every workingstudio and musician.

 Matching cosmetics to
model 800 450  Bargraph integremeters  15 0 7.5 ips speed

 VarisPeed  Easy editing Dolby C  SMPTE

05t
FOSTEX 4050
AUTOLOCATOR

For use with A80, A20 and B16
models!! Incredible features!!
 Autolocator has digital LED
display and is totally programmable
(minutes, seconds, bars, notes!!)
Tempo change in realtime
 SMPTE time code

FOSTEX X15
NEW

LOW
PRICE

£245
AT A BUDGET

4030/
4035
SYNCHRONIZER
CONTROLLER
 MIDI  Computer interface
synchroniser will lock AVD10 to
audio or audio to video! Optional
4035 controller!! All new and
unbeatable value!

SIGNAL
PROCESSING

PRICE
 Noise Gate
 Compressor

Compressor/  Dual Sweep Equaliser

Mixer  Stereo Reverb
NEW Exciter in stock

£39 NEW Auto pan in stock

MN15



sALE s vow% rum omok al

C=Chelmsford Shop F=Fulham P=Portsmouth S=Southampton B= Brighton K=Kentish Town A=All Shops
ALL NEW, EX DEMO OR SECONDHAND OFFERSI=Yes we mean it. If you're interested in any of these clearance lines, make us an offer - we may just say yes!

SYNTHESIZERS
New Roland Juno 1 £499 A
New Roland June 106.. £599 A
New Roland JX8P . £999 A
New Roland SI1101.. £199 A
New Roland Juno 2 £799 A
New Roland JP6 £999 A
New Roland MKB1000 £799 A
New Roland MK8300.. 0599 A
New Yamaha DX21.. £599 A
New Yamaha DX27 . EPOA A
New Yamaha DX7 £1199 A
New Yamaha DX5 £1999 A
New Yamaha 00100 £349 A
New Yamaha 1)(7 £499 A
New Yamaha TX812 £P0A A
New Yamaha TX816 EPOA A
New Korg DW8000 .. £899 A
New Korg DW6000 £559 A
New Korg Poly 800 .. £399 A
New Kong Poly 80011... E525 A
S/H Korg Delta £199 F
New Kong EX800 . £199 A
New Korg EX8000 . £P0A A
New JVC KB303 £299 A
New Casio CZ101 £299 A
New Casio CZ3000 . £P0A A
New Coco CZ5000 _.. £P0A A
New Sequential Pro 2000 ..£1999 A
New Sequential Multitrak £599 A
S/H Korg MS10 Mono . .E99 C
S/H Roland 912000 . £149 C
S/H Arp Omni 00fferst C
S/H Korg Micro Preset ....... _.EOffers! C
S/H Juno 106 £449 C
S/HSH101 MGS1 0175 S
S/H Yamaha CS7OM ... £499 S
S/H Roland Planet Mod £699 A
NewYmha DX7, £P0A F
N Oberheim DX £399 F
New PS25.. £275 S
S/H Korg Polysix E449 S
S/H Moog Rogue .£19 5
S/H Moog Prodigy .£99 S

New Roland PB3130
New Roland PR800 .£99 5
S/H Rolanc Jupiter 6... £799 5
MIDI KEYUUARD CONTROLLERS
New Roland MKB1000 £799 A
New Roland MKB300 ..£699 A
New Roland AX15300.. . EPOA A
New Yamaha KX5. £179 A
New Yamaha KX88 ..£999 A
New Korg RK100. . £90A A
MINI SAMPLERS
New Sequential Pro 2000 F.2175 A
New Akai Complete S900 ....E1500 A
New Akai 5612. £799 A
New Kong 502000 ..£599 A
New Delta Sample Mods From .. .£79 A
New Boss DSD2
New Boss 0E200. £295 A
New Yamaha VS5100. ..._...........£179 A
E/X Roland SDE2000 + keyboard
(Ex demo)......... ..£399 C
S/H MXR01 Digital Roved) Inane £2000) £499 S
SEQUENCERS
New Roland MC500. ..£799 A
New Roland MS0700 . EPDA A
New Roland MS0100 £295 A
New Roland JS060 .£99 A
New Roland MG202. ..£195 A
New Roland MC4B ..£399 A
New Roland + OP8M . £195 A
New Roland P0800.. ..£199 A
New Roland CMU800..
New Roland MR/401 £195 A
New Obertem DSX . ..£400 F
New Yamaha ())(21 .1259 A
New Yamaha 001 . EPOA A
New Tamale 0X7 ..£299 A
New Korn 5001......._.___._............_....£549 A
5/H Roland CS0100. £0thirs! C
New Simmons SOS6 ......£0tters! C
ELECTRIC PIANOS 8 HOME KEYBRANDS
New Mirage Digital Piano £999 A
New Roland FP50 £499 A
New Roland EP100. £549 A
New Roland HP300 Special Price.. £549 A

New Roland HP350 Special Price £595 A
New Roland HP450 Special Price £695 A
New Yamaha PF70 .............._................£899 A
New Yamaha PF80 ..£999 A
New Yamaha CP80.. ...£1999 A
New Yamaha CP70 . £P0A A
S/H Yamaha CP80 £1999 A
New Yamaha CP70M . EPOA A
New Yamaha CP6OM . £P0A A
S/H Rohner Clavinet. .£0tterS! C
SRI Roland EP10 ..£149 C
S/H Cramer Piano. .00ffers! C
S/H Rhodes 88 with amp. .£0ffers! C
S/H Wurlitzer £199 SP
S/H Roland

.

HP300 ,.£749 S
SM Fender Rhodes £200 F
DRUM MACHINES
New Roland TR505 £225 A
New Roland 11:1707.. £450 A
New Roland TR727 £399 A
New Roland T0606 0135 A
New Roland TR909 £399 C
New Roland TR505 . Mew A
New Roland CR5000 £199 C
New Roland CR8000 E299 A
New Yamaha RX11 £625 A
New Yamaha !1X75 ..£399 A
New Yamaha 9X21 11249 A
New Sequential Tom £499 A
New Sequential Drumulator ..£399 A
New DR110. £125 A
New Amdek RMK100 .PIS C
New Korg DOM110 _....£159A
New Korg DOM220 £159 A
New Korg KPR77. . £P0A A
ELECTRONIC IUTS
New Roland 01330 kit £1199 A
New Roland Pad 8 £399 A
New Simmons SASS... £1199 A
New Simmons SDS7 f11199 A
New Simmons 5058 ._........_.........._.....0499 A
New Simmons SDS5 £599 A
New Simmons Sequencer S0.56 £799 A
New Ultimate UPI £399 A
New Ultimate K2)( £499 A

INURE
The Sound of the Professionals

Just a few of the world's finest microbranchphones!

All in stock at every Future vibraphones!
All

at very competitive prices.

SN110 A, SM 12 A, SM 14 A

Dynamic
Designed to solve many
problems of drummers, key-

boardists and guitarists who

sing as they play: staying "on

mic" as they move around

while playing; keeping vocals

isolated from instruments;

SM 90/91
Condenser

being unable to hear vocal

monitor; drummers hitting

the boom stand
with the sticks.

The dynamic micriPhone

capsule is noise -cancelling.

Response is designed for

close -talking, with strong,

professional sound quality.

PE 66 Dynamic

Shure finest PE instrumental

microphone. Really comes

Model
SM90 is a "pressure

through when close miking is

zone" omnidirectional
unit. important.

4014 R (VI/E. by

5111111
Prologue range priced from just 23.00

brings Shure well within your reach.

Because they've
been designed by

Shure, you can be certain that they

combine the highest standards of

performance, durability
and reliability.

S

PF1012

SM 58
Dynami

The worldstandard
pro-

fessional stage microphonr

with the distinctive Shure

upper mid -range presence

peak for an intelligible,

lively sound.

New Pearl Drum X....._....._0699 A
New Simmons SDS1.. £199 A
New Simmons MTM £599 A
5/H Ultimate 1(21( Brain ......_.........._......£250 5
ACOUSTIC DRUMS
New Sonar Hi Tech 9 Drums ................E1999 C
New Pearl Export £P0A CS
New Pearl Export Maple.... £699 C
New Sonor Performer 7 piece £999 C
New Premier Royale .£399 CS
New Gretsch 4 Drums E449 S
New Saner Signature 6 piece ......_.£1399...... C

S/HGretsch 5 Drums red .. £499 C
S/H Sonar 6 Drums Phonic £550 S
S/H Pearl 5 Drums Maple Snare .£499 SP
SRI Rogers XP8 7 piece immaculate .0499 SP
S/H Bill Sanders Practice Kit.. .E100 SP
5/H Premier Elite 5 piece .0399 SP
ELECTRIC GUITARS
New Fender Contemporary Range... .A

New Tokai Complete Range In Stack ...........A
New Yamaha Complete Range In Stock A
New Aria Complete Range In Stock.. A
New Ibanez Complete Range In Stock.. .A

SM Gibson SG .£225 SP
New Hondo 935 D/Luxe Semi /Ware £149 S
New Profile Strat Copy. ..£99 S
New Columbus Crest Semi Aeons.... ..£99 S
New Vantage £149 S
New Weston Prestige 227 .£249 SP
New Yamaha BB300 .£169 SP
New Squier Bass .£179 SP
New Rohner Super Headless Ctrs 8 Basses
In Stock
New Weston Session II £249 5
S/11 Gibson Flying V £499 C
New Yamaha 563000 Inc Case £495 C
New Yamaha SG2000 Inc Case £495 C
New Yamaha S61200 ...£359 C
New Yamaha SA800 Inc Case £389 C
New Yamaha SE700 £345 C
New Yamaha SJ550 £249 C
New Yamaha 55200____..........._......._£159 C
New Yamaha SG1300T. £429 C
New Fender Elite Tele Inc Case £575 C

New Ada Pro II zz Delay Inc Case..
New Rohner Steinbergers from
New Tokai TST50
New Yokel 17E60
New Tokai TLC80 Inc Case
New Kay 'Flying V' ..
New Washburn 810 S/11.
New Washburn A5 New .
New Ibanez Roadster II 541
New Aria 'Wildcat'
New Profile Tele Copy
BASSES
5/H Weston Concord.
New Marlin Bass
New Yamaha BB300
New Yamaha En3400's
New Yamaha BB 400 Fretless
New Yamaha BB1100 Active....
New Yamaha 1313010 Plus Case.
New Yamaha 881200 Shop Soiled....
New Ibanez Roadster Basses From
New Ouest Atak
New Rohner Steinbergers From.........
New Kramer Semi -Fretless
New Yamaha BX1 Headless In Case...

ACOUSTICS
New Yamaha Acoustic/Electrics From
New Yamaha Acoustics From
New Ovation Celebrity Acoustic
New Ovation Celebrity Electric
AMPS 8 COMBOS
New JVC KB300 .£2755 S
New Custom Sound Cub 30 £99 S
New H/H Bass Amp 100 Top . .£145S
New H/H Bass Amp 100 Combo E225
New Fender Sidekick 50 Bass £165 SP
New Session 'RoCketter 30 ...£159 C
New Session 75 2010 ..........................£275 C
New Session 1 x 15 Bass £299 C
New Carlsbro 150W Lead 2x 12 .. £299 C
New Carlsbro 90W Lead Twin ................£225 C
New Carlsbro Homet Lead .....................£165 C
New Carlsbro Stingray 150 Bass . £349 C
New Carlsbro Cobra 90 Bass. £235 C

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
Iopp. Putney Bridge Tubel

736 4771

RECORDERS
FostexA130

Foster, A2

Foster 016
Foster, 015
Foster/ 250
Yamaha M1440

Revox B77
Cuter 4 Track
Akai MG1212
Foster, Autolocator
Fasten Synchroniser
New Yamaha CMX

NOISE GATES
Boss NFi

AeCessit
Drawmer

MIXERS
Dynamix 16/8/2
Dynamic 24/8/2
Sack 18/8/2
Ram 10
Boss 01400
Boss 89600
Boss 85800

Roland RM1200
Roland RMI600
Boss Imo
Yamaha 602
Ram.
AHB CH24

ARB 1682

Fostex 450

E:748%
Canary 16/8
Promark 10/8/2
Eosin 350
Aces 10/8/2
Soundcraft

173 KENTISH TOWtt
ROAD
LONDON NVII1
01-267 3786
01-4851448

£299 C New Carlsbro Hornet 45 Bass......... .£149 C
£199 C New Cadsbro Scorpion Bass .£109 C
£199 C New Fender Sidekick 30 Bass ................£149 C
0225 C New Fender Sidekick 50 Bass........ .£225 C
£349 C S/H Peavey Studio Pro £99 C
£149 C S/H FVH Lead 100W Top .........._......._._..£99 C
£150 C S/H HAI VS Musician 100w Top__ .£155 C
£169 C New Fender Yale Reverb .£199 C
£195 C New Fender Studio Lead .£259 C
0169 C New Kudos 666 New Pr .£549 C
£115 C New Roland Cube 60 Bass .£199 C

New Roland Bolt 60 Shop Soiled._ .£249 C
£125 C New Project Twin Disco Deck......... .£299 C

£99 C S/H Roland P8150 .£250 F
£159 C New Korg 501 Reverb .£150 S
£199 C New Yamaha 1010 Analog Detay.... .£199 S
£219 C New Aria Spectrum Analyzer .£150 S
0229 C
£295 C New Cartsbro ADR1 .£225 S
£249 C New Korg MM25 pwrd monitors .£150 S
£199 C Rai 100W bass head .£160 S
£115 C CABS
£199 C New Ohm VP101 Compact Cabs £195 the pair S
£149 C New Carlsbro 1x2 1 horn £199 the pair
£579 C New Ohm 2 x12 Dual Concentrics

£199the pair S
£159 C New Austom 15 Flectravoice Cabs

£99 C £199 the pair C
£189 C S/HIVH H.F. Hem.. £55 C
£249 C S/H WU 4 x 12 Cab £95 C

New Austom 10 15 Cab (Shop Soiled)... £309 C
New /bistro Bass bins (Shop Soiled)......£399 C
S/H HH 2 x 12 Cab . £100 F
COMPUTER MUSIC
New Yamaha CX5M from . .£299 C
New 8BC B+ Opus Disc Drive + EMR....0499 C
New Commodore 64 + Software .£199 C
New Roland MC4B CIP8M. .£399 C
New Greengate Apple System C

New Roland OXY Planers ....£199 C
New Commodore 64 + Disc Drive + CMU880
+ Software. .0299 C

BARCLAYCARD

STANT

CREDIT

;IONE RECORDING
AND PERSONAL

MULTITRACK
4 TANNOY JBL QUAD  ACCESSIT DRAWMER  BEYER AKG

411 BOSS  ROLAND

MICROPHONES
Shure Proloue 10
Shure Prologue 12
Shure Prologue 14
Nueman U87
Nuernan1147

Nueman A69
AKG 231

AK01380
Shure SM58
Shure PE66

Audio Technics Pro I
Audio Technica Pro 2
Complete Range

GRAPHIC EQ
Fostex Dual 10 band
Roland SE0331 31 band
Roland 5E0315 20 15 band

Yamaha 02031 2 x 31 band
Yamaha C01031 31 band
Boss Micro Rack Graphic Eq

SPRING REVERB & TAPE
ECHO
Boss 9X100
Roland 8100
Accessit Stereo Rev
Fasten 3180

Roland SRE555

Roland RE701
Roland RE201
Roland 0E301
Great British Spring

COMPRESSOR/LIMITER
Dmvoner Compressor Limiter
Fostex 3070 CompAYM
Yamaha CG2020
Accessit Compressor
Boss Micro Rack ComWI-MOEWYGale

DIGITAL DELAY
Roland SDE2500 MIDI
Roland SDE1000

Roland SDE2000
Roland 50E3000
Boss DE200
Boss %cm Delay
Boss 002
MT 5052005

DIGITAL REVERB
Roland SRV2000

Yamaha Rev 7

Yamaha Rev 1
Yamaha R1000

Alesis
MOO

Lexicon PCM 60/100

MONITORS
Casio A5-10
Tannoy Stratfords
Tannoy Oxfords

Yamaha NS10
Yamaha S10X
Yamaha 5208

Rarnsa WS -A10
Ramsa 165-070
Rainsa WS -A200

Boss MN15
Boss MS100

Fostex SP11

Ene9 MM25
Cansbro

TAPE SYNC
Roland CM802

Roland SBV80
Foster, Synchroniser
Yamaha
Mona KMS30



IN BRIEF
MoPro Atari 520ST MIDI Software

TRACK e 1 Set delay
Delay info

TRACK 31 Shift from
Shift to

TRACK

TRACK I I

TRACK 6I I

TRACK '"!.1 I

TRACK 81

As many of you will already know, the Atari
520ST is the first home computer with a built-in
MIDI interface (save Yamaha's custom -designed
CX5), and as such, signifies the coming of age for
what was always meant to be a computer com-
munications system, as well as a means of connec-
ting instrument to instrument. So far, though,
there's been an odd lack of MIDI software for the
ST, which already boasts plenty of specially
written packages in fields such as wordprocessing,
databases and graphics.

This is a shame, because the Atari uses the fast,
modern 68000 16 -bit processor, operates under a
fancy windows/icons/mouse graphics environ-
ment called GEM, and includes a built-in 3.5 -inch
disk drive, plus a massive memory. All this makes
it better specified than many more expensive
dedicated music sequencers, if the software is
right.

The first contender for the ST MIDI market is a
package called MIDI Recorder from MoPro
(Modern Products) of Holland. The version I saw
was very much pre -production, full of windows
popping up to say THIS IS A DEMO whenever I
tried to do something useful. As it stands, the
MIDI Recorder does enough to demonstrate the
Atari's suitability for musical applications, with-
out achieving very much in software terms. For
unlike most sequencers (both dedicated and
micro -based), this one just records data and plays
it back - it doesn't allow the rearrangement of
patterns to form songs, or indeed anything
resembling a useful compositional feature. All you
can do is record some music, overdub some more
onto it, and replay the results.

The software's opening screen menu allows you
to choose from Desk, File, MIDI, Counter,
Options and Help. Selecting MIDI takes you into
the Record menu, which allows you to select any
tracks or blocks to be erased or merged, and to set
the delay time before recording starts. Having
made your selection, you move to the main
display.

To the left of this are the windows for the eight

t CONTROL PANEL -t.r

START RECORDER-- e
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tracks available, which can only be recorded one
at a time. Next to these are the Play tracks, of
which any can be selected and be given any MIDI
channel number between I and 16.

It appears that there are only eight speeds at
which you can replay your sequences. Default
speed is 4, so if you record at 4 and play back at 8,
your tracks play faster. The finished version will
no doubt have a user -defined tempo in beats per
minute, but there's no sign of this yet. Also
conspicuous by its absence is a page for setting up
drum -machine synchronisation, though again,
this will surely be included on the finished
package.

Having recorded your eight tracks, you can
change the MIDI channels selected at any time for
playback. It's also possible to copy tracks: select at
least one track under the Play header and an
empty track under Record, and the tracks auto-
matically copy across, leaving the originals still
available. Should you wish, you can then select
Erase to clear the tracks.

The File section allows you to name your
compositions, note which instruments were used
and so on, and then store all this information on
disk.

Overall, although it uses the GEM operating
environment to good effect, the MoPro MIDI
Recorder falls down through being insufficiently
ambitious. There's no step -time option, no music
editing, and no facility for chaining patterns to
form songs. Why this should be, on a micro as
powerful as the 520ST, I have no idea.

It would be nice to think that the MoPro
package will be significantly improved in its

release version, but I still await the MIDI software
which will do the 520ST justice. Steinberg Re-
search in Germany and Soundwave in Canada are
busily working on Atari programs, while MoPro's
future plans include a 'proper' sequencer package,
so perhaps those are the ones to look out for.
 ChrisJenkins
More from Ruud Pernot, MoPro, Witterrouwen-
singe! 93, 3514 AL Utrecht, Holland ' 030-714897.
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KEYBOARD PLAYERS
Sequential Prophet 2002 Rack Sampler and the fabulous New Prophet VS
Synthesizer now on demonstration. New ENSONIO MIRAGE model plus
Rack Sampler, sampled Plano and ESO-1 Sequencer/Synthesizer also on
display.
ROLAND SAS Digital Pianos in stock, hearing really is believing! Plus the
New keyboard flagship the JX-10, 12 voice midi synth. Yamaha PF70 & 80
weighted pianos, and VS -100 Sampling keyboard. Also Casio CZ -230-S
Synthesizers, and CPS -201 electric pianos, all on demonstration.

HI-TECH/STUDIO
We now have the amazing Yamaha SPX -90 Digital Effects units In stock plus
the new MT1X Multitrack Recorders and OX-21Sequencers. Casio RZ-1
programmable digital rhythm unit with its own onboard sampling facilities.
Amazing)

GUITARISTS
Arriving soon the IBANEZ Midi Guitar System with full midi compatibility.
Also New Model Guitars from Aria, Ibanez, Vox, Westone plus, back by
popular demand the New Fender Vintage Stratocasters (previously Squire)
limited stocks, so hurry. Also Vintage Jazzmaster, Jaguar and Telecasters,
models available.

DRUMMERS
New Premier Resonator, Projector and APK kits. New finished. Amazing

Value. Also New Pearl & Tama kits, plus special half price offer on Hayman
Power Tom outfits.

AMPLIFICATION
New Model Marshall Combos Just arrived, plus Peavey Stereo Chorus Combo,
and the New Fender Side Kick Series Combos. Now in Stock.

LARGEST MUSIC

STAR DEALER
FOR SOUTHEND

Guitars, Basses & Accessories

W.efil MAIN DEALER
FOR SOUTHEND

Public Address & Sound
Reinforcement

PecM
SOUND CREATION
CYMBAL CENTRE

FOR ESSEX
Cymbals, Gongs & Percussion

1EQUEMAL
MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
Keyboards, Synthesizers & Sound

Sampling

0111513110
MAIN DEALER

FOR SOUTHEND
Amplification & PA equipment

MAIN DEALER
Keyboards & Sound Sampling

DRUM &
PERCUSSION
CENTRE FOR
SOUTHEND

MAIN DEALER
AKAI Keyboards, Sound

professional Sampling & Hi -Tech
products

(Roland
CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD

CENTRE FOR SOUTHEND
Keyboards,

Synthesizers and Sound
Sampling. Hi -Tech and Studio
products. Boss Pedals, Effects

& Accessories. HP Series Home
Pianos.

MAIN DEALER FOR SOUTHEND
Guitars, Basses & Hi -Tech Products

ALSO Tama Drums

SOUNDHOUSE
CENTRE

Guitars, Basses &
Amplification

PRO KEYBOARD CENTRE
Keyboard Synthesizers &

Hi -Tech products

DRUMPearl CENTRE

Professional Drums &
Percussion

MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
Amplification & integrated Bass

Systems

TASCAM PRO SERIES

Reel -to -Reel and Cassette
DEALERORFOR

Multitrack Recording S.E. ESSEX

MAIN DEALER
FOR S.E. ESSEX

Amplification, PA and accessories

KEY CENTRE
FOR SOUTHEND

Keyboards & Hi -Tech products

0 YAMAHA
MAIN DEALER AND HI -TECH

CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX
Keyboards, Synthesizers & FM
Pianos. Professional Drums &
Percussion. Guitars. Basses &

Acoustics. Pro Audio and Home
Recording. Music Computers & Hi -

Tech products.

108-110 SOUTHCHURCH RD, SOUTHEND



IN BRIEF

Sycologic M16

Wandering around the new, refurbished Syco
during a recent launch party, my eye was caught
by an unassuming 2U -high rack unit, with a
remote control featuring a keypad and one of
those splendid new light -on -dark -blue liquid crys-
tal displays.

Further investigation showed it to be a 16 -by -16
programmable MIDI Matrix. It had myriad
programming possibilities, and with its smart,
ergonomically efficient styling, it certainly looked
expensive.

Conceived by Ken McAlpine (an ex-E&MM staff
man, no less) with hardware by Tim Orr and
software by Richard Monkhouse, the Sycologic
M 16 is best viewed as a more elaborate variation
on the theme written by the company's earlier
M14 unit, one of the first MIDI switching devices to
come onto the UK market.

The first thing the MI6 allows you to do is label
all 16 of your MIDI sources (the controlling
devices) and all 16 of your MIDI destinations (slave
units). You don't have to keep remembering
what's plugged where. Each time you call up a
source or destination, it's clearly labelled. Of
course, this doesn't stop you connecting things
wrong, but you can refer to these names to help
you plug in everything correctly.

Having named all the instruments connected to
the MI6, you can begin to create no fewer than 32
custom routings. When you've entered all the
information for each patch, you simply Store it
with a patch number. If you have two patches
similar except for one crucial routing (say), you
can call up one, make the required change, and
then restore it as another patch.

But patches aren't restricted to storing routings.
They can also remember MIDI program changes,
and transmit them on a specific channel when the
patch is selected.

When you've set up your 32 patches, you can
access them in several ways. Type the number on
the keypad or use Increment and Decrement
buttons to call up the desired patch, and then hit
Enter at the moment you want it. This is useful if
you have to make a very fast change, and also
prevents you from automatically calling up the
wrong patch. Alternatively, you can set up the
M 1 6 to receive a MIDI program change from a
master keyboard, effectively altering all routings

and patch changes from one button press. You can
even make the MI6 look at one particular MIDI
channel for this program change, or have it
respond to all program changes no matter what
the transmitted channel.

As if all this isn't enough, dedicated techno-buffs
can use the M 16 to analyse exactly what excuse
for MIDI their keyboard or sequencer is sending
out. By switching to MIDI Analyse mode, you can
display the last 12 bytes of any MIDI data received
by the Matrix.

You have to take a quick course in hexadecimal
before you can even begin to interpret the
displayed bytes, but no matter how you approach
this facility, it does help you understand why your
Yamaha synth is interpreting Roland aftertouch
data as a series of program changes...

More useful for the average musician, though, is
the fact that the MI6 can be made to turn off any
droning synth that data errors have left hanging
on. The Matrix does this by sending an All Notes
Off command. However, some synths don't
understand this standard MIDI message, so
it follows this by actually sending a Note
Off command for every note. Clever stuff,
undoubtedly.

Yet simply by using the M 16, you're less likely to
suffer from disobedient MIDI equipment in the
first place. One of the reasons for synths droning
on is that MIDI Note Offs get lost if you re-route
whilst instruments are sounding. But the M 1 6
features a built-in Switch Lock system, which
prevents changes from taking place while data is
arriving on any one of the 16 sources. It works by
slotting changes in-between when no transmission
is taking place, and that's a good thing.

As it happens, the MI6 is a good thing generally.
I already don't know how I managed with less
than 16 Ins and Outs, even though many session
players and studio owners will probably struggle
on with the sockets given them by synth designers.

For composing, recording and (especially) per-
forming work, Sycologic's M 16 makes an awful lot
of MIDI sense.  Paul Wiffen

Price M16 basic unit £599 plus VAT; M16x
expander £299 plus VAT
More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2
1HS. Et 01-724 2451
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THE UK'S FASTEST

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

KEYBOARDS
NEW

ALPHA JUNO 1
............. . .. £575

NOW IN STOCK

........... ..
ALPHA JUNO 2 ...

£799

LOW COST FINANCE AVAILABLE

RING FOR DETAILS
SEQ. CIRCUITS

Six Tracks . .......................................
£499

SEQ. CIRCUITS
4 Interface ...................................

£175

ROLAND Juno 106.
(special price) .............................

£575

ROLAND RS09 String
Synth ......................................

£199

KORG Poly 800 ...... .

........ . . - ...........................
£399

KORG EXBOO
Expander Low Price ............................

£199

KORG DW6000 (6
Voice) Synth .................................

£559

KORG DW8000 (8
Voice) Synth £1199......................

899

YAMAHA DX7 FM
Synth .. ...................

YAMAHA DX27 (New) ......
_. .. ... ..................................

£499

YAMAHA DX100 (129
Voice FM) .............................

£349

YAMAHA DX21 Synth ..... ... ....................................
£599

CASIO CZ5000 .............................................
£749

CASIO CZ1000...
....... LePrice .............................

£399

CASIO CZ101...Lowest
UK Price ...............................

£295

CASIO SZ-1 Sequencer
... .........................................

£199

CASIO MT800...Lowest
UK Price ......................

099

CASIOCK 500 ............... _ ..................................
£249

CASIO SZ1
Special price £199

Digital multi track sequencer
provides a 4 track

sequencer for any rnidl keyboard. Real time or

manual note by note record.

MARSHALL
AMPLIFICATION

NEW LOW PRICES
MARSHALL 2203

100W Master
Vol Amp ...................

£295

MARSHALL 2204
501 Master

Vol Amp ..................
£150

MARSHALL 3210
501N Split CH.

Trans Amp ..............
£195

MARSHALL Super
Bass Amp

100W...(used) .............
£195

MARSHALL Super
Bass Amp

100W MKII (used) .. ..... £195

MARSHALL 1960B
4x12 300M!

Lead Cab ..................
£199

MARSHALL 1960A
4x12 30ONV

Lead Angle
Cab ...... .. £199

MARSHALL 5005
12W 1x10 MN

Combo .....................
£79

MARSHALL 5002
20W 1x10 MN

combo ....................
£99

MARSHALL 5210
50W 1 x12 Split

CH/Reverb Co
mbo £225

MARSHALL 4010
50W 1x12MNo1

Valve Combo ......
£275

MARSHALL 4210
50W 1x12

SpliVReverb V.
Combo £299

MARSHALL 5501
12W 1x10 Bass

Combo ...................
£87

MARSHALL 5502
20W 1x10 Bass

Combo ...................
£99

MARSHALL 5503
301N lx12 Bass

Combo .................
039

MARSHALL 5301
12W 1x10

Keyboard Combo
............ £87

MARSHALL 5302
20W 100

Keyboard Combo
............ £99

MARSHALL 5010
30W 1x12

Lead Combo ...............
£139

::::::::.....

JAMO 70 Compact
70W (Pair) .............................

£69.90

JAMO 90 Compact 90W (Pair) ...........................
£99.90

JAMO 366 Monitor
300W (Pair) ..........................

£299

JAMO 566 Monitor
5001 (Par) ...........................

£499

Ideal for studio,
disco & PA applications

SAME DAY

DESPATCH
If 1.41.411MM

BOSS PEDALS/EFFECTS
NEW PEDALS!
DC2 Dimension C
HF2 High Band Flanger

BOSS BF2 Flanger
BOSS 001 Overdrive
BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal
BOSS CE2 Chorus
BOSS CE3 Stereo Chorus
BOSS DS1 Distortion
BOSS SDI Super Overdrive
BOSS GE7 Graphic
BOSS DF2 Distortion/Feedback
BOSS DD2 Digital Delay
BOSS DM3 Delay
BOSS SP1 Spectrum
BOSS NF1 Noise Gate
BOSS CS2 Comp/Sustain
BOSS 0C2 Octaver
BOSS VB2 Vibrato
BOSS PH1R Phaser
BOSS PH2R Phaser
BOSS PC2 Percussion Synth
BOSS HC2 Hanclapper
BOSS MA1 Mascot Amp
BOSS DP2 Damper
BOSS PSA240 Mains Adaptor
BOSS ACA220 Mains Adaptor
BOSS PSM5 Pwr supply for max. 10 pedals
BOSS FS1 Footswitch
BOSS FS2 Footswitch
BOSS DSD 2 Digi Delay Sampler
BOSS MS100 100 wt Monitor speaker
BOSS MSA 100 Stand adaptor for above
BOSS Carry Case Inc PSM 5

£104
£73

£79
£49
£49
£75
£75
£51
£51

£74
£56

£135
£96
£39
£43
£61
£55
£67
£69
£75
£48
£56
£31
£15
£15
£15
£82
£16
£20

£156
£84
£24

£133

MICRO RACK SERIES
New Items:
APO 10 Parametric Eq £106
RSD 10

BOSS BMR5 Micro Rack
BOSS RDD10 Digi Delay
BOSS RCL10 Comp Limiter
BOSS RGE10 Graphic Eq
BOSS RPH10 Phaser
BOSS RBF10 Flanger

OTHER PEDALS

£46.50
£140
£105
£105
£105
£105

IBANEZ Digital Flanger £120
IBANEZ Digital Chours £120
IBANEZ Digital Delay £129
IBANEZ AD9 analog delay £79
IBANEZ GE9 Graphic £49
CARLSBRO Profex ADR1...Shop soiled £249
ROSS Power Supply 6-9-12 volt C10.50
MELOS DE1 Digital Echo £79
EC500 Super Echo Unit £86
EP250 Super Echopet £99
KORG Signal Delay £99
SCHALLER Volume Pedal £20
M/R Cry Baby Pedal WAH Vol £49.95
TORQUE Spring Reverb Unit £58
ROCKBOX Chours Delay Distortion £135
ROLAND CE300 Rack Mount Chorus £177

TUNERS
BOSS TU60
BOSS TU12
BOSS TU12H Chromatic tuner
BOSS TU120
KORG GT6Ox
KORG Chord Comp. Keyboards and Guitars
KORG DT -1 7 Oct Tuner
ARION

£35
£49.99

£45
£65
£30
£34
£60

£29.95

TASC MAIN DEALER
99

PORTA 1 (Mini 4 Track)
£399TASCAM M246 4 Track Portastudio Deluxe
£999DRUM MACHINES AT SPECIAL PRICES!

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix
...... £125ROLAND DB66 Doctor Beat (Bargain!)

................... £48ROLAND TR707 Percussion
£450ROLAND TR727 Percussion ...... ............... E450ROLAND TR505 New!
£22ROLAND OCTAPAD 8 pad w/midi control .......... £3995BOSSDR110
£119YAMAHA RX21 New Drum Machine
£249SIMMONS SDS 1 used (inc eprom)
£149UP DRUM PADS (pair incl. stands)

£95SESSION AMPS/
COMBOS

SESSION 75-112 Combo (Ix 127,.. .......£278SESSION 75-210 Combo (2 x10') ......_ ................... £307SESSION 30-112 Combo (Ix 12') Rockette ............ £157SESSION 100-410 Combo (4 x10') Bass ............. £355SESSION 100-115 Cab. (1 x 151 + Horn Bass
£148SPECIAL OFFER1 ONLY TRACE ELLIOT

AH25 Bass Amp ................. £549CARLSBRO AMPLIFICATION
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 PA amp
CARLSBRO Marlin

6ch 150W PA Am
.........

p
£2£19047CARLSBRO 1 x 1211 75W Spkr Cabs (per Pair)
£220CARLSBRO 2x 12H 150W Spkr Cabs (per Pair) ........ £349CARLSBRO Stingray

Muttichorus keyboard amp ....... £199CARLSBRO 90 keyboard Combo
£275CARLSBRO 90 Twin Combo

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Bass
. . ....... £240£229

CARLSBRO 150 Bass Combo
£249CARLSBRO Hornet 45 Lead Combo
£162CARLSBRO Hornet 45 Keyboard Combo
£183CARLSBRO 150 Keyboard Amp
£239CARLSBRO 150 keyboard Combo
£430CARLSBRO Scorpion Lead Combo
£109

TECHNICAL PROJECTS DM120Headphones and Quality Boom Mic

£37 4-1
_o__--We can thoroughly

recommend 111.this headphoneheadphone and mic combination

BEYER DT320
.

11EID. PHONES
BEYER DT109 w/Boo-M Aim

.. £30BEYER DT330 Deluxe Model ............................. ££77
37BEYER 302 ......

.

TECH. PROJECTS DM120
Neadphones/ .-- M....... EnGUITAR Practice Headphones .....Boom ic

£19.95

BOSE 302 Bass bins. (pair)
£1195BOSE 802 series 11 speaker& (pair)

C799BOSE 301 Music Monitors
(pair)

£269BOSE 205 Music Monitors (pair)
£198BOSE 201 75W Music Monitor (pair)
£169

N

HOTLINE (0705) 660036
GOODS SHIPPED WORLDWIDE FAST- TELEX 869107 TLECOMIL,

TELECOMMS, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS P02 9AE
SE YOUR CREDIT CARD (AMERICAN EXPRESS, ACCESS OR VISA) FOR IMMEDIATE. DESPA1(
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FAKE
Tenra-rds oketion

LOUDSPEAKER ACCESSORIES
SOME USEFUL COMPONENTS TO GIVE ERE CABINET CONSTRUCTOR
MORE DESIGN FIERMILETY ENABLE A PROFESSIOHRS MISR

CONSTRUCTORS
HANDBOOK £295

For full technical literature write to:-
Fane Acoustics Ltd.,
286 Bradford Road, Batley, West Yorkshire WF17 5PW
Telephone, Batley (0924) 476431 Telex; 556498 FANEG
Sole U.K. Trade Distributors,
Audio Factors, Robin Lane, Pudsey, LS28 9HY. Tel: 0532-561949

University of London
GOLDSMITHS' COLLEGE

SCHOOL OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY STUDIES

POPULAR
MUSIC

TECHNOLOGY
Course A STUDIO ENGINEERING
June 30-July 2 (fee £60)
Course B ALANOGUE AND DIGITAL SYNTHESIS
July 3-July 4 (fee £40)

Course C.FM MIDI AND DRUM MACHINES
July 5-July 6 (fee £40)

Course D. STUDIO ENGINEERING
July 7-July 10 (fee £110)

Stamped address envelope for
further details & application form to:

David Burnand
SACS

Goldsmiths' College
Lewisham Way

London SE14 6NW

ROCK CITY

NEW ALPHA JUNO 1
Polysynth RRP £575
Rock City Price £525

NEW ALPHA JUNO 2
Polysynth £799

NEW JX10
Polysynth £1899

NEW MC500
Micro Composer
£799

NEW MKB200
MIDI Keyboard
Controller £599

NEW RD1000
Digital Piano £2499

NEW S-10 Sampling
Keyboard £POA

NEW S-50 Sampling
Keyboard £POA

NEW TR505
Drum Machine
£225

NEW PG300
Programmer
£199

NEW MKS20 Digital
Piano Module £1199

AIM! ,1111
ii ninlollits II 1%1 IA -1/2.

SA ;IN OUOMPOINIRM
*1 MN tiegOial 4,

NEW
CK100
Keyboard
Combo
RRP £579
Rock City Price £499

TR707
Digital
Drum

Machine
RRP £549

Rock City Price £499

TR727
Digital

Latin
achine

RRP £549
Rock City Price £469

ROCK CITY, 10 MOSLEY STREET,



ROCK CITY ROCK CITY
YAMAHA

NEW DX27 Polysynth
Only £499

NEW DX21 Polysynth
including free voicings £649

NEW DX100 Polysynth
Only £349

pitutinimutautffigoto

NEW PF70/13F80 Pianos
PF70 £899 PF80 £999

NEW VS100 Sound
sampling keyboard for

under £180

1111111in 1111111111 tilt

DX7 including free sustain
portmento pedal and new
sounds PHONE US FOR
BEST EVER PACKAGE

DX5 including two free
RAMS STAR BUY

The Rock City/Yamaha partnership is unique. We stock EVERYTHING
Yamaha make: Drums, Guitars (electric, acoustic, classical and bases),
P.A. (including mixers, power amps, enclosures), Home Recording
(including 4 track, reverbs, delays). The ultimate PS range of keyboards,
the revolutionary hi-tec DX, RX, QX and TX series etc etc.

NEW MT1X
Multitrack Cassette

£449

SO
itRiAVSIMASt SS ia.

VOSS leStuattlootsistsall
SOUS 11111iusassuntas

NEW
MCS 2

STAR BUY

NEW
QX21

Sequencer
£259

RX21

Digital
Drums

STAR BUY

NEW RX21L
Digital

Latin
£249

KX88 MIDI Mother NEW REV 7 Reverb
Keyboard STAR BUY STAR BUY

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE1 1DE TEL NEWCASTLE (0632) 32

QX1

Sequencer
STAR

BUY

NEW SPX90 Digital Multi Effects
Processor £599

NEW SDS EFFECTS
Overdrive £39
Distortion £39
Chorus £54
Flanger £54
Compressor £39
Graphic Eq £54

NEW YAMAHA APF20
Revolutionary acoustic guitar

pick up system.
Call for info £59

NEW RANGE
YAMAHA MICROPHONES

From £79.00
Call for details

Skyslip
RAM & ROM

Cartridges

RAM
64 memory,

compatible for
RX11, DX7, DX5

ONLY £59.99

ROM
64 new sounds,

Eproms available
to build sound

banks. Cartridge
£49.99 Add on
banks 1 to 5
£15.41 each



IN BRIEF
DigisoundPK1 Pitch Tracker

For longer than I care to remember, mu-
sicians have dreamt of being able to control a
synthesiser from an acoustic instrument
(guitar, flute, trumpet, you name it), or from
their own voice. So far, however, all attempts
at giving musicians remote pitch -tracking
facilities have been flawed and/or horribly
expensive.

Digisound's new offering - the PKI Pitch
Tracker - is certainly down to earth, costing
under £200. But not surprisingly, it lacks the
sophistication of more expensive units and is
strictly monophonic. Its circuitry, which
employs digital conversion techniques, accepts
signals over a five -octave range. This range
can be extended up or down to track
frequencies between 50Hz and I 2.8kHz.

The PKI makes no sound at all as it stands,
so you need to connect its CV and gate
outputs to an analogue monosynth before
you can do anything musically useful. The
gate is the standard positive -going type, but
Digisound can supply other types (such as
trigger) to order.

The next job is to put in a steady tone from
some source, at which point you can adjust
the Tune control so that the output pitch
from your synth is the same as the input
pitch. Alternatively, you can set the output
to other octaves or intervals, but it pays to
begin simply and then expand your horizons
gradually.

That's the easy bit over. Now plug in your
vocal/contact mic or electric guitar, and
adjust the unit's Input Level and Input Range
controls for optimum tracking. Finding the
correct setting for the Range control can be a
bit hit and miss, but the manual is helpful
here, as it gives the frequency range of
several potential input sources and lists their
appropriate range settings.

A switch named Resolve activates a quan-
tisation facility which organises the output
into neat semitone steps; an Envelope Level
control outputs a voltage proportional to the
envelope of the incoming signal; while a
Glide knob controls simple portamento. The
two latter functions can be connected to
external CV sockets on synths that have
them, but the effects they produce can
usually be accomplished at the synth end as
well.

Finally, a welcome LFO modulation section

offers adjustable Rate and Depth, with a
choice of sine and triangle waveforms.

In use, the first thing that comes to light is
that the Digisound system is extremely fussy
about which waveforms it'll accept. It mis-
tracks in spectacular fashion when fed with
anything complex as it locks onto the
harmonics.

Using a vocal input, 'ooh' sounds and
whistling work fine, but ordinary speech
results in another dose of sonic pyrotechnics
- unpredictable, uncontrollable, and more at
home on a Star Wars soundtrack than a
serious music recording.

As for using a guitar, you'll need to set
yours to its least trebly tone on the bass
pickup before you'll get a tune out of it, and
even then, you'll have to play one note at a
time very evenly.

Judging by the way the PKI tracked
whistling, I'd guess that a recorder or flute
should work fairly well. Yet even on the
simplest of inputs, there was always some
degree of mistracking. You can, however,
minimise this by invoking the Resolve func-
tion, so that all the mistakes come out
rounded -off to the nearest semitone.

The PKI is not a machine for musicians
who expect pitch -perfect results on every
note - and if you think it's going to give you a
foolproof guitar synth, forget it. It won't
satisfy the latest generation of thoroughly
MIDIfied synth players without a CV -to -
MIDI interface, though Digisound are devel-
oping one of these as I write.

Meanwhile, experimenters will delight in
the range of bizarre sounds that can be had
simply by plugging the Pitch Tracker into a
long -forgotten monosynth, and then crooning
into the mic input. Some pervert has even
suggested plugging his harmonica into it.

Getting the best out of the Digisound
demands perseverence, imagination and the
ability to live with a musical result that may
not quite be the one you predicted. But it is
great fun, a good deal cheaper than its
competition, and very easy to switch off
when you've had enough.  Paul White

Price £199 plus VAT, mail order
More from Digisound, 14/16 Queen Street,
Blackpool, Lancs FY1 1PQ. IS (0253) 28900
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Experience TANRAK 1

The complete modular outboard
effects system goes DIGITAL

The Digital Sampler/Delay module features
include:  15 kHz bandwidth up to 1.4 sec

 Delay or Sampling up to 8 sec
 86 dB input dynamic range
 Full sample editing and overdubs
Single or loop play
Wide range CV pitch control
 'Velocity sensitive' dynamics
ALL FOR UNDER £300

1E299.95 including VAT - Ready Assembled)
Other modules include:
Pro Gate Psychoacoustic Enhancer
Comp Lim Infinite Flanger
Dynamic Noise Filter Mic Preamp
Multi Delay Mixer Module
Modulation Oscillator Phantom Power

ALSO AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM
Write or phone for an informative brochure: tantek
(DeptEMM), Business & Technology Centre, Bessemer Drive,
Stevenage, Herts, SG1 2DX. Tel: (0438) 310120

141111111111

College
©' of

Furniture
Courses in electronics for
THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
BTEC Diploma in
Musical Instrument Technology
(2 years full-time, specialising in electronics)

BTEC Higher Diploma in
Musical Instrument Technology
(2 years full-time, specialising in electronics)

The Electronics Option of these BTEC courses allows the
student to specialise in music industry applications. Suitable
students should be interested in both music and electronics.

Qualifications necessary for entry to the Diploma Course are
three '0' level GCE or 3 CSE Grade I passes. Higher Diploma
applicants should normally have 2 'A' levels or equivalent in
appropriate subjects.

Application forms and further details are available from the
Senior Administrative Officer at the College.

Department of Musical Instrument Technology, London
College of Furniture, 41-71 Commercial Road,
London E I I LA. Tel: 01-247 1953.

lounDmoulE
Roland Main

Dealer
ALPHA ONE JUNO Revolutionary Synth £499

SRV 2000  TR 707  TR 727 BASS GTR SYNTH
TR 505 Digital Rhythm 100% IN STOCK £225 inc P8P

KORG Centre
DW 8000 £895 DDM 110 £169
DW 6000 £585 DDM 220 £129
POLY 800 £389 SDD 1000 £299
EX 800 £189 SDD 2000 £495
SOD £489 S/H POLY 6 £450

TASCAM Main
Dealer

PORTA.ONE o FREE Power supply. programmable drum
aachine, headphones. JVC mic with cable, phono mixing
daptor, mini monitor, 5 cassettes and multitrack primer

manual £399
244 as above £695 246. 234. 52, 34, 38 POA

CASIO Main
CZ tot Polysinth

Dealer
£269

CZ 1000 Polysinth 399
CZ 5000 Polysinth

OOACZ 3000 Dynamic Polysinth
SZ1 4ch Sequencer £249

AKA.' Main
Dealer

S612 Sampler PO4
MD280 Disk Drive PO4
ME 100 Midi Delay / Pitch Shift £99
ME2OA Midi Saguenay / A iator £99
ME 15F Midi Dynamics Control r £99

U K'S largest sales
& service centre

NEW SIDEKICK 65 REVERS £249
70's "BLACKMORE" FENDER STRAT , £285
FULL RANGE OF CONTEMPORARY GUITARS , NEW
.SIDEKICK s OLD TUBE AMPS IN STOCK

--":-
41111)1F411

SH 101 Synthesizer

()YAMAHA AZ'eT'crarh
DX 100 FM Polysinth Mini Keys £349
DX 21 FM Polysinth £595
RX 21 Donal Drums E245

COMPLETE YAMAHA RANGE IN STOCK
STOP PRESS. DX27 Synth IN STOCK POA

NEOLIEnziaL Dealer
PROPHET 2000 sampler IN STOCK POA

Multlbak Inc extras E695
Torn Drums £479
Sietrak £399

Fostex De
Main
Dealer

X-15 New low price inc power supply £245
Ma15 Mixer , £45 M450 Desk FP0A
260 Portastudio NEN..E650 M350 Desk £375
M.80 8 -Track £POA 3070 Comp .... .E225

F.-In-Mr-T*3 Oasis
Miragege,oin,cw.Adrovanced samplers guide and

"a9Mirage %pander .. £POA5
All accessories by mail £POA

Main
Dealer

HO2narie £1150

layer.
rarn el,,,...en yn theboa USA.rcl,3 board midi sequencing, split.

5E5510I1
Main
Dealer

SESSIONETTE 75 112 Combo £225
SESSIONETTE 75 210 Combo E245
SESSIONETTE 112 EXT Cab £99
SESSIONETTE 100 4X10 BASS Combo £295

Prices in all sections
of this advert include
speedy delivery to
your door.

lk--)Roland

Built in sequencer and arpeggiator Sub oscillator

 Nose generator  Full funcbon sound generator

 External clock + CV + GATE

RRP EXCLUSIVE £179
£300 SCOOP PRICE ,nd P 8 P

inc FREE
4111111\N60Pitch Bend + Mod 046

Grip & leather strap.

ik )Roland
MC -202
nr.17.2F:','%7TTprsi1Tz'zTgeR

LAST FEW RRP E399 £159 me P&P

I ,,Roland

MC4B 48K Microcomputer Will control 8 CV

synths or 4 MIDI syths through the OP8M 

Step or real time  Professional edit facilities I
11,500 notes.

OP811 Midi & DCB INTERFACE.

ARP f15089
£500 0,499 70°T'l_r:IIRIS £365

ALL PRODUCTS ADVERTISED ABOVE ARE BRAND NEW BOXED UNITS CARRYING THE
OFFICIAL MANUFACTURERS 1 YEAR GUARANTEE.

MBOBS
BCB6 Case
BF2 Fr
CEO Ch
CEO SICK
CS2 Comp
DEI2 Dig D
DF2 DaFb
DM3 An Dm
DS, Del
GE, GrEo
1.1612 NM
NFI Nath
OC.2 al
PHIR Ph
513-1 Su00
TWI Tou
PS1.1-5 Pwr
HAS Pb

E75

t32
C74

Ez8
E60

E129
257
En3

C50

C49

C45

C57

C53

C63

C83

C89

FOCCIM Ph Cog
TU12 Tar. cue

DOHS Rh. ..C115

RGE10. Ci09

ACA 220tte
TI.1108 Tu... S99

Roland JSO-60 Seq
Yam R-1000 Rev In Stock £449

Yam CX-5 Pack Lg. Kbd £345

Yam CX-5Peck Sm Kbd £295
Yam TX -7 Exp £469
Yam 00-7 £269
Yam D1500 Del 1 only £349
Tascam 234 Syncassette £539
Tascam 38 Reel-to-reel £1849
Accessit Reverb £129
Accessit Compressor £49
Accessit Noise Gate £49
Carlsboro Kbd 90/45 £285/£190
Vesta Dig -411 Delay Line £195
Akai S612 / MD280,
Roland Mother KBD 300 £1295

SPECIALS THIS MONTH
£35

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,

i- To: Soho

USED & OTHERS
S/H Yam CP 706 El Gd £1595
S/H Mini Moog CV GT £460
New Rhodes Chrome £1299
New Rockman X100 £239
JX3P Roland £550
S/H Rhodes Piano £199
S/H Moog Liberation £350
Roland Vocoder 350 £495
Jen SX1000 £109
Yam KX-88 Mother £799
Roland JC120 £519
Akai AX80 £595
Ram 106 New £599
Ram 166 New £675
Studiomaster 8:4 New £625
Seck 6.2 New £339

.7"'s
LONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365

Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ

Name

Address

! Please send me Model

NO STAMPS REQUIRED

Tel

Nols)

I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers
debit my Access/Visa account no

for E

draft/cash in re g . envelop e or

N.B. Personal cheques allow 21 days. All other
forms of payment 24 hours despatch E.Ptht 4 '86
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FUTURE
SHOCK
As technology gets cheaper and low-cost instruments start

offering facilities that were once the preserve of expensive

computer systems, we preview two new upmarket machines-

the Series Ill Fairlight and PPG's Realizer - that ensure the

big boys stay ahead of the pack.

`RELAX. Take a few deep breaths, think

pleasant thoughts. It may take a little while to
become expert with the CMI III, but it will be worth

it. Now get the CMI III up and running... When you

and the machine are both ready, there are a few
explanatory notes about using the CMI, and a
tutorial, designed to lead you through some basic

routines... After that, you will be confident of
success.'

That, ladies and gentlemen, is what you read
when you get your Series III Fairlight home,

extricate the manual from its packaging, and open it

up on Page I To be fair, there's no other obvious

way of introducing an instrument so sophisticated, it

makes its predecessor look like an Alba valve radio.

Mind you, the Series II CMI was a hard act to

follow. When it was unveiled seven years ago, it was

musically, technologically and conceptually streets

ahead of almost everything else - and it took
everyone else a good while to catch up. But catch up

they have, and the Series II is now being challenged

on all sides by cheaper sampling keyboards and

MIDI -linked computer/sampler/sequencer combi-

nations.

But for the last three years, Fairlight's engineers

have been aiming higher, and the result of their

endeavours is the 16 -voice Series III CMI. It's still a

sampling -based instrument, but its power is orders

of magnitude greater.

The machine is now starting to appear in small

numbers in the UK, but if you fancy shelling out a

cool £65,000, you might be in for a bit of a wait -

there's a mile -long list of takers at Syco, Fairlight's

British distributors. For Series II owners, the

massive cost is alleviated by the fact that 'old'
Fairlights can be traded in for new, after which
they're whisked back to Australia; what happens to

them after that is anybody's guess.

In appearance, the new Fairlight doesn't look
greatly different from its predecessor. The most

obvious changes are a new slimline alphanumeric

keyboard with inbuilt graphics tablet (much more

effective than the earlier lightpen) and a new
monitor. The keyboard is unchanged, which means
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it's six octaves (F -to -F) long and has plastic keys, and

is sensitive only to attack velocity. This compares

unfavourably with the new Synclavier keyboard,

which is weighted and includes polyphonic after -

touch, but you could argue that with MIDI now
forming such an integral part of the III's design

concept, you could just as easily use a high -quality

MIDI keyboard as controller.
On the storage front, the new Fairlight has both a

2Mb eight -inch floppy disk drive and a 140Mb hard

disk drive onboard, while a tape streamer for
backing up the hard disk can be added via the SCSI

interface (of which more later). Transfer of sample

data between internal memory and hard disk uses

Direct Memory Access, a procedure that allows

memory -to -memory transfer without tying up the

central processor. Samples can be loaded from hard

disk while a sequence is playing, and loading is so fast

that a sample can be loaded as it's being played.

The Series III is also a multi -tasking system, which

means that unlike E&MM's Editor, it can do several

things at once. Thus you could be running a
sequence while working on or loading samples, or

altering MIDI allocations. It's rumoured that you'll

be able to run two monitors to take advantage of
these capabilities - should be great for people with

two heads.

BENEATH the surface, the CMI soft-

ware is written on top of the 6809 -based, Unix -like

0S9 operating system, itself modified by Fairlight.

It's possible to exit from the CMI software and
indulge in such pastimes as word-processing, playing

games, and rewriting the Fairlight software (well,

maybe). Like its predecessor, the Series III is actually

based on two 6809 processors; one of these runs

the bulk of the system while the other concerns
itself primarily with sequencing. There are also two

68000 processors, one dedicated to handling MIDI

and SMPTE, the other acting as an all-purpose
waveform processor complete with its own 512K

of RAM. Each of the eight dual -channel audio output

cards has its own 6809 processor and 64K of
working memory. The modular hardware design

Ii;A`r'iI;C:11111.12eci..!_,..22'eDEIcal...3333)13444444444.455531,35156444
002,45474101000%,0.012001409.00*00W10011/0434701411

111111 am. nio most syormtstzt Num

Fairlight page screens aren't drastically
changed, but several pages have now been
merged together in the interests of operational
neatness; CAPS composer/ arranger software is
still under development, though
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New Series III Fairlight looks little different
from illustrious predecessor; inside, wholesale

changes mean new system sounds better, records
for longer, and costs nearly twice as mochas

Series 11
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concept of the previous Fairlight has been retained,

and here consists of 27 slot -in cards which handle, in

addition to the above, such features as disk drive

interfacing, video display and SCSI interfacing.

Impressive as these technical details are in

themselves, it's the implications they have on the
Series Ill's performance that will draw most
attention. The main areas of improvement lie in

sample quality, sample storage, voice organisation,

MIDI and sequencing.

Let's start with sample quality. The old Fairlight's

samples were eight -bit, of course, and the maximum

sample rate was around 30K. The Series III allows

you to sample in eight- or 16 -bit modes, and in
mono or stereo; all combinations can be mixed in

performance. Default sample rate is the CD -
standard 44.IkHz, but for stereo sampling this can

be increased to 50kHz (actually 48kHz due to
channel switching of the ADC, apparently), and for

mono sampling a staggering I 00kHz - though
whether anyone actually needs to sample at I 00kHz

is debatable. The maximum playback rate is 200kHz,

allowing samples recorded at maximum rate to be

replayed at up to an octave higher than their original

pitch. Series II Fairlight users will be extremely glad

to know that their current sample libraries can be

used on the III, courtesy of a conversion program;

the same applies for Page R sequences.

SINCE the original appearance of the
Fairlight, the cost of memory chips and peripheral

storage media has fallen drastically. This has enabled

the Australians to adopt a much more flexible
internal architecture, so that whereas the Series II's

samples are stored in a modest 16K of waveform

RAM on each of its eight channel cards, all the Series

III's sample data is stored in a common I 4Megabytes

of RAM. The above -mentioned waveform processor

card handles the transfer of samples to the dual -

channel output cards. This allows for great flexibility

in determining the number and duration of samples

that are to be held in memory.
Voice organisation has been expanded as a direct

result of the new massive storage capacity. At the

highest level is the System, which consists of
Instruments, which in turn consist of Voices, which

in turn consist of up to 128 Subvoices, or individual

samples. The Instrument is what appears on the
keyboard; the Voices which make up each Instru-

ment are assigned an 'Nphony' value (this term is

retained from the II, and refers to the number of

Fairlight voices, up to the maximum 16). You can
have one 16 -voice polyphonic Voice or 16

monophonic Voices, or any combination in between.

Voice layering depends on how many Voices are

allocated to an Instrument - two Voices give you a
simple dual voicing.

But the organisation is a lot more versatile than

that. For each Voice, you can allocate as many as 128

samples across (and beyond) the keyboard. Thus

you can have a different sample on each key, or

indeed any combination that takes your fancy, from

simple two-way split upwards. How many of these

samples you can play at once depends on the
'Nphony' chosen for the overall Voice.

Whereas MIDI was an add-on to the Series II, it's

been fully integrated into the new system. And with

three MIDI Ins and four MIDI Outs lurking on the

main unit's rear panel, this is unlikely to be a half-

hearted implementation. As noted earlier, one
Instrument can be played from the CMI keyboard at

a time, but several Instruments can be resident in

memory as part of a System. However, using the

MIDI inputs (for instruments or sequencers) it's
possible to play all the Instruments simultaneously,

within the Fairlight's 16 -voice limit. It's also possible

to patch any input channel (MIDI or CMI) to any
output channel (MIDI or slave CMIs). The range of

possibilities is vast.

The Series III's version of MIDI is also closely tied

in with the new machine's highly specified 80 -track

CAPS sequencer. With four MIDI Outs, the latest

Fairlight can accommodate up to 64 separate
channels of MIDI data, which could in turn account

for 64 of CAPS' 80 polyphonic tracks. That should

provide more than enough scope for most people,

and offers more than enough channels for the
inclusion of multitimbral MIDI instruments, which

are starting to become more common.
Continuing the sequencing theme, we find the

Series II's Page R has been so phenomenally
successful, it would have been inconceivable for it to

be omitted on the Series III. It's now known as the

Rhythm Sequencer, and is 16 -voice polyphonic,

with the voices structured as they are for Nphony;

in other words, if you have a four -voice piano you

can sequence it (in real or step time) in that format,

though you can also choose to work on voices
monophonically. In most other respects, though,
the Rhythm Sequencer is unchanged from its

predecessor. This applies also to the song construc-

tion page, where songs are built up from Sequencer

patterns. There are 26 sections, each of which can

chain as many as 255 patterns; these sections are in

turn chained into songs, with each section capable of

being repeated up to 127 times, or infinitely.

The centrepiece of the new Fairlight's sequencing

power is undeniably CAPS, though. CAPS stands
for Composer/Arranger/Performer/Sequencer, and

sad to say, the software has yet to be seen in finished

format. In fact, information on the system is

extremely scarce. Apparently, it'll be an 80 -track
system featuring on -screen music notation, and will

include MCL (Music Composition Language) in its

array of facilities. It will be SMPTE-compatible (as

the Rhythm Sequencer is now), and files will be
interchangeable between the Rhythm Sequencer
and CAPS.

FUTURE options will include sample -to -

disk (stereo or mono, 8- or 16 -bit), music printing, a

film music processor based on SMPTE, and a facility

for connecting a whole gaggle of Series III slave 
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units, should your wallet be able to take the strain.

As well as MIDI interfacing, the Series III has a

Click Out (which can be set in software to any
frequency known to man), four Clock Outs (ditto),

a metronome output, Roland DIN sync and SMPTE

In and Out. Also included is an SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) connector. SCSI is an

industry standard interface for connecting com-
puters and peripherals, and in the Series III's case

will allow for the connection of up to four slave
Fairlight units, a second hard disk and optical disk

storage. This last option, available towards the end

of the year, will apparently be of the Write Once
Read Many - WORM - type, and will offer storage

capacity in the gigabyte league. WORM disks (of all

the great Fairlight acronyms, WORM is the

greatest) are currently the nearest anyone has got

to read/write optical storage, and in the Fairlight's

context, will be best suited to master recordings.

The front end of all this increased power has
inevitably undergone some changes as well, though

there's a lot that'll be familiar (or at least half -
familiar) to existing Fairlight users. Essentially, you

still work within a page -based system, though
windowing techniques have been adopted for the

ever -useful Help pages and for disk directory
listings, and the pages themselves are constructed of

windows.
At the moment there are six pages: Page One,

FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), FX, Sample, WE
(Waveform Edit) and RS (Rhythm Sequencer),
though some of these are further broken down into

subpages.

Page One is where you define voice organisation

and MIDI Input and Output routings. The FX page

allows you to define parameters for individual
Voices and Subvoices, while a subpage allows
subvoices to be mapped onto the keyboard. The
WE page lets you zero in on any section of a
waveform for editing purposes (inverting, reversing,

zeroing, rotating and so forth). A Fairlight wouldn't

be a Fairlight without Fast Fourier Transforms, and

the III offers increased power in this area, for
whereas the Series II could handle 32 harmonics and

had a fixed phase, its successor has a mind -boggling

255 harmonics, while control over both amplitude

and phase of each harmonic is possible. As it turns

out, the FFT page is an amalgamation of several

pages from the Series II, including waveform

drawing and display along with harmonic `faders' on

screen.

It's not possible, within the confines of this
introduction, to do more than scratch the surface of

the new Fairlight's capabilities. But one thing is
clear. Fairlight have reaffirmed their superpower

status with a machine that sets new, higher

standards in sample quality and quantity (both
excellent) and, just as important, in sequencing

power. The Australians have rightly perceived that

an instrument in the Series III's category should
offer a powerful sequencing section that'll incor-
porate any number of other instruments via MIDI,

giving it access to and control over a sound section

far beyond its own capacity.
Thus the new Fairlight differs from its predecessor

in being not only a powerful sampling instrument in

its own right, but also the centrepiece of any music

production environment.
Wonder how long it's going to take everyone

else to catch up this time. Simon Trask
More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2
I HS ET 01-724 2451
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DISTINCTIONS between the
Series III Fairlight and PPG's Realizer can be drawn

quite easily. Whereas the new CMI represents the

refinement of well established techniques, the

upgrading of a machine already accepted and
respected by the industry it serves, the Realizer is a

ground -breaker, an innovation made up not of tried

and tested building blocks, but of many smaller

innovations.

That does nothing to detract from the Series III.

For thousands of committed Fairlight users the
world over, it will have no competition. Indeed, it's

a little foolish to assume the two systems are
competitors at all, since although their musical goals

are similar, their ways of achieving those goals are

almost entirely different.

Technologically, the Realizer's biggest leap

forward is its independence of electronic hardware.

For although it requires a fair chunk of digital
memory and considerable processing power to

carry out its tasks, all those tasks are carried out in

software - including the sound -creation process

itself. The Realizer has no oscillators or filters in the

conventional sense, and little in the way of
recognisable synthesiser hardware. Each sound is

produced using eight software -controlled signal

processors, and outputted via 16 -bit digital -to -

analogue convertors.

PPG's transition into software has been made for

the excellent and rather obvious reason that, if a

machine's capabilities are defined by the software

that controls it, those capabilities can be altered and

extended at any time simply by writing new
programs. The Realizer, then, is the first computer

musical instrument that truly deserves to be called

open-ended. No hardware upgrades should ever be

required once the basic system has been purchased,

unless you suddenly decide you want more memory

space or processing power.

The Realizer's functions can be divided con-
veniently into three groups. The first of these
covers sound -creation, an exclusively digital process

which, as we've seen, is dependent entirely on the

software programmed into the system. Theoretically,

it should be possible to configure the sound -

creating section in any way you choose - established

or otherwise. Altering details of each configuration

is something that can be performed directly from

the Realizer's control panel (see later), but initiating

new systems requires both a detailed knowledge of

the arithmetical principles involved, and the pro-

gramming technique necessary to stir the PPG's

68000 -based signal -processing hardware into action

in a musically useful way.

Thus far, the Germans have written software for

two sound -generating configurations, one a carbon

copy of the Minimoog's synth section, the other an

FM system loosely based on that used by the

Yamaha DX series.

The Realizer also has facilities for digital real-time

sound modulation. Its software -controlled effects

processors are capable theoretically of modulating

any sound source that can be converted into digital

form and fed into the system, and again, the section

benefits hugely from being based in software.

Traditional effects like reverb, repeat echo, phasing,

flanging, chorus and so on make only a small part of

what the Realizer is capable of doing to a digital

signal, though it should be pointed out that PPG's

software writers have yet to tackle the modulation

side of things in any great depth.
Third and last on the list of Realizer possibilities is

Oddball PPG Realizeralso has deceptive
exterior; complete software control means
machine is potentially capable of replacing
most other hi -tech musical instruments - at a
price
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Colour screen displays show two alternative
sound configurations, a Minimoog replica and

an FM -based system; clever graphics are
complemented by easy -to -use analogue

controllers, user -assignable to any parameter
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digital recording. With the help of its built-in hard

disk unit (more later), the Realizer can store 12

minutes of music in mono, six in stereo, and three in

four -track format, all at a sampling rate of 40kHz.

All recordings can be synchronised with the

integrated PPG MIDI Multitrack Sequencer.

MORE exciting than these sections individually,

however, is the way their building blocks can be
combined and routed in any order you wish. A
typical configuration employing the capabilities of all

three sections could involve two Minimoog voices,

a single FM voice, a couple of PPG Wave voices and

three sampled sounds, routed through a complex

modulation section, and sent out on separate MIDI

channels. The vast array of routing permutations

conjures up visions of FM voices being routed
through analogue synth filters, repeat echoes being

modulated by different rates of chorus effects, and

guitar samples being played through distortion
modules set up to simulate (and improve upon) the

action of a traditional valve amp.

Externally, the Realizer is made up of two self-

contained units. The first of these is a 6U -high rack -

mounting module, which houses all the sound -

generating electronics and has an 85Mbyte hard disk

unit (derived from PPG's new HDU storage
system) built in.

The second unit, illustrated here, is the Realizer

board, best described as the system's remote
control module. The board looks unconventional,

but for a good reason: unlike almost every remote

controller currently marketed, the Realizer unit
incorporates a wide selection of analogue controls

that enable the system's software to be manipulated

in a manner most musicians, engineers and producers

are already familiar with.

The unit is dominated by a 14 -inch, 16 -colour

monitor of high resolution, on which all the

Realizer's possible processing configurations can be

displayed. Surrounding the screen are no fewer than

37 analogue controllers (six sliders, 31 rotaries), all

user -programmable to perform different functions,

depending on the software currently in use. A

separate numeric keypad caters for other specific

programming requirements, and a graphic pad
controller provides a precise means of controlling
system configurations direct from the screen

display.

The best thing about the Realizer's control unit is

that, as long as the software is sympathetically

written, it isn't too far removed from analogue
front panel designs. Indeed, PPG's Minimoog

software package includes a screen display that is

the exact equivalent of the original synth front
panel, with each control represented on screen and

parameters adjusted using the sliders and rotary

pots. FM configurations look less inviting, but

they're still a big improvement on the almost total

lack of visual feedback offered by most modern

digital instruments, and like everything else on the

Realizer, they benefit enormously from being
represented in colour.

The present state of the Realizer is nothing like as

finished as that of the new Fairlight. PPG say most of

the hardware is complete, leaving software writing

as the main area for further development before the

system is ready to go on sale. When it does become

available, the Realizer is expected to sell at

something in the region of 00,000-£40,000. Not
cheap, I grant you, but considering the amount of

R&D that must already have gone into developing

the Realizer, and the fact that any updates will be

software -based and therefore quite affordable, the

system looks conspicuously good value.

UNLIKE the new Fairlight, the Realizer is
intended as an all -singing, all -dancing music produc-

tion system that will effectively take the place of
most other hi -tech musical instruments, not to
mention quite a few outboard signal processors. It

will be MIDI -compatible, however, so that you'll be

able to control Realizer voices from a dynamic
keyboard - with just about any split/layer arrange-

ment you can think of. Not unnaturally, PPG suggest

their own PRK as the ideal black -and -white partner.

Other outside -world connections include sockets

for footpedals (software -assignable to any par-
ameter), and external audio inputs for those
heathens interested in using the Realizer to
modulate 'ordinary' music signals such as those from

an electric guitar or mic input.
No external storage facilities are deemed

necessary, since the Realizer's hard disk unit is

capable of storing not just sequencer and digital
recording data, but also sound patches, routing
configurations, and complete operating systems.

The mere idea of a central, sophisticated music

production system capable of doing the job of many

smaller units is certainly appealing. Especially when

that system is as open-ended as the Realizer. It's

difficult to envisage many users writing much of
their own software, let alone designing entire
sound -creation systems derived from complex
arithmetical formulae. But the potential is there,
and if the Germans can develop software quickly
and sympathetically enough, there should be no

shortage of takers for each new package.
Yet PPG's real achievement lies not with

developing a highly flexible, software -based com-

puter music system. That has been done before, and

the principle is now being adopted by a number of

mass -market companies for use in much less

ambitious machinery - witness Akai's range of
systems disks for their forthcoming S900 sampler,

and Yamaha's software -inspired manipulation of

delay technology in the SPX90 multi -effects

processor.

What's surprising, and at the same time extremely

welcome, is the extent to which the Realizer's
designers have pursued the concept of user -
friendliness. Gone are the unwieldy programming

languages, the tedious digital parameter access
systems, and the uncommunicative screen displays

that have prevented so many computer music
systems - at all price levels - from being really
straightforward and 'natural' to use. In their place is

a set of controls familiar to anybody who's meddled

with an old monosynth or spent time behind a
mixer, coupled with the most appealing set of
screen graphics this writer has ever seen.

At a single stroke, the Realizer takes the
flexibility of old patchbay-style synths, adds the
modern technological benefits of digital signal

processing and sampling and supreme 16 -bit sound

quality, and puts the whole lot in a package that's

more accessible than most current budget poly -
synths. Or, as PPG put it so charmingly in their own

literature, `there is no discrepancy between what
you touch, see and hear - it is just one harmonious

whole.'

Hear, hear. Dan Goldstein
More from Turnkey, Brent View Road, London
NW9 7111. a 01-202 4366
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IMAGINATION
could make a star ofyou

Belouis Some spends his nights in nightclubs and his days at 'Top Of The Pops', stars

in controversial videos and loves sequencers, but claims all he really wants to do is write

classic songs. Interview Tim Good er

aybe I should call him 'the
mlate Belouis Some'. Not in
any musical sense, you
understand, but here I am
sitting in the Parlophone

press office, and he's over an hour
late. This is the second attempt I've
made to interview him, too: the first
meeting was aborted when a Top Of
The Pops appearance beckoned.

But such is a journalist's lot, and

my patience is duly rewarded by the
arrival of an apologetic Neville
Keighley, aka Belouis Some. It's
difficult not to forgive him his
tardiness because he's basically,
well, a nice guy.

It turns out that one of the things
that's delayed him on this occasion
is the visual presentation of his
band.

`They looked so awful on Top Of

The Pops that I've been trying to
dress them', he explains. 'But
they'll ring up and say: "I don't like
the colour of this belt", so I tell
them to get another and they want
to know what colour that one
should be! That's what's been
happening all morning.'

But Keighley the artist is not to be
taken that lightly. He classifies
himself primarily as a songwriter,
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and cares passionately about his
craft.

`I'm very serious about my music
- the music is the most important
thing', he says. 'I started writing at
about 18, before I left school. I
suppose I'd call that my
apprenticeship, but even then I
wanted to write classic songs. I
suppose I spent about two years sat
at home writing before I actually got
up and did anything else at all.'

In Keighley's case, the gentle art
of songwriting takes place on an
acoustic guitar, and the writer
claims to have little technical
expertise, and even less musical
understanding.

`The rest of the guys in the band
hate me because I'm so ignorant, but
I really think it's a good thing. You
see, I think music should come from
the heart and not be contrived, so I
do all sorts of unorthodox things
because they feel right. They'll say:
"You can't put an F sharp after an E
minor there", but if that's the way it
feels to me, then that's how I'll do it.
It does lead to some things that trip
the band up, though. For example,
there's one extra bar in the first
verse of 'Jerusalem' that someone
always manages to forget about
live.'

Neville Keighley is Belouis
Some, the band having been
arranged around one man and
his songs. Songwriters that
work independently whilst

maintaining some semblance of
quality control are few and far
between, so it comes as a pleasant
surprise that the first Belouis Some
album Some People is such a mature
work, full of catchy melodies, neat
modern arrangements and
unexpected changes of mood.

`When I first started writing, solo
acts were pretty unusual. But it's
better this way because I'm
impossible to work with: I have to
have my own way all the time.
When I write a new song I play it
through to the band and then leave
them to sort it out on their own.

`But I don't really think Some
People is a particularly mature
album, because it's a collection of
songs that were written over quite a
long period of time. Take the
`Imagination' lyric: "She lit a
cigarette, both hands behind her
back"...I can remember the imagery
behind that.'

Personally I disagree; in spite of

its confused, disjointed background,
there are few albums that possess
the coherence of thought that Some
People displays so well. Keighley
tenders a possible explanation: 'I
usually write from a lyrical idea, but
I write both the music and lyrics
together, so they develop at the
same time.'

Those with a finger on the
popular pulse will probably have
spotted that the success recently
enjoyed by the Belouis Some single
`Imagination' hasn't been won on its
first release. Even the
accompaniment of a controversial

version. Of course, live it can be
anything from three minutes to 20
minutes, depending on the audience
response.'

Keighley declares a general
ignorance of modern
technology and its workings,
yet refers continually to hi -
tech synthesisers, and odd

details - like programming
LinnDrums - keep slipping out as
we talk. He sees synths as playing an
important role in shaping the
texture of his music and adding new
tonal colours, and has pretty

"We were using a DX7 for some of the basslines, but ended
up replacing them with an old MiniMoog because the

sound was so much better."

promo video - which received just a
solitary airing on Channel 4 - failed
to make an impact when the song
made its first vinyl appearance. But
Keighley's faith in the song is
matched by an unrepentant attitude
to its promotion.

`I believe 'Imagination' is a classic
song', he asserts. 'I think it deserved
another chance.'

Surely the video must have
affected the song's chances
originally?

`No. I think it will have been seen
by plenty of people, because it's a
favourite request in clubs showing
videos or with video jukeboxes.'

Certainly, the song was a
successful dancefloor single. It
climbed high in the American dance
charts as well as becoming a
nightclub favourite in Britain on its
initial release.

Yet for an artist who spends a lot
of his time clubbing and considers
his vocation to be that of dance
craftsman, Keighley shows scant
regard for technological institutions
like click -tracks and sync codes.

`I've often had DJs tell me they
can't mix in and out of 'Imagination'
because the speed fluctuates too
much. We never used a click -track
to record it because the song has a
natural pace, and variations in that
pace. It also has a natural length: I
know a pop single is meant to be a
three -minute affair but
`Imagination' works best at around
six. That was the way it was
recorded, then we edited it down to
three minutes for the seven-inch

definite ideas concerning what he
likes to see as responsible for those
colours.

`I like the PPG Waveterm and the
Jupiter 8, though I'm not so keen on
the JX8P or the Prophet 5... you'll
hate me for this, but I just don't like
the knobs on the Prophet.

`We were using a DX7 for some
of the basslines but it sounded
awful, so we ended up replacing
them with an old MiniMoog because
the sound is so much better.'

The man's enthusiasm for
electronics extends as far as the
ubiquitous drum machine, but stops
just short of recording with it.

`I sometimes write using a
LinnDrum, but in general I don't
like drum machines much - they
sound too dead. I do quite like the
Roland TR707 because of the way
you can play off the buttons live, but
it still doesn't replace a real kit.

`We did 'Imagination' loads of
times with a drum machine, but it
only came to life when Tony
Thompson played on it. The
bassline's a real killer, but it worked
once that snare sound went in with
it.

`I'm not a great fan of sync codes.
I actually wiped the Linn code off
one of the masters because I wanted
an extra track. Then, when we came
to remix it for a 12 -inch, I was in
trouble.

`I love sequencers, though. We
haven't used them on Some People
but I expect they'll be on the next
album.'

But that'll mean using sync pr.
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 codes. Oh, well...
`What I don't like is technology

being used to support a bad song. I
don't like the idea of a sequencer
being called in to beef up a song
that's flagging. It's a bit like using a

on a superficial level, there's a
close similarity between
Keighley's work and that of
one David Bowie. To make
matters worse, the sleeve of

Some People lists some of Bowie's

"I don't like technology being used to support a bad song,
like a sequencer beefing up a song that's flagging. It's like

using a key change after the middle eight."

key change after the middle eight -
and I gave up using key changes
years ago.'

In keeping with Keighley's studio
attitude, the live Belouis Some is
just that: live, with not a backing
tape or sequencer to be found.

Although his name is nowhere to
be found on the sleeve of Some
People, the man responsible for the
keyboard work on these live
ventures is session ivory-tinkler
Peter Oxendale. His is a name
that'll be familiar to anyone who's
paid attention to the live line-up of
Frankie Goes To Hollywood,
among many others. He's currently
busy rehearsing with the remainder
of Belouis Some - the band, that is.

`It's quite a straightforward setup
live', says Oxendale. 'I'm using a
Jupiter 8, a Korg DW8000, a Poly
800 with two EX800 expanders, a
Korg CX3 and a DX7 MIDI'd to a
TX rack. I'm using MIDI quite a
lot, beefing up the programs in the
synths and expanders. I'm hoping to
add a couple of SQD 1 sequencers
and a couple of sampling modules to
the list soon, as well.'

Oxendale first met up with
Keighley when the latter was
touring as support to FGTH. The
keyboardsman was duly impressed
by the material the singer had
written, and a couple of songs in
particular took his attention:
`Imagination' and the troublesome

Oxendale's version of
that particular story is different.

`It's not us that get it wrong' he
claims. 'Neville always forgets that
extra bar!'

He has an alternative version of
the clothes story, too.

`It's awful: the band do all the
hard work while Neville spends his
time out buying clothes and posing
in wine bars.' Proof, if any were
necessary, that being a session
keyboard player can be No Fun.

46

regular musicians as having
participated in its realisation.
Keighley is no stranger to
comparisons with the Thin White
Duke, and isn't intimidated by
them, either.

`I think everyone who's heard
Bowie has been influenced by him -
and Marc Bolan and the whole glam-
rock thing. Anyone that isn't is
either a liar or a fool.

`I went to see Simple Minds play
the other day, and I was thinking
how much Jim Kerr's voice
reminded me of Lou Reed. Then it
occurred to me that there are only so
many styles of singing you can
adopt, so it's inevitable that you're
going to sound like someone.'

And as for those Bowie
musicians...

`Although it was really great for
me to work with those guys, I only
got into it by accident. Someone I
knew reckoned he knew Carlos
Alomar - actually, he just
introduced himself at a party, but he
agreed to do it anyway. Then Earl
Slick just happened to be working at
the same studio and they ran into
each other, so there are a couple of
really good slick guitar solos on the
album.

`Anyway, I said to Carlos:
"You're not going to make it sound
just like Bowie, are you?", and he
told me he was hardly likely to go
and do that when he's been working
with Bowie himself for eight years.
He's worked on the songs with me
because he believes in them.'

Some People have all the luck.
Belouis Some's next move is to

release the title track from the LP -
also a re-release - as a single and
then re -launch the Some People
album. Then it's a follow-up LP, for
which Keighley has already laid the
foundations.

`I'll be going back to New York to
record and I hope Bernard Edwards

will be producing, though that's not
sorted out yet. I'll go into the studio
with about nine songs ready written
and I intend to write a couple more
whilst I'm there, just on the
excitement of the occasion - those
will probably turn out to be the
strongest songs on the album. But I
really want the next LP to be an
absolute classic.'

It'll be interesting, hearing
exactly what Neville Keighley
thinks a classic Belouis Some album
should sound like. 
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Music is constantly moving, con -
stantly changing. And so are the

needs of today's musicians. They are
looking for new avenues of expres-
sion, and they're not finding them in
yesterday's effects. New music re-
quires new sounds - enter Ibanez
Master Series
Ibanez proudly presents nine all
new pedal processors guaranteed

to make you think twice about your

present effects system. Each Master
Series processor expands the hori-
zons of its predecessor with new fea-
tures, new circuitry and a new chassis
design. Each has been meticulously
designed and built to deliver the most
musically effective sounds available
anywhere.

c r T

But to appreciate all of the Master
Series innovations, we invite you

to get on down to your Ibanez dealer
and audition the Master Series for
yourself. Your new sound is waiting
for you!

For the latest full colour catalogue of Ibanez Effects send 30p to Summerfield, Dukesway, Team Valley, Gateshead NE11 OUR
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After a successful two years at the top of the budget synthesiser tree, Korg's Poly 800 has been
given a better spec, a new colour scheme and a programmable DDL. Is it still the cheap keyboard

to beat? Dan Goldstein

Forsome reason not unconnected with

the success rate of new keyboards, few
electronic musical instruments ever get as
far as being turned into a Mkll version. The
Korg Poly 800 is one that has, because as
modern keyboards go, it has been a great
success.

When it was introduced two years ago, the
Poly 800 could justifiably lay claim to the title
'world's first budget polysynth'. For less than
a00, it offered a fully programmable, eight -
voice analogue synthesiser section, a built-in
polyphonic sequencer, MIDI, and quite a bit
more besides. To thousands of musicians all
over the world, it was an irresistible package.
And even now, when the Mkll model has
already entered production, many Korg
distributors sell as many of the original Poly
800s as they can get their hands on.

Yet for all that the first machine
introduced the idea of playing synth sounds
polyphonically to a whole new generation of
keyboardists, it was far from perfect.
Economies had been made to get the selling
price down, and the first Poly 800 sounded a
little on the over -rounded side (not enough
48

sparkle of the 'digital' kind), and had a MIDI
implementation way behind what we would
come to expect within a few short months
(the 800 was Korg's first attempt at fitting
the dreaded five -pin DIN).

Twenty-four months on, and Korg have
given their budget success story a visual

revamp, and made some far-reaching
changes inside, too. Most significant of these
is the addition of a digital delay to the Poly
800's list of programmable facilities. Korg
first used this idea on the upmarket DW8000,
and have cut no obvious corners in

transferring it to the cheaper machine. The
DDL isn't a simple MIDI device that works by
delaying note -on signals; it's a fully-fledged
delay similar to that built into separate,
dedicated rack units costing over C200.

Programmable parameters are delay time
(maximum just over a second, variable over
I00 steps), feedback, modulation
frequency/intensity and overall effect level.

In addition to the DDL, Korg have fitted
programmable bass and treble controls
which act on the final audio signal, rather
than on the output of individual oscillators.

In most other respects, the Poly 800's

synth circuitry remains as before. That
means two eight -voice digitally controlled
oscillator sections, each with a choice of
square and sawtooth waveshapes,
switchable octave ranges and programmable
output levels. Both DCO sections are routed
through a single VCF, whose variable
parameters include cutoff frequency (also
with a handy 0-99 resolution), resonance,
keyboard tracking, and switchable single or
multiple triggering. There's a white noise
section that now has a useful - and unusual -
detuning facility; three separate digital
envelope generators, all with six stages in the
Korg tradition, acting on DCO I , DCO2 and
VCF/noise respectively; and a modulation
generator (Korg parlance for an LFO)
unchanged in spec from the MkI synth.

Youselect parameters using the

Prog/Para switch in conjunction with the
front panel's numeric keypad, adjusting
values with a pair of up/down switches. The
process is the same adopted for every Korg
digital access synth I can think of, and in the
Poly 800's case, is aided by separate two -digit
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LED displays for program, parameter and
parameter value figures. Also carried over
from other members of the Korg family is
the Bank Hold facility, which keeps the first
digit of the program/parameter constant
while you use the keypad to step through
sounds/facilities of the same bank. This saves
a fair bit of key -pressing, and helps make
what is undeniably an awkward system of
programming that little bit smoother in use.

All parameters, their numbers, and their
range of values are indicated on the MkI I's
parameter list, which takes up the bulk of the
front panel and which, thanks to the new,
more subdued colour scheme and a bit of
reorganisation, is now much easier to get to
grips with than it was on the original
instrument.

The Mk11 arrives, as its predecessor did,

with 64 sounds already recorded into
memory. To overwrite any of them with a
patch of your own, you simply press the red
Write button on the Korg's display panel,
remembering first to disable memory
protection by flicking the appropriate rear -
mounted switch. If you need more space
than the 64 memory locations will provide,
the Poly 800 lets you store the entire
contents of its memory (sounds and
sequences) on cassette- not the quickest,
most reliable storage medium in the world,
but certainly cheap.

Preset sounds weren't a strong point of the
MkI Poly 800. For reasons best known to
themselves, Korg's programmers gave the
original instrument 64 voices that simply
E&MM APRIL 1986
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didn't span a wide enough sonic vocabulary.
Lots of wah-wah organs, synthy strings and
grizzly guitar impressions, but precious little
in the way of clean leadline voices, tuned
percussion sounds or ethereal 'atmosphere'
slices.

That mistake has been rectified on the
new model, which displays a broader, more
contemporary selection of sounds on power -
up. Unlike the DW models, the Poly 800
doesn't list its presets on the front panel.
Instead, they're shown on a chart at the back
of the user manual, and a quick browse
through the names shows the collection has a
broader, more fashionable look to it. There's
plenty of detuned oriental percussion,
chiffed woodwind, and other -worldly chime
noises, along with a slimmed -down group of
conventional analogue poly patches, among
them some warm, vibrant organ tones and
silky strings replicas.

It's the percussive voices that do most to
impress on first encounter, though, aided as
they are by some clever programming of the
built-in DDL. Somehow the 80011 succeeds in

sounding much bigger than its synth section
suggests it should, largely because Korg's
programmers have coaxed a wide range of
treatments from the synth's delay circuit,
from delicate rPpeat echoes to raunchy
chorus effects.

However, all is not rosy in the 80011

garden. Nothing has been done to endow the
new model with a more comprehensive filter

section, which means the Korg's shared filter
has its work cut out trying to do justice to
your playing technique. If you set it to
multiple triggering, it retriggers the
envelope of all held notes every time you hit
a new one; set it to single triggering, and it
simply ignores the attack stage of every new
note played until you lift your fingers from
the previous keys. It's a pity, really, that Korg
should have spoiled the ship for a ha'porth of
tar in this way, since I've no doubt a full
complement of filters would have been a
good deal cheaper to fit to the Mk11 than the
DDL, say.

The other gripes don't need to be voiced
quite so loudly. The four -octave keyboard
can be limiting at times, even though its
range can be transposed by an octave up or
down, and the ivories' lack of sensitivity to
initial velocity or aftertouch will also
disappoint players used to tinkling
something like a DX7 - as I was when the
Mk11 Korg arrived for review.

But the cheapest Korg does more than
simply generate clever noises for you to play
from its keyboard. Its built-in polyphonic
sequencer records up to 1000 notes in step
time, and can be synced via MIDI to external
drum machines and keyboard recorders-
though unhappily, whilst the rest of the
machine has been updated to both receive
and transmit on any of 16 MIDI channels, the
sequencer is stuck sending data out on
channel 2. its chord memory can store any
chord configuration you choose to input
from the keyboard, then transpose it
automatically as you play one note at a time.
And its joystick performance control, in
common with other Korg keyboards, is a
versatile four-way affair acting on pitchbend
(up/down), DCO modulation or VCF
modulation, depending on the direction you
push it in.

So where, exactly, does the Poly 800 stand,
now that two years' worth of improvements
have been made to it, while two years of
changes have taken place in the budget synth
market? Actually, it stands the test of time
rather well. It sounds a good deal more
'expensive' than it did in its MkI incarnation,
its MIDI facilities have been improved, and
its built-in DDL is an ingenious and
extremely useful addition that none of its
competitors can provide.

If I wanted to be cynical, I'd say the Poly
80011 has had a number of new features

tacked onto it to cure the ills of its basic
specification, rather than prevent them
taking effect in the first place. But while it's
true to say that the one -filter limitation is
still a real pain, the new Korg is too
competent in other areas to make the
omission a critical one.

Pleasant to listen to, convenient to
program, and easy to get on with in general,
the new Poly 800 should take over where its
predecessor left off: making analogue
synthesis a lot of new friends, without giving
them permanent overdrafts. 

Price RRP 075 including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House
Road, London NW5. 01-267 5151
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NOW THEY SPEAK THE
The introduction in 1983 of Yamaha PF Series pianos revolu-
tionised the world of electronic pianos. Now the new PF80
and PF70 spin it around once again.

Identical to each other except for the number of keys',
both models naturally offer the renowned acoustic feel of
Yamaha weighted -action, velocity -sensitive keyboards. And.

as you might expect, the ten new preset sounds are the
brilliantly life -like product of advanced FM digital program-
ming. But these new PFs are more than mere electronic
pianos.

They can also be used as MIDI Controller Keyboards offer-
ing a high degree of flexibility and expression via 16 prog-
rammable performance and MIDI functions. For instance, a
user -definable split point, which allows the upper and lower
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VIDEO IN
THE DARK

Mike Oldfield has dominated contemporary
instrumental music for ten years.

Now he's expanded his home recording studio to
incorporate video facilities, and

produced the world's first single to have music and
video prepared for it at the

same time. Interview Annabel Scott
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year ago, Mike Old field
would have been the first to admit he
was completely in the dark about
video. And that's understandable-
because even if you lose track after
'Tubular Bells, you'll know Old field has
risen to fame primarily as a uniquely
talented multi -instrumentalist, a
composer and musician who could turn
his hand to almost anything and make
it work. Since the release of that record -
breaking album, Old field has
developed his musical style
enormously, lived in Switzerland as a
tax exile, toured Europe and returned
to England to re-establish his 24 -track
studio in an impressive mansion house
near London.

But recently, Old field has entered a
new phase of innovation that's cost him
nearly an album's worth of earnings to
get off the ground.

'If you want to know how expensive
video is, he deadpans, 'just think about
sound recording and add a couple of
noughts to everything'.

Oldfield's recent burst of interest in
video dates from just over a year ago
when he was first shown the Fairlight
Computer Video Instrument at a
convention in Montreux. 'I've been
interested in video for about four
years', he says, 'though I'd always had
an interest in Impressionist art, But in
the past I didn't have much control over
the content of my videos; I didn't want
them to be tacked on as an
afterthought to the singles, with all the
cuts on the wrong beat.

'When I saw the Fairlight CVI, I
realised that this was something I had
to get into. Hooked around a little to
find out exactly what was on the
market, and I thought about using
high -band U-matic video machines. But
in the end we decided that if it was
worth doing at all, it ought to be done
properly.'

'Doing it properly' involved
abandoning the idea of using the half -
inch U-matic cassette format,
relegating the Fairlight CVI to a
neglected corner ('it's a great machine,
but the resolution's just too low) and
investing in four Sony one -inch open -
reel video machines. As for effects,
three main units did the trick -the
Quantel Mirage, the Aurora, and the
Ultimatte. Total cost with installation-
almost f2million.

More details on the video machines
later, but first a look at just what it
takes to add video facilities to an
already impressive- if small - 24 -track
facility. It's worth bearing in mind that,
being built into an upstairs room in his
house, Old field's setup probably
qualifies as the most expensive
bedroom studio in the world...

Over the last couple of years,
Oldfield's music has been firmly based

around the Fairlight CMI. It's most in
evidence on 'Discovery' and on the
soundtrack for 'The Killing Fields'. He
has a second Fairlight for live work, plus
a Kurzweil, an Oberheim OBX with DSX
sequencer and DMX drum machine, a
trusty Roland VP330 Vocoder Plus, an
ancient Solina string synth and a couple
of other keyboards in the studio.

These form an arc around a rather
aged -looking Neve mixing desk
(updated with the latest NECAM
automation last year), with an Ampex
124 24 -track sitting at the back of the
studio and Oldfield's guitar collection
living in a room next door.

Either side of the desk are racks of
effects and switching units-audio on
the right, video on the left. The audio
effects rack is surprisingly restrained -
just AMS and Quantec digital reverbs,
and EMT 250 plate reverb, Kepex Gain

"If you really want to know how expensive video is,
just think about sound recording and add a couple of

noughts to everything."

Brain limiters and compressors, a valve
limiter used mainly for bass guitars, a
vocal stresser, a Korg SDD3000 digital
delay and a Bel flanger.

Oldfield has a studio assistant, but
self-ops his recording sessions using
various footswitch controllers- it's the
way he's always worked. Now he can
swing, instantly, from the audio desk
and its associated synths to the video
desk and its effects units. What was
previously his piano booth off the
studio floor has become a machine
room for video tape recorders, with the
Kurzweil now filling in for piano parts.

The studio floor is used for recording
vocals, guitars and drums, but now has
to double as a video studio floor,
having a large cyclorama (backcloth) at
one end and a ceiling -mounted
Ikegami 79E camera and monitor in the
centre. In the machine room are a Sony
2500 one -inch video machine, one
slightly simpler Sony 2002, and two
Sony 2000s. The 2000s lack a couple of
facilities such as the ability to produce
cell animation by recording a series of
still frames, but that can betaken care
of by the 2500 should Old field choose
to use it.

e's the first to admit,
though, that the transformation from
audio to audio-visual wasn't quite as
straightforward as had been planned.

'I didn't realise when we were going
into video that all sorts of things count
that didn't matter before - even the
lengths of the cables we used and the
type of air conditioning. Sometimes we
spent two hours at a time on the phone
to Sony when we had colour framing 
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 problems- but luckily I knew F W 0
Bauch from their audio installations
and they put all the video equipment
in, and both Quantel and Sony were
very helpful, too.'

In parallel with the Neve audio desk is
a Grass Valley video mixing console,
surrounded by monitors, Pro -Bel patch
units and the aforementioned video
effects units. Chief amongst these is the
Quantel Mirage, a sophisticated frame
manipulator based on a small
mainframe computer located in a
storeroom beneath the studio.

Oldfield explains. 'The Mirage is a
frame store and manipulation device
which is more use to me than
something like the Bosch computer
which does the Channel 4 logo, the BBC
News animation and things like that.
The Mirage takes an existing picture
from a camera or a video machine and
lets you manipulate its shape. I can
write a little program, like a starburst or
a moving tubular bell into it, and
distort any picture into that shape.'

Next to the Mirage terminal and the
CMX 340 Editor is the Aurora, an
animated graphics generator that can
create moving coloured lines,
snowstorms, multiplied graphic
characters and so on. It's often used to
create a background for a piece of
Mirage animation. The machine which
allows this to happen is Ultimatte, the
infamous 'blue screen' machine which
removes any blue from a picture and
superimposes what's left over a

"The Quantel Mirage takes an existing picture and lets
you manipulate its shape...so I can write a program,

like a moving tubular bell, and distort any picture into
that shape."

background of your choice. Which is
why at one end of the studio floor,
you'll find -you've guessed it- a large
blue screen.

Apart from the main studio camera,
Oldfield uses a portable one -inch
Nagra/Ampex VPR5 system to collect
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video images from the outside world.
As we'll see later, he put this system to
good use for his video to 'Pictures in the
Dark, his last single, which included
images of his house, the moon,
fireworks and rock pools.

Oldfield has access to one more video
unit, the Bosch image generator, an
immensely powerful and expensive
unit which creates lifelike
three-dimensional computer images
from scratch. It's been used on
everything from the Channel 4 logo to
recent Dire Straits videos, and Oldfield
(with the help of Peter Claridge from
CAT Video Graphics) used it to create
three-dimensional rooms, mazes and
other figures for the 'Pictures In The
Dark' promo.

'Pictures' combines the best of all
three video effects units, placing
Oldfield and singers Aled Jones and
Anita Hegerland against a variety of
animated backgrounds, combining
them with computer animation,
multiplying simple figures across the
screen, and stacking video images in a
breathtakingly impressive manner.
Since only one or two video effects can
be added at a time, creating this sort of
video is a matter of repeatedly
bouncing from one video machine to
another, rather like recording
multitrack music with just two cassette
decks. Theoretically, this can be done
about a dozen times before there's any
noticeable loss of quality- the most
complex section of the video is 15 layers
deep.

'Working on the song and the
pictures at the same time gives the
piece a lot more artisticstrength,
claims Oldfield. 'On 'Pictures' I already
had a lot of the elements of the video-
like the spinning jug and the guitar-
but I couldn't think of a way to combine
them until I decided to write a song
about dreams. That let us use almost
any images we liked, so then Peter
Claridge storyboarded the video.

'I'd been collecting some shots, like
the moon and fireworks and the house,
fora few months, and then we started
by spinning the guitars and things on
wires and modelling them into the
Quantel.

'In the past I've always loved working
in the country with the windows open,
and of course this is a lovely working
environment. But we were doing 16
hours a day on the video, and it doesn't
make much difference where you are if
you're working in a studio for 16 hours
a day!'

As a song 'Pictures in the Dark' is
fairly typical of recent Oldfield singles
and a reasonable introduction to the
man's work, even if the recent
'Essential' collection on Virgin shows
how his style has developed up to this
point. The long, complex pieces-
'Tubular Bells, 'Hergest Ridge',
'Ommadawn' and 'Incantations'-
contrast markedly with the later, less
symphonic albums such as 'Five Miles
Out, 'QE2' and 'Discovery'. More
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recently, Oldfield has developed a
popular singles style on tracks such as
'Moonlight Shadow, 'Family Man' and
now 'Pictures in the Dark'.

oes he feel the new digital
music technology has changed the way
he works?

'Not really. For instance, I'm still using
a lot of guitar, and all the singles have a
guitar solo. And I'm still recording and
engineering myself, even though I do
have some help on the video side of
things.'

What about the predominance of
sampling instruments like the Fairlight
and Kurzweil? Have they changed
Oldfield's approach to music? And have
they presented him, a more than able
musician, with any moral dilemmas?

'Well, I do take a lot of my own
samples and usually make some at the
end of a session from whatever
instruments we've been using. For
instance, I sampled Paddy Moloney's
Irish pipes after one session, but I
wouldn't use that sample to replace
him as a player. I'd use it for a pipe -like
backing chord, perhaps. I've also
sampled a church organ we were using,
but usually I like to set aside a special
session if we're going to do any
sampling.'

Whatever his musical and visual
arrangements, Oldfield is glad to be
back working at home. After all, the
last couple of albums had been
recorded in commercial studios in a
variety of different countries...

'That was purely because I had to stay
out of England fora while for tax
purposes, which is why I didn't play
here on the last tour. Hived in
Switzerland for a year, but in the past
I've always worked at home, originally
at Througham. I had to move closer to
London for business reasons, though,
so now we have an office in the house
for Oldfield Music and for Field
Services, which hires out our live PA
when we're not using it. It's a pretty
large system - we have about 28
Eastlake studio monitors and we use
Neumann studio mics on stage.'

Presumably, Oldfield is pleased with
his current equipment roster. But does
he feel he made any compromises on
his first do-it-yourself video?

'No, we managed to realise
everything I wanted to do. It's been
very hard work, but I didn't want to
compromise at all.

'There's nothing on the video side we
have to change, though the Ultimatte
means you have to plan mattes in
advance and use up two machines. So
we may get a high -band U-matic,
because the quality of the colour
information isn't important when
you're creating matte shapes.

'On the audio side we've been linking
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"I sampled Paddy Moloney's Irish pipes after one
session, but I wouldn't use that sample to replace him

as a player: I'd use it fora pipe -like backing chord,
perhaps."

everything up very successfully so far-
except the Fairlight, which we have to
use a timecode for. Before long I'll have
a Series Ill Fairlight with SMPTE, and
we'll link that to the Linn 9000 through
MIDI to run all the other synthesisers.'

And future plans?
'I'd like to do more video work with

Pete, and I've got a single planned with
Jon Anderson. I think Pete's more or
less taught me how to use the video
equipment myself now, and of course
I'd like to think about a whole album
recorded simultaneously with a video.
But that would take a long time-
maybe a couple of years. If I'm lucky.' 

DATAF ILE
Mike Oldfield's Studio

Synthesisers
Fairlight CMI Series 11x2, Kurzweil250,
Oberheim OBX, DSX, DMX, Linn 9000,
ARP Solina, Roland V P330 Vocoder Plus,
Roland SH101
Guitars
Fender Stratocaster, Gibson Les Paul
Junior, Washburn semi -acoustic, Fender
Telecaster, Fender Precision Bass, Gibson
guitar customised by AC Zemaitis, acoustic
bass, Gibson SG, Aria Pro 11 bass, Roland
Bass synth controller, Fender Electric XII,
MGO acoustic, banjo, mandolin
Audio
Neve console with NECAM automation,
Ampex 124 tape machine, AMS and
Quantec digital reverbs, EMT 250 plate
reverb, Kepex Gain Brains, Korg SDD3000,
valve limiters, vocal stresser, Bel flanger
Video
CMX 340 X editor, Quantel Mirage,
Aurora, Ultimatte, Nagra/Ampex VPR5
portable, Sony 2000x2, Sony 2002, Sony
2500, Pro -Bel video patching, Ikegami
79E video camera
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BEAUTY AND THE
E A T

Casio have taken the big leap forward and put the world's first affordable sampling drum machine
into full production. To describe the new RZ I as revolutionary would be an under -statement.

Dan Goldstein

t long last, somebody has produced
an affordable sampling drum machine. It had
to happen sooner or later, because the
technology's been available for some while
now, and the potential market for such a
machine, I'd have thought, must be
enormous.

It's the Japanese who've got there first,
even though it was an American company, E-
mu Systems, who produced the world's first
generally available sampling beat box over a
year ago: the Emulator SP 12. Now, the SP 12
is an extremely fine machine, and one that's
being continually updated and improved to
prevent it being made obsolete by
developments in Tokyo. But in the end,
nobody other than Casio had the foresight,
the will, and the manpower to turn drum
sampling from a £3000 exercise into a £300
one.

We're told that the Casio RZ I will be in the
shops imminently, but the first production
shipment still eluded the UK division as this
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issue was being compiled, so we had to make
do with a prototype for review purposes. It
was covered in gaffa tape and mysterious
coding written in indelible black ink (so now
we know how the Frankfurt demos were
done), and a few things rattled inside it every
time you gave it a shake. But in most
important respects, our RZ I was the same as
the machine you'll get in exchange for 350 of
Her Majesty's highest -denomination coins in
a couple of months' time.

Whereas it seems perfectly normal to
market a sampling keyboard with nothing
inside it but a great chunk of memory, Casio
have obviously decided not to try selling a
drum machine that doesn't have any drum
sounds in it when you get it out of the box.
Thus the RZ I comes equipped with 12

percussion voices already sampled into
ROM, where they are unerasable,
unalterable and generally free from the
fiddling of the average user. In a sense that's
a shame, because it means only 25% of the

RZ I's memory is available for storing sounds
you've sampled yourself. A more
adventurous (some would say foolish)
marketing department would have given the
machine a half -dozen or so RAM locations for
user samples, instead of the four provided by
the new Casio.

Of the dozen preset sounds, the ride
cymbal, rimshot and cowbell are all superb,
while the bass, snare, toms (three pitches)
and hi -hats are better than OK. The crash
cymbal suffers, as most short crash samples
do, from not having enough memory to cope
with the original's long natural decay, while
the claps just don't have the presence of most
competing versions. Popular fashion dictates
that a handclap sample should contain a
recording of several people clapping almost
simultaneously, so that some sort of chorus
effect is discernible; the RZ I's clap sample
seems to have been taken with no more than
three people clapping, which results in a thin,
weedy sound more akin to that of a
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typewriter than anything else.
Overall, the RZ I's voices don't possess the

length or (more crucially) the bandwidth to
make really impressive listening. They
aren't as bright as those of Roland TR or
Yamaha RX digital machines, but they're
eminently usable nonetheless. And although
you can do nothing onboard the RZ Ito adjust
the sounds' pitch, envelope, or stereo
position, the good news is that there are I0
individual audio outputs, each with an
onboard level slider, mounted on the Casio's
rear panel. Eight of these are assigned to the
12 preset drum sounds, so unless you want to
make critical adjustments to the cowbell
whilst leaving the crash cymbal (say) alone,
you should have plenty of scope for trimming
the rough edges off Casio's PCM voices.

But sampling is what most people will

want the RZ I for. The four memory
locations have a capacity of 0.2seconds each,
though you can loop all four to record one
long sample lasting 0.8seconds. Sampling is
eight -bit at a rate preset at 20kHz, and no
bandwidth figures are available from Casio;
my guess is that they wouldn't make terribly
impressive reading for Emulator or
Synclavier users (or Prophet 2000 users, for
that matter), but that they will more than
satisfy the needs of most musicians seeking a
cheap, easy -to -use entry into percussion

sampling.
Clearly, Casio have gone to great lengths

to ensure sampling is very easy to achieve on
the RZ I . Even the Art Editor managed a
decent bottle -hit sample after just a couple
of attempts; total time from microphone
plug-in to successful sample- about 30
seconds.

Pressing the Sampling button in
conjunction with one of the sample memory
switches tells the RZ Ito expect an incoming
signal, and where it should be put once it's
been received. That incoming signal can
arrive from either a mit or line input, with
sampling level variable via a top -panel slider.
The RZ I incorporates an automatic
triggering system (which can't be
overridden) that ensures the machine begins
recording as soon as a signal corresponding in
strength with the Sampling Level setting is
fed in. As soon as that happens, a red LED

flashes for the duration of the recording, and
the message SAMPLE OK appears in the
Casio's LCD window.

That 'OK' message can be a little on the
optimistic side, though. On many occasions
during the review period, we found samples
described by the Casio as OK were in fact
distorted beyond all recognition; practice
and a little caution do wonders to minimise
this.

All things considered, the Casio stores
competently -taken samples much more
faithfully than its spec (not to mention its
selling price) indicate it ought to. Noise stays
at remarkably low levels even if signal
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quality is poor (from a cruddy mic, say), and
the only thing that may disappoint users is
that, contrary to what many may think, two -
tenths of a second isn't really a very long
time in which to store percussion sounds.
Even if you manage to capture most of the
signal you're after, chances are there won't
be enough memory left to store any
peripheral information like acoustic
reverberation. To compensate partially for
this, you can tailor the frequency content of
each pair of samples using a rear -mounted
rotary control - increasing the high
frequencies naturally adds noise, but it does
help to cure some of the dryness caused by
the Casio's obviously limited sampling
bandwidth.

Little of this seems significant, though,
once you get down to the business of using
your samples in the context of rhythm
patterns and songs. Briefly, the RZ I can
record in either real or step time, stores up
to 100 patterns and 20 songs (the latter with a
maximum 99 steps each), and be
programmed manually from the keys of a
MIDI keyboard if you wish. Quantisation (or
auto -compensation, as Casio call it) can be
set to any of 10 values from a half -note to

1/96 of a note, and is switchable from the
front panel; if you like the mistakes you
made writing your patterns, you can hang on
to them without fear of the machine's over-
zealousness getting in the way.

When it comes to joining patterns
together to form songs, the Casio provides
the usual complement of insert, delete, chain
and copy functions to ease the programmer's
task, and all these are easily accessible from
the front panel.

There are two things to be said on the

subject of the RZ I's front panel, both of them

favourable.
The first concerns the LCD window which,

though not quite as comprehensive as
Roland's splendid grid system, does a great
job of informing you of what's going on inside
the machine. When the RZ I has been

switched to play a song, for example, the
display shows not only the song number, but
also the pattern that's been reached at any
given time, and the individual number of that
pattern. It also shows tempo in beats per
minute (variable between 40 and 250,
incidentally) as soon as you vary playback

speed with one of the dedicated controllers.
The display's backlit, too, which is more than
can be said for some.

The second point concerns the layout of
switches and, more specifically, the sheer
number of them. It's become fashionable to
cut manufacturing costs by reducing the
amount of controlling hardware fitted to hi -
tech musical instruments, but with the RZ I,
Casio have flown in the face of fashion by
offering a fuller range of switches than any
competing machine. Where most
manufacturers would fit no more than a pair

of increment/decrement switches for value
adjustment, Casio fit just such a pair and a
complete numeric keypad, which makes
pattern selection and the like an absolute
doddle. Other, more obscure functions have
dedicated buttons all to themselves- like
memory transfer to cassette, MIDI channel
and clock selection, and tempo control. In
fact, only a tiny number of the RZ I's controls
serve dual purposes, so you never have to do
much 'shifting' from one set of functions to
another in the course of setting up, sampling
or programming. When you consider there
are plenty of other drum box manufacturers
giving their switches three or four different
tasks to perform, it's little wonder the Casio
seems such a joy to use so quickly after

you've freed it from its wrapping- and in our
case, that's without an instruction manual of
any description.

Moving momentarily back to the subject of
sampling, the RZ I -a mains -only machine-
retains its sample memories during power -
down, but requires the assistance of a
cassette to remember any more; tape can
also be used to store song, pattern, tempo
and MIDI data, too.

There's nothing as hi -tech as a cartridge
interface, though, and overall, you get the
impression the Casio is a little xenophobic in
its attitude to the outside world. MIDI is well
catered for by In, Out and Thru sockets, and
the machine should transmit and receive
MIDI clock information without trouble. But
there are no pre -MIDI syncing facilities to be
had, and no means of syncing the FtZI to
tape, either. External triggering facilities are
also conspicuous by their absence.

Yet despite these omissions, the RZ I
strikes almost the perfect balance between
having the right sorts of facilities and bearing
the right sort of price -tag. It's conceivable
that some people will moan about the
dullness of some of the preset sounds, and

about the fact that you can't swap sound
chips or cartridges in the Californian
tradition. But when there are separate audio
outputs to help cure the former ill, and four
user sample locations to assist in rectifying
the latter, there seems little reason to think
the RZ I will cause much genuine complaint.

In one, simple movement of design and
marketing genius, Casio have brought drum
sampling to the masses without burdening
them with a machine that's awkward to use,
or that makes too many compromises in
sound quality. Finished in a case best
described as an anonymous hybrid between
everyone else's idea of what a drum machine
should look like, the Fa I looks set to make a
big, big name for itself in a market already
full to the brim with worthy instruments.

And the terrifying thing is, this is only
Casio's first attempt at a dedicated drum
machine. Goodness knows what the second
one will be like. 

Price RRP £349 including VAT
More from Casio Electronics, Unit 6, 1000
North Circular Road, London NW2 7JD.
ft 01-450 9131
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vox POP
The idea is sound enough, but does the world need another Commodore -based
sampling system? After looking at the £300 Microvox, we conclude that it does.

Simon Trask

hile dedicated samplers of
the keyboard and rack -mounting varieties
seem to be multiplying faster than you can
say 'n -n -nineteen to the dozen', computer -
based samplers remain few and far between.

That's not too surprising. Many computer -
owning musicians are more interested in
using their machine for sequencing, while the
data -intensive nature of sampling doesn't sit
too well with the limited memory of today's
eight -bit home computers.

None of this has daunted British software
house Supersoft, who recently brought out
the Microvox Digital Sound Editor for the
ever -popular Commodore 64. It's an
impressive system, more versatile than
Microsound's sampling package for the same
micro (reviewed in E&MM June In), and it
represents an affordable introduction to
sampling for those who can't contemplate
buying the likes of an Akai 5612 or a Mirage.
It's playable via MIDI, so you can use it from a
MIDI keyboard, sequencer or drum machine.
But Supersoft have also considered non -

MIDI musicians (known as 'aliens' in the
trade); samples may be played over a three -
to four -octave range from the 64's QWERTY
keyboard, and this option has been made
compatible with Commodore's overlay
music keyboard, too.

But before you get too excited, I'll point
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MICROVOX
dtgitaf sotrnd cditor

out that unlike the above -mentioned
dedicated instruments, the Microvox doesn't
allow polyphonic playback of samples. What
it does allow you to do is store as many as 16
samples in memory, and assign individual
samples to any notes over the maximum
four -octave playback range. Thus the
Microvox can be played multitimbrally from
a MIDI keyboard or the 64's QWERTY job-
enabling you to create all sorts of
multisamples, or double up percussive
sounds with a MIDI drum machine. As well as

Microvox's necessarily limited sample
memory (just under 40K) won't magically
expand as the number of your samples
increases. As with any sampler (to one
degree or another), you have to sacrifice
sample duration and/or bandwidth in order
to fit an increasing number of samples in. But
then, if it's megabytes you're after, you have
to spend megabucks, too.

Microvox is available in two versions: 1.2
and Pro, on disk and cartridge respectively.
The former includes a 2000 -note, single -

Background "The data -intensive nature of sampling
doesn't sit too well with the limited memory of today's
eight -bit home computers - but this hasn't daunted

Supersoft."

being able to assign a sample to a note, you
can also define the actual playback pitch of
the sample - obviously useful for percussion
sounds.

You can also select MIDI Mode 4 on the
sampler. This allocates each of the 16
samples to one of the 16 MIDI channels
(sample A to channel I , and so on), all

triggerable selectively - useful for
sequencing.

It's worth bearing in mind that the

track sequencer and a digital delay; the Pro
version removes the sequencer but adds
slightly longer sample times, more special
effects, individual fine-tuning and volume
setting of samples, response to velocity -
sensitivity over MIDI (affecting sample
volume and timbre independently or
together) and auto -looping of samples. The
Pro version is actually a £70 'upgrade' to 1.2,
so you actually end up with both versions.

All the facilities in the world are no good if io-
E&MM APRIL 1986



HIGH SPECIFICATION
STEREO PSYCHOACOUSTIC ENHANCER

 Easier to use - the 'Activator Principle' means the quality of the
effect is independent of signal level - no interacting 'drive' and
'mix' controls  Intelligent display - measures harmonic content
regardless of signal level  Sophisticated filtering  External
power supply and steel case eliminates hum and pick-up
Choice of jack, phono or balanced XLR inputs and outputs
 Space saving half -rack format  Built to high standards in
Britain  Excellent value for money

£1
INC

Also available: D.I.
VAT COMPRESSION GATE MICROAMP

P&P Send SAE for info pack
(Power supply £24 inc VAT & P&P)

Time Machine
SOUND ENGINEERING

(E&MM), Abbotsford, Deer Park Avenue,
Teignmouth, Devon TQl4 9LJ
Tel: 06267 2353

! 70171 It is our policy to be as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any genuine advertised price.

Ik, )Roland

0 YAMAHA

SYNTHESIZERS

Alpha Juno 1 in stock
Alpha Juno 2 now in stock.
Juno 106 - few left - low price.
JX-8P in stock.

JX-3P- one left £645 inc stand
HS60, (home synth. version of Juno 106) £699

DX100, DX27, DX21 in stock and on demo.
DX9, one only £545 inc. stand and headphones
CS01 mono synth £115 inc. breath controller

CZ101 £295 Czt000 £945
CZ3000 £595 CZ5000 £795
CZ6500 £695 CZ2305 £295

DRUM MACHINES
Boss DR110
Yamaha RX21
Yamaha RX21L

£125
£225

In Stock
Viscount R64 (preset) £270
Roland TR707 In Stock
Roland TR727 In Stock
Roland TR505 In Stock
Casio RZ-1 Coming Soon
Technics SY-DP50 £575

SEQUENCERS
Casio SZ1 £245
Roland MSQ100 £425

£525

YAMAHA VSS100
- £179

Sample the latest in Keyboards from Casio,
Yamaha and Technics. Most of the new
'Frankfurt goodies' should be in by the time you
read this. If if's worth having - we've got it.
If we've got it - you'll get a good deal!

weal HIGH POWERED SOUND
SYSTEMS

The new Songbird 150 watt combo with built-in
4 band graphic now in stock.
Songbird 100 watt combo £270

YAMAHA
Full range from £299 to £2399
New PF70 & PF80 in stock.
PF15 - one only, £795 inc.
stand

ELECTRIC PIANOS
TECHNICS ROLAND

Superb new PCM digital PX Complete range from just
series due in very soon. Must £225. New HP5500 due in
be heard to be believed. April, amazing sound. New

RD1000, due in May.

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD We run a fast and efficient

SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088 Acesss&8,rle yard welcome
Closed all da on Monda

FOR ALL ATARI
'ST' COMPUTERS

The Ultimate
Real -Time Recorder/
Sequencer for
musicians who want
the precision of
digital control and
16 bit computing
POWER!
This package allows you to edit,
record, play, set delay, bounce
down, control speed, shadow track,
merge/copy track, erase, punch in,
cut, external/internal synchronise,
control 16 channels, 8 track -
FOR ONLY

f69.99 Agovoadilambulesiscosotnorferosm all

MIDI -RECORDER
by TREESOFT

file Midi Counter Options Het

1' 11

M1dt recorder is an eight track recorder for the ATARI ST series.
This program makes full use of the ST's built in midi interface
and uses GEM to control the program.
The program can be used with any midi synthesizer or keybord.
It allows you to record and edit your music in very much the
same way you would with an ordinary recorder, but you may find
out that it does some things a little bit quicker,
Depending on the size of the ST's memory the program can store
IMMO midi events and more--

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE FROM
MOPRO
WITTEVROUWENSINGEL 93
3514 AL UTRECHT, HOLLAND
TEL. 010 31 30 71 48 97

It's what your hardware has been awaiting for
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Manufactured & distributed in the UK and USA by:

514 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK,
BIRMINGHAM, B8 3HX 0021 328 3585
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Add your name to this list
by taking advantage of this

special offer to E&MM readers.

The classic OSCar programmable MIDI

synth for only £375 inc VAT and P&P

Ever since the OSCar first appeared, we have
championed it as the programmable lead and bass
synthesizer, and the list of featured artists who have
praised it in our pages read like a who's who of modern
music. But it was the addition of MIDI to the design
which really ensured that it would never become
obsolete. And who can argue with the flexibility and
power of its voicing:

VOICING - Analogue and digital waveform generation 12 preset
waveforms and user programmable
FILTERING - Two analogue filters with low, band and high pass
configurations
LFO waveforms, with delay, routable to pitch, filter or amplifier
ENVELOPES - separate ADSR for filter and amp, routable to pitch
SEQUENCER - 1500 event MIDI editable sequencer with 12 sequences
and 10 chains
ARPEGGIATOR - Assignable up, down or up/down with hold and insert
functions
TRIGGERING - via MIDI, clicks per quarter note or envelope repeat
WHEELS - Bend and mod wheel sprung for optimum performance
expression
GUARANTEE - The OSCar is fully guaranteed for 12 months - parts and
labour
We only have a limited number of this fine synthesizer at this remarkable price, so act
now, join the exclusive club of OSCar users and save yourself £200 at the same time.
CREDIT CARD HOLDERS: PHONE YOUR ORDER THROUGH ON 0223 313722
QUOTING YOUR ACCESS/VISA CARD NUMBER

Geoff Downes/Asia

Keith EmersonlELP

Vangelis

Midge Ure/Ultravox

Billy Currie/Ultravox

Chris Cross/Ultravox

Bronski Beat

Tim Lever/Dead or Alive

Dave West/Go West

Mark Stanway/Magnum

Gary Numan

John Foxx

Quincy Jones

Motown Studios

Oscar Peterson

Ashley Ingrams/Imagination

Steve Howe/GTR

Steve Hackett/GTR

Mickael Boddicker

Michael Nyman

Philip Glass

BBC Radiophonic Workshop

Send to OSCar Special Offer, Music
Maker Publications, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge
CB4 lUY. * Please rush me an
OSCar I enclose a cheque/PO
(made payable to Music Maker
Publications) for:

*Please send me more
information

Name

Address

(*delete as applicable)

Please allow 28 days for delivery



WEAR IT WELL
At last, E&MM's distinctive new logo is available on top-quality
sweatshirts and T-shirts, direct from us at the editorial address.
Don't mistake this for inferior promotional clothing; these shirts are
beautifully made and superbly printed. There's a choice of colours
and you can even decide whether you want the E&MM lettering
printed large in the middle of your shirt, or smaller in the top right-
hand corner.

Sweatshirts are just £7.45, while T-shirts are a measly £3.45, both
prices including VAT and postage & packing. So send your order in
now to the Mail Order Department at the address at the front of the
magazine, making cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publica-
tions and allowing 28 days for delivery. Alternatively, dial the
editorial phone number (it's Cambridge 313722) and order by
Access or Visa. Please note that payments from overseas (including
Eire) should be made by Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.

Own

Name

Address

Postcode

Access/Visa' No:
Delete as appropriate.

Please send me: Sweatshirts T-shirts

S(30-34)

M(34-36)

L(36-40)
XL(40-44)

Large logo Fl Small logo

Black n Royal blue

a
El

Number One for
Steinberg

9* ..I
4141! 44 AAf .12101 )I1 AA# Li/

"114 -'941 Aff! Afi Aff

tier:41'1'f q'aV''''7144'i'iv
1111.1. AIM W1 AEU MU FM1

Pet P&G itur OND SOP PC1 PC2 PC3

IL: FIG1 gala .,talis taiL

iimorommumwammarigii
Oak Road Ealing Broadway Centre  London W5 3SS  Telephone 01-567 3623

aim
Everything

in stock
All software

on demo

STRNBERG RESEARCH

INTERFACE

WIN STNC

$t58* Q00 Yet
- 30t
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11.- the sample quality is low. Fortunately, this
isn't the case with the Microvox - though if
you know your spec sheets, a maximum
sample rate of 42kHz (giving 20kHz
bandwidth) and companding that effectively
gives 10 -bit resolution should lead you to
expect something reasonable.

There are eight preset sample rates in all,
giving bandwidths ranging from the above -
mentioned 20kHz to a mere I kHz. Sample
duration varies from just under a second
with maximum bandwidth, to just under 20
seconds for the minimum (always assuming
you're using the total sample memory).
Sounds appear quite acceptable at less than
the maximum bandwidth, while speech is

rotary controls governing input gain, repeat
amount (for the DDL), mix amount
(governing the output mix of incoming signal
and Microvox-generated sample) and output
volume. Single MIDI In and Out sockets are
to be found on the back of the unit; the In
allows you to play the Microvox's samples
from a MIDI keyboard, sequencer or drum
machine, but the Out doesn't do anything as
yet- though the manual says enigmatically
`future software packages will make use of
the MIDI Out socket'. We can but wait.

On power -up you're presented with a
menu offering nine pages (eight on the Pro
version). Each page lists its own options, and
you step through and alter these using the

Sampling" Y ou can store as many as 16 samples in
memory, and assign individual samples to any notes over

the maximum four -octave playback range."

acceptable at 5kHz, giving you something
like 3.5 seconds of sampling time.

A low-pass filter is fitted to help avoid
aliasing, and this is automatically adjusted
when you select a different sampling rate.
Supersoft have thoughtfully included user -
selectable offsets to the filter cutoff
frequency at both the sampling and playback
stages, giving you a valuable extra degree of
control over the sample, including the ability
to brighten or darken the timbre of a sound.

The 1.2 program disk also contains a few
sound samples of its own, including some
weighty percussion voices that range from
the orthodox (bass drum, snare, claps) to the
unusual (beer bottle, metal box and
tupperware), together with such delights as
`popping note', `aaagh note' and 'chopped
guitar', which offer an effective-and
amusing- introduction to the sampler's

64's Function keys or a joystick.
The Sampling page displays threshold and

peak level meters, together with the eight
sample bandwidths and their associated
durations. Threshold level is user -selectable
from the software, while the strength of the
incoming signal is adjusted from the
sampling unit. The sample- or work-area is
defined as whatever sample memory isn't
occupied by the other 15 samples.

Once you've selected your sample
rate/bandwidth and filter offset (if required),
and decided whether or not to use
companding (it's advisable), you're ready to
sample. The screen blanks while you're
sampling (and, incidentally, whenever you're
playing back samples). For the more
technically -minded, this is necessary if the
64's video circuitry isn't to steal cycles from
the main processor and compromise the

Waveform Editing page which displays the
contents of the current work area, and it's
here that you can do all sorts of weird and
wonderful things to your samples.

There are two types of display available:
Dynamic and Segment. A segment is a block
of 128 samples, and while the Segment
display allows you to step through (surprise,
surprise) individual segments, the Dynamic
version 'summarises' each segment and
displays the whole sample at once, allowing
you to take in the overall envelope of the
sample.

This is about as fancy as the Editor gets.
Operations you can perform on the sample
are limited to manipulating the sample data
as it stands, rather than extrapolating from
that data (a la Fast Fourier Transforms) for
the purpose of manipulating individual
harmonics (a la the Fairlight). In a sense, the
Microvox options are closer to traditional
tape manipulation techniques.

Scanning through the sample is achieved
by moving a cross -hair cursor across the
display. You can set colour -coded Start, Loop
and End flags (clearly visible, these) that
define which portion of the sample is to be
played and, if you wish, looped. The Pro
version's auto -looping facility searches out
an ideal loop point for you. It's not a quick
process, and can take several goes, but you

can at least sit back and watch the loop and
end flags move through the waveform
display in their quest for the perfect loop.
The effectiveness of this depends on the
sample itself (not all samples lend
themselves to glitch -free loops), but the
manual honestly states that not every step
has been taken in software to ensure the
perfect loop. That said, I was able to achieve
some pretty reasonable loops, and this
option is certainly an improvement on the

SOPEISSOIT Al TROTS
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POOR 2. . . .WAVEFORM EDITOR

LOGE S....VOIEE HANDLER
PADS 4.... PLAYBACK

PAGE 5.. . .SEOLIENGER

PAGE G....KEYBOARD ASSIGNER
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capabilities. There's also a rhythm sequence
which shows off the percussion sounds to
good advantage. Supersoft could usefully
follow the likes of Ensoniq, Sequential and
Akai in offering a library of different sample
disks- a move they're considering as I write
this.

he sampling unit itself looks like
something from the wireless age- full marks
for aesthetics, chaps. In addition to the
essential audio in and out, it houses four
62

sampling process.
Once you've taken a sample, you can

select a Listen option which allows you to
hear your sample played back at the
recorded pitch. This provides virtually
instant - and invaluable- feedback. Almost
as quickly, you can go to the MIDI or
QWERTY playback pages, whence your
sample can be played back over its full range.
If you've previously selected (on the
Keyboard Assigner page) which samples are
to be triggered by which pitches, you can
hear your sample in conjunction with any
other currently assigned sounds.

The Microvox can do much more than just
play back samples, however. Included is a

trial -by -error tactics required by the 1.2
version.

As the portion of waveform between the
start and end flags is equivalent to sample A,
you can chop a single sound up into several

different samples- useful in some cases. And
by moving the start and end flags around,
you can reverse, reposition, invert, reflect,
erase, fade in or fade out the whole or any
part of your sample. As with the sampling
page, you can immediately listen to the
result of your endeavours at recorded pitch,
or go to the MIDI or QWERTY playback
pages for the full range.

The Voice Handler page is where you get
to assign your samples to any of voices A -P (a
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voice here meaning a sample). In order to
avoid overwriting a sample, you have to
transfer it to one of voices B -P, and
conversely, to work on a sample in the
Waveform Editor page you have to transfer
it to voice A. The Voice Handler page also
allows you to listen to individual samples,
delete and rename samples, save to disk
individual samples or all the samples
currently in memory, and - particularly
useful, this one- merge together any
number of samples. Merging is a clever way

for its full duration. This isn't going to bother
anybody using cymbal samples, which sound
better if left to decay naturally, but it'll
doubtless bug users playing back samples of
longer duration, which carry on regardless of
the rest of the MIDI machinery.

The Internal option doesn't, at present,
drive anything but the I .2's own sequencer,
while for External syncing, the manual
makes vague reference to the use of a sync
box and the 64's user port, and refers to an
Appendix which didn't exist in my copy.

Sequencing " The 1.2 version's internal recorder is a must
for anyone not possessing such a device - yet could also

form an adjunct to an external sequencer or drum
machine."

of layering sampled sounds, but more than
that, it has the advantage of freeing memory
for further samples. If you decide you've
made a dreadful mistake, you can always use
the Invert facility of the Waveform Editor to
remove an offending sample.

oading of samples, songs and
patterns is accomplished on the Disk
Handler page. On entering this page, your
current disk is automatically catalogued on
screen. Samples and patterns can be loaded
individually or as a group, depending on how
they were saved; if they were saved
individually, they can be loaded into any
position. The complete sample memory
takes just over 90 seconds to transfer
between disk and computer-just about
enough time to make the proverbial cup of
tea. Samples already in memory aren't

Supersoft have included a clock -dividing
facility for syncing to the standard clock
rates, so non -MIDI syncing is a serious

proposition.
The internal sequencer adopts a

pattern/song approach familiar to anyone
who's ever used a programmable drum
machine. Recording can be in real or step
time, with real-time recording being from
either a MIDI instrument or the 64's
QWERTY keys. In real time, the screen
blanks out and you get a metronome click
from the 64's SID chip; the pattern loops
during recording until you stop it.

You can input up to 24 patterns, and then
chain these together into a single song with a
maximum 170 links. Each link can be given a

repeat setting of up to 255 repeats(!), and can
be transposed up or down two octaves in
semitone steps- handy for adding variety to
existing patterns. Each pattern can be given
an eight -character name, which is helpful,
too. Tempo setting is global.
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overwritten by this. Instead, the Microvox
informs you if there's not enough room left
to house an entire new file.

While Microvox samples can obviously be
played from a MIDI recorder, the 1.2
version's internal sequencer is a must for
anyone not possessing such a machine. Yet it
could also form a valuable adjunct to a MIDI
sequencer or drum machine, and Supersoft
have included internal, external and MIDI
sync options, the latter allowing the internal
sequencer to be slaved to a MIDI device.
There's just one problem with MIDI syncing:
if you send a MIDI Stop code from a
sequencer or drum machine while a sample
is playing back, the sample continues to play
E&MM APRIL 1986

Patterns are confined to a 4/4 time
signature, which is in turn divided into 96
steps (corresponding to MIDI's 24 clocks per
crotchet). These are represented as a grid
which can be scrolled across the screen when
recording or editing in step -time, with the
selected step being highlighted. For each step

you can enter sample (A -P), pitch, whether
the sample is to be reversed or not, and
whether the step is a note on or a note off.
The latter facility allows you to cut samples
down to the duration you want, and is a very
useful inclusion. Individual patterns or
complete songs can be saved to disk, and
editing facilities allow you to insert and
delete steps in both patterns and songs.

If there's one area where the generally
user-friendly software falls down, it's in
numbering the 96 steps; it gets to be a bit of a
headache when you're working in step time,
and trying to relate the numbers to more
familiar and meaningful notation. I'd like to
see Supersoft dividing up those 96 steps
graphically in a way that makes more sense
to musicians, as opposed to adding machines.

One word of warning: before using the
sequencer, you need to ensure that all your
sounds are edited first. Why? Because the
sequencer and the waveform editor use the
same area of the 64's memory, and thus can't
be used side by side.

The Special Effects page on version 1.2
consists of a digital delay. Duration and delay
time depend on the amount of free memory
and the selected bandwidth, while repeat
amount is controlled from the sampler unit.
The Pro version adds a harmoniser (+/- an
octave in semitone steps) and chorusing,
phasing and flanging effects; the latter three
are achieved with appropriate settings of
modulation waveform, speed and depth
parameters and repeat rate, and some
example settings are provided in the manual.
This page is intended to act on any incoming
audio signal, not on the samples themselves,
and there's no doubt it's useful if you don't
own equivalent effects units.

All in all, the Microvox is a fine budget -
level entry into the world of sampling for a
broad range of people. It's best suited to
recording and sequencing applications, with
its pattern -based sequencer making it
especially useful as a sampling drum box;
those wanting a performance -oriented
sampling instrument will probably still need
to look upmarket.

The Microvox is capable not just of
recording high -quality samples, but of
serving as a flexible musical tool with the
help of multi-sampling, sound editing and
sequencing facilities, and a healthy degree of
MIDI control. It's an extremely attractive
package, and, rare among home computer -
based systems, it features user-friendly
software design and an accessible manual to
complete the picture. 

DATAFILE
Supersoft Microvox

Sampler
Maximum sample rate 42kHz (20kHz
bandwidth), giving 0.853 secs (1.2 version)
or 0.950 secs (Pro version) sample time
A -to -D and D -to -A converters 8 -bit
linear
Noise reduction fixed pre -emphasis/ de -
emphasis; user -selectable companding
Dynamic range 48dB (companding off);
72dB (companding on)
Signal-to-noise ratio 70dB (companding
off); 88dB (companding on)
Prices 1.2 version £229.95; Pro version
(including 1.2) £299.95, both including
VAT
More from Supersoft, Winchester House,
Canning Road, Wealdstone, Harrow,
Middx HA3 7SJ. 12 01-861 1166
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HOW TO SPOT
ARM
Part I: The Micro Series

2. Low noise inputs
with 48v
phantom power
for studio
condenser mics.

1.Easy connection
for 4 & 8 track
recorders.

To. Two stereo
headphone
sockets. 9. Extensive

monitor facilities,
including 8. External power
talkback. supply for hum

free operation.

foldback and
effects.

OTHER IDENTIFYING
FEATURES:

Ultra low noise operation. Available with ><o or i6
inputs.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT:
Informed dealers. Fully booked demo studios.

WARNING: Once you have bought a RAM, you will
still have surplus cash. Spend it wisely. Above All do not
let anyone pull the wool over your eyes - BUY RAM.

RAU

6. Instant PFL
monitor.

. Six effects
returns, two with
equalisation.

4#0,04//tik/Sr&
Audio Music Marketing, Hogg's Drove, Marham, King's Lynn, Norfolk PE33 9JW.
Tel: (0760) 338264. Telex: 818767 SOUND G. Fax: (0760) 338264



! I.T.A.WINTER SALE !
We have a wide range of new, ex demo and used
equipment, some at below cost price ! Check the prices -
we may even take an offer ! All listed equipment must be
cleared. Low cost finance arranged.

All equipment is new, unless otherwise stated
(D = ex -demo, s/h-secondhand)

RECORDERS
TASCAM 244 £485.00
FOSTEX 250 £423.00
FOSTEX X-15 £189.00
TASCAM 38 (D) £1,499.00
FOSTEX B-16 (new) £2,990.00

(s/h) £2,495.00
TASCAM 38 £1,550.00
TASCAM 122B (D) £300.00
SOUNDCRAFT 8tk Recorder (s/h) £2,000.00
AMPEX MM1200 (s/h) £11,000.00
OTARI BQ-II (s/h) £1,295.00
TASCAM 32-2B + DBX unit (s/h) £600.00
MIXERS
AHB 16/8 mixer £1,350.00
TEAC Audio Mixer, Model 2A £189.00
CUTEC Stereo mixing console, MX1210 £220.00
TASCAM Microphone Mixer £209.00
A&H 6 Channel Mixer £25.00
TEAC Meter Bridge MB20 £119.00
EFFECTS
KORG SDD2000 midi sampling ddl £463.00
KORG SDD3000 £500.00
URSA MAJOR Space Station (s/h) £750.00
URSA MAJOR 8X32 £2,250.00
URSA MAJOR 626 £1,495.00
URSA MAJOR Stargate £1,250.00
URSA MAJOR MSP 126 £1,490.00
VESTAFIRE rack with 3 modules (3 lim's/1 delay) £200.00
ROLAND SDE1000 £281.00
IBANEZ DM1000 £228.00
REBIS Rack - 215,216,201,203 & 4 x 217 £375.00
ITAM 8ch noise reduction unit £150.00
TASCAM PE40 £239.00
Great British Spring reverb £119.00
DELTALAB Echotron £200.00
LEXICON PCM60 £1,196.00
DELTALAB Effectron £200.00
FOSTEX 3050 d.d. I £150.00
FOSTEX comp/lim £146.00
FOSTEX Noise Reduction Unit £157.00
SDE1000 Roland Digital Delay £281.00
IBANEZ Digital Delay £228.00
DBX 150 £250.00
MXR Dual Limiter £150.00
D&R Stereo Limiter, Patch Panel,
Compressor and Compounder £40.00
YAMAHA R1000 £375.00
AMS RMX16 £4,250.00
BEL BD80 (2 sec) £575.00
ELECTROSPACE Strate Gate £350.00
SONY PCM 501E £395.00
ELECTROSPACE Spanner £540.00
TC1210 £485.00
MISCELLANEOUS
OPTIMIX Automation System £2,000.00
MONITORS
TANNOY Super Red Monitors £1,500.00
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
OTARI DP4050-OM Reel Master (D) £2,750.00
OTARI DP4050-OCF Reel to 6 cassettes (s/h) £2,000.00

(s/h) £1,500.00
KEYBOARDS AND DRUM MACHINES
SIEL Expander 80 £231.00
MXR Digital Drum Machine £500.00
OBERHEIM OB8 £1,500.00
SEQUENTIAL MULTITRACK £499.00
ROLAND DS101 £99.00
ROLAND MKB300 £555.00
SEQUENTIAL 6 -track £519.00
ROLAND TR909 £400.00
SEQUENTIAL MAX £300.00
ROLAND Planet 5 £300.00
SEQUENTIAL Drumtracks £590.00
OBERHEIM DX £945.00

II prices In this list subject to V A r

Aim
Mr mrmINDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION mr -ma

1 Felgate Mews, Studland St, London W6 9JT. Tel: 01-748 9009 Telex: 21897

RAM
more in
***t your

YAMAHA
DX7- DXS
DXI -RXI I

With a

SR64
VOICE RAM

'The Professional Choice'
 64 voice capacity (twice as many as the original RAM for the
same price!)
 Sophisticated automatic write protection circuitry (no memory
dumps)
 Ultra -fast second writing time (I 5 times faster than the original)
 Unlimited number of write/erase cycles (no burn out)
 Unique double -ended design eliminates switching problems
 Available in fixe distinctive colours (Red, Black, Silver, Blue and
Green) for easy identification
 Rugged, road -proof, anodised aluminium case for maximum
protection - lasting good looks
 Lithium power battery for long
life
(conservatively rated at 6 years)

 Gold-plated contacts and
automated assembly for life long
reliability

 Build to the highest specification INC. VAT
and fully guaranteed

Available from the following dealers:
London: Argents Keyboards - Chromatix - ESS - London Rock Shop -
Music Village - Chappells of Bond Street - Rose Morris Shop - The
Keyboard Shop; Andertons of Guildford; Wigan: Back Alley Music;
Manchester: Al Music; Epsom: Bootleg Music; Scotland: Sound Control;
Torquay: City Music; Birkampstead: Graham Webb Music; Bingley: JSG;
Blackpool: Sound Centre; Heald Green: Sounds Great; Glasgow &
Edinburgh: Grants Music; Bath: Duck, Son and Pinker.

SO 110
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT SPECIALISTS
CONCERT TOURS, INSTALLATIONS

Orchard Cottage, Church Hill,
Ravensden, Beds. MK44 2RL

Telephone: Bedford (0234) 771189
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ZLATNA
A MUSIC TECHNOLOGY PHENOMENON
In the aftermath of February's musical instrument exhibitions, we report on some
revolutionary machines that most show visitors didn't even stop to look at. They
could change the face of music -making as we know it. Dan Goldstein & Pau1White

It's exactly a year since we first told E&MM
readers of hi -tech music developments behind the

Iron Curtain - more specifically, at the Zlatna
Panega laboratories in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. As you may

recall, Zlatna's first machine was the ACS 100, a

revolutionary sound synthesis machine based on the

newly -harnessed principle of anticipation control.

The ACS was the first (and so far only) musical
instrument capable of making up sounds before
users even think they need them, and as such, has

been a runaway success all over the Eastern Bloc.

UK imports of the machine have been limited, as the

British importers, Carcass Music, have been going

through some chronic cashflow difficulties.

However, it now seems that general UK
distribution of the ACS (and its thought -controllable

add-on, the TCS 100, which can make music simply

by tapping the thought patterns of the player using

it) is due to start at the beginning of April this year,

which is good news.

Even better news comes in the form of an
extended press release from the Zlatna plant in
Plovdiv, received by E&MM just 48 hours before

this issue went to the printers. The release details

two new innovations (first seen at Frankfurt in
February) currently being worked on by the
keenest team of electronics R&D people in the
Balkans, and confirms our suspicions that the
ACS 100 is but the tip of an astounding technological

iceberg.

It's significant that, whereas MIDI was fitted as an

afterthought to the first Zlatna instruments, the

Bulgarians are now entering into the MIDI spirit of

things with great enthusiasm. Initial fears that the

interface was too crude to be compatible with
Zlatna's very advanced technology have been
allayed, and all the organisation's most recent
developments are based around MIDI and what can

be done with it.
The first machine being pioneered by Zlatna's

engineers is the NeuroFeedback MIDIplay
Sequencer. Its aim is to help complete novices
perform music with the same levels of accuracy and

inspiration shown by great virtuoso players.
As painful experience will no doubt have taught

many of you, learning to play a musical instrument is

an uphill struggle at the best of times. Not only do

you have to tell your brain what to do, but your
body has to acclimatise to the new physical tasks

required of it. For example, a competent piano

player has to stretch the fingers of one hand across a

keyboard octave without strain, which involves
many hours of painful exercise.
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Zlatna to the rescue, in the shape of a new
machine - the MIDIplay Sequencer - that harnesses

the principle of motivating human muscles by the

application of minute electric currents. The device
is a spin-off from work done at the Gabrovo
Institute of Creative Microsurgery, and is primarily
the work of one man, Professor Igor Mamarian,

whose once promising career in medical science
came to a premature end when he was caught
smuggling the arms from research corpses home for

his pet Doberman. Unceremoniously transferred to

Huge Zlatna complex is located just outside
Plovdiv, Bulgaria's second city; research
laboratories can he seen top right

the Plovdiv Balkan Noseflute Factory (an annexe of

the main musical instrument research institute), Dr

Mamarian quickly rose to become Head of Research

& Development, a post from which he steered a
course far different to that of his predecessors. He

conjectured that musical information stored in a

MIDI sequencer could be further processed using a

fast but basic computer, to provide the minute
control voltages necessary to motivate human
muscles.

The outcome of this theorising is a machine

capable of actually controlling a musician's muscles,

so that even a player of little or no skill can play a

relatively complex piece of music - provided it's
been digitally encoded in some form. In practice,
this has been achieved by offering a range of
software packages containing digitally encoded
versions of popular pieces of music, all originally
played by virtuoso musicians, and with instrumen-

tation options for piano, guitar and Balkan noseflute.

Physically, the workings of the Zlatna unit are as

follows. Two velcro armbands (similar to those used

in blood pressure tests) contain the skin electrodes,

and one of these must be fitted to each of the
player's arms, between elbow and wrist. A
lightweight multicore cable plugs into the main
Zlatna module, into which the appropriate software

disk is inserted. Once the Start button is pressed,

the neural information is delayed for five seconds, to

give the player a chance to put his fingers on the
keyboard, or pick up his guitar.

From this point on, the player's arms are under

the control of the MIDIpIay Sequencer, though it's

possible to override the machine's instructions by

using a conscious exertion of willpower. This safety

feature is essential, as otherwise, players could do

themselves serious physical harm by trying to play

the piano after inserting a noseflute software
package by mistake.

Inexperienced players should use the Zlatna
process in small doses at first, as over -exposure can

cause muscular strain. To this end, self-limiting
software packages for beginners will be available.

Also on the horizon are additional 'performance'
disks, containing System Exclusive information
relating to the playing technique of the virtuoso
player concerned. Thus an average musician could

play the same piece of piano music in the styles of

Vladimir Ashkenazy, Oscar Peterson or Elton John.

As for the music itself, far too much of the
current catalogue is devoted to Balkan folk music.

At the time of writing, disks for only four familiar
pieces were listed: Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto

No 1, Kraftwerk's 'Autobahn', 'Angel Face' by the
Glitter Band, and Sigue Sigue Sputnik's recent
smash, 'Love Missile F1-1 1'. While this situation is

understandable, we can't help thinking the Sequen-
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cer's chances of achieving mass market penetration

will be hindered so long as the library of Western

standards remains small.

The machine as it stands now is a complex

microprocessor -controlled device capable of extra-

polating up to seven individual channels of music

Astonishing MIDIplay Sequencer controls
human muscles with tiny electric currents

containing MIDI data, thereby telling
musicians how to play music stored in software

Also in the pipeline is a visual music display system

which enables music sight-reading ability to be
acquired subliminally by correlating an illuminated

manuscript display, with the music being transmitted

to the neurophysical link. The dots will never be the

same again...

Second on Zlatna's list of Things To Do is the
astonishing Multitrack MIDI Multiplexer. Like
the MID1play Sequencer, the Multiplexer is loosely

based on existing MIDI data recording technology,

but any resemblance between this machine and
traditional digital multitrack sequencers is entirely

coincidental.
The Multiplexer has been developed as the

ultimate in easy -play, auto -accompaniment systems,

the playalong music companion to cap them all. It's

the work of Romanian MIDI software writer Mikhail

Beecherescu, who regular readers will remember

as being responsible for fitting MIDI to the original

ACS100. Aside from the interface, Beecherescu's

main fascination lies with auto -accompaniment

facilities such as those fitted to home organs and

contemporary portable keyboards.

It was during his time as Romania's Bontempi
importer that Beecherescu became aware of a

public desire for an auto -accompaniment section

that went beyond the mundane, pre-programmed

drum patterns and arpeggiated basslines of the
keyboards he was selling. When his pleas received

little or no positive response from the Italians,
Beecherescu decided to design a system of his own.

The system, he opined, had to fulfil two basic

criteria: it should offer home keyboard users a
wider variety of backing patterns, without lumbering

them with the burden of having to write those
patterns themselves.

Several months of nurturing later, Beecherescu

unveiled his QuasiCompositional Musical Data

Extrapolation System (now shortened to the
convenient acronym QCMDES). The first device to

use the system was the MIDI Multiplexer, presented

a few weeks after Beecherescu's initial research

programme to a committee of Zlatna bigwigs, who

grudgingly gave him the production go-ahead.

from one simple melody, and playing back all eight

tracks simultaneously over a user -variable selection

of MIDI instruments and voices.

All you do to get the Multiplexer going is hook it

up to a MIDI keyboard the way you would any other

sequencer, and enter a simple (say, 10 -note)

leadline, ensuring that the notes are exactly as they

should be and that you've played them in the
correct style. Once your music has been converted

into digital information and received by the
Multiplexer, the machine begins analysing the data

in terms of pitch, rhythm, structure, mood and
performing style - in other words, all the musical
parameters from which the rest of the piece is to be

extrapolated.

New MIDI Multiplexer may look like a boring
black box to you, but is in fact an auto -
accompaniment section to beat them all, and
can extrapolate entire pieces of music from one
10 -note melody, transferring data to any MIDI
instrument

Of course, no multiplexing machine, however
powerful, is capable of responding sympathetically

to a piece of music if it has no reference point as to

the type of extrapolation required by the user. To

help solve this problem, Beecherescu and his team

of scientists have developed a revolutionary new
system of music data storage (the Ultra High Speed

Musical Parameter Memoriser, or UHSMPM for
short) whereby musical information pertaining to

the above parameters is contained within ROM
cards, with each card relating to a particular genre

of music. The Multiplexer ROMs vary in capacity

depending on the musical style they're intended for.

The smallest is the 16 -byte Status Quo ROM, which

contains all the musical permutations used by the

band in their 20 -year history, while the largest-still

under development - is the 5I2Terrabyte Brian
Eno ROM, which will contain, in addition to his
complete musical output to date, a sub -memory

annexe housing a variety of extra -mural details such

as those contained within Eno's song lyrics,

illustrative sketches, notebook entries and interview

quotes. The reason for the delay in getting the Eno

ROM into production is that a further storage
system (the Peripheral Artistic Information Storage

and Retrieval Network, or PAISRN) has had to be

developed so that the Multiplexer is capable of
responding to non-musical artistic details. Some

may doubt the usefulness of this facility, but

Beecherescu reasons - quite rightly - that "if
electro-musicians are capable of being influenced by

extra -curricular minutiae, then any system intended

for automatic musical extrapolation should be,

too".
A number of successful musicians and producers-

fed up with the arduous task of actually having to

create new music every now and again - have
already expressed interest in the Zlatna Multiplexer,

among them Trevor Horn, Paul Weller, Philip Glass

and Shakin' Stevens.

Yet even with two revolutionary machines like

the MIDIplay Sequencer and the MIDI Multiplexer

already entering production, there's no sign that the

Bulgarians are finished with pushing music tech-

nology beyond currently accepted limits.

Our sources indicate that many other new
machines are presently undergoing initial research

programmes inside the Zlatna complex.

These include the Polytrack, a tape expansion

device capable of time -division multiplexing 24
tracks of signal onto a single audio tape track, thus

enabling users to convert a domestic two -track
tape recorder into the equivalent of a 48 -track
machine; the MultiVoice Processor, a huge cross-

breed between vocoder, harmoniser, digital delay,

sampler, pitch transposer, reverb and chorus unit,

which could theoretically be capable of making any

singing voice sound like Nana Maskouri (or indeed

anyone else) using a complex network of signal

processing and resynthesis circuitry, controlled by a

human voice; and the MIDI Song Analyser, a
sophisticated music data development system

originally devised for musicians and producers
anxious to know the chances of their latest song

being an international chart success - though with

more software being written all the time, this will

be but one of the Analyser's possible functions. 
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checklist returns to dedicated
sequencers, software pack-
ages, and computer music
systems this month.

As usual, this is the area
that's the most difficult of the three to
compile, especially on the software side
of things, where product lists, specifi-

cations, and prices are subject to con-
stant fluctuation. Please bear with us if

you find something in the High Street
music store isn't quite as described in the
list that follows. And if you discover
something that isn't listed here at all,
drop us a line. Getting information out

of manufacturers can be a pretty
thankless task at times...

The biggest area of doubt surrounds
the UK availability of MIDI software
written for upmarket computers like

the IBM PC, the Apple Macintosh, and
now, the Atari ST. Much of this soft-
ware is American in origin but, while
it's undoubtedly of great musical and
technological interest, there's still a
great deal of confusion surrounding
which packages are sold where, by
whom and for how much. As soon as
we've collated enough concrete infor-
mation, we'll detail the systems that are
available this side of the pond.

SEQUENCERS
AKAI

CPZ1000 MIDI Recorder/Controller - £1699
Sixteen -track real- and step -time sequencer,
built-in disk drive, works in conjunction with
RZ1000 keyboard unit and M21000 monitor.
To be reviewed.

aren't cheap; 11 inherent limitations are
tolerable given machine's big price advan-
tage over everything else, thus good value,
two SZ1s MIDI'd together would make a
neat eight -track sequencing system for not
much outlay.

KORG
SQD1 - £599 Two -track MIDI recorder, step -

iii

CASIO
521 - £299 Four -track digital MIDI sequen-
cer, step- and real-time recording options;
storage capacity 3600 notes (step time),
1800 notes (real time); switchable touch
data response, cassette and cartridge stor-
age, MIDI -only synchronisation. 0 Cheapest
dedicated MIDI recorder yet, and without
too many sacrifices, two MIDI Outs, easy to
use; 0 doesn't store pitchbend data, avail-
able memory could be restricting, cartridges
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and real-time recording options; 15,000 -
note storage capacity; MIDI In, 2 MIDI Outs,
Sync 48 (Korg standard) and tape sync
facilities, quick -disk storage. 0 Logical lay-
out gives excellent ergonomics, hence ma-
chine is one of easiest to use, disk storage is
quicker, more convenient, more reliable
than just about anything else; II non -
variable clock rate obliges you to buy
adaptor unit if your system's not a MIDI one,
two -track format could prove limiting; 111
viable and presentable alternative to pre-
viously -available machines, with more than

the odd bit of design inspiration to help it on
its way, shares QX21's 16 -channel MIDI
assignment system, which is good.

OBERHEIM
D5X- £1195 Sixteen -channel (eight CV/Gate
outs) digital sequencer; 6000 -note, ten -
sequence, ten polyphonic track capacity;
patch change, split and double control
parameter information; cassette storage,
internal or external sync options. Part of
comprehensive Oberheim system comprising
excellent DMX/DX digital drum machines
and OB8 pcAr, does its job smoothly and
efficientlE -I not MIDI -compatible, but see
below; la obvious choice for Oberheim
system owners that's been subject of recent
price reduction, now has limited MIDI
capability thanks to US company./ L Cooper's
Oberface - if you can find it.

ROLAND
MC202 - £160 Two -channel digital CV/Gate
monophonic sequencer; real or step -time
recording options, approx 2600 note capacity;
tape storage, portamento and accent facil-
ities, internal or external (24ppqn) sync
o tions, battery or transformer operation.

Built-in sound -generating synth module,
second sequence channel, very low price; 111
no MIDI facilities, synth section sounds
nothing special and incorporates no patch
memories; II excellent introduction to se-
quencing sadly approaching the end of its
useful working life, but still difficult to
ignore if money is tight.

MSQ100 - £399 Single-track, 6100 -event
polyphonic sequencer; step- and real-time
recording options, velocity parameter infor-
mation, cassette storage, internal or exter-
nal sync (24ppqn) option. 0 16 channels of
MIDI recording, cost, power -down memory
retention; I multifunction controls make
many options difficult to access, no overdub
editing facilities; I versatile, cost-effective
machine outperformed by Yamaha QX21,
but probably a better bet for existing Roland
sequence users.

MSQ700- £799 Eight -track digital MIDI and
DCB sequencer; real- or step -time recording
options, 6500 -event capacity, voice, envelope
and filter parameter information; tape
storage, MIDI In and Out. 0 Ease of
operation, DCB connection means JP8 and
Juno 6/60 owners can use their synths in
MIDI systems; Ono MIDI Thru and only one
MIDI Out, high cost for what's inside the
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machine; IM a deservedly and consistently
good seller, but position of prominence now
under threat from recent rivals and arrivals.
MC500 - £799 Digital multitrack recorder
and microcomposer, available early summer.
To be reviewed.

YAMAHA
QX1 - £1999 Eight -track digital MIDI se-
quencer, real-time recording with extensive
step -time editing facilities, 32 songs, 999
measures, pitchbend, modulation, key
velocity, aftertouch control parameter
information; approx 80,000 note capacity,
disk storage, MIDI In, Thru, eight MIDI Outs.

Unrivalled (for a dedicated machine)
editing and MIDI track assignment options,
tailor-made for Yamaha's own superlative
TX816 sound rack; 0 inadequate display,
silly keyboard, costs a lot for a jazzed -up
eight -bit micro;Mhas spent a year at the top
of the dedicated sequencer tree and deser-
vedly so - contemporary technology's ver-
sion of the MicroComposer, but polyphonic
and a lot more flexible.
QX21 - f249 Two -track digital MIDI sequen-
cer, step or real time recording options; key
velocity, aftertouch, pitchbend, modulation,
foot control, breath control parameter
information; cassette storage, internal and
external MIDI syncing options, MIDI In, Out,
Thru. Ease of use (considering multiplicity
of job commands and functions), track
assignment flexibility, cost; Q only one MIDI
Out; 1:1 well thought-out, revamped QX7
that offers versatility of computer software
in a more musically -accessible package, 16 -
channel MIDI recording affords more poten-
tial than two -track format would indicate, a
real bargain at some £200 less than its
predecessor.

SOFTWARE
EMR

BBC MIDI Hardware Interface - £90 MIDI In,
two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connections.
MIDItrack Composer - f50 Disk -based, step -
time sequencing package for BBC B. 11

Reasonably comprehensive range of editing
facilities; Q like a lot of early step -time
packages, too laborious to make using it
enjoyable or even tolerable;Mdesigned for
computer buffs rather than musicians,
if you're one of the latter, you'll be
disappointed.
Performer - £80 Eight -track, disk -based,
real-time sequencing package for BBC B;
Graphics - £37 Graphics -generation pack-
age for BBC B, responds to input of MIDI
music information; Notator - £40 Forth-
coming disk -based link package for Com-
poser, permits hard copy of music; BBC
Editor - £40 Forthcoming disk -based link
program for Composer and Performer,
allowing both real-time and step -time in-
put. All above EMR BBC packages to be
reviewed.
CBM64 Hardware MIDI Interface - £90 MIDI
In, two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors.
Performer - £80 Eight -track, disk -based,
real-time sequencing package for Com-
modore 64. To be reviewed.
Spectrum MIDI Interface - £90 MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors.
MIDItrack Performer - f80 Eight -track,
cassette -based, real-time sequencing pack-
age for Spectrum. Easy to use, above
average use of Spectrum's limited graphics
capabilities; 111 still a few editing idiosyn-
cracies, won't work with any hardware
other than EMR's own interface; 0 a

definite and welcome improvement on
EMR's earlier BBC package, let's hope they
keep it up.

FIREBIRD
Island Logic 'The Music System' - £40 Real -
and step -time MIDI sequencer for Com-
modore 64, available on disk only, compatible
with SIEL and Passport MIDI interfaces.
'16 -bit' graphics on an eight -bit machine,
complete with icons and pull -down menus,
excellent cut -and -paste facilities on music
display within step -time section; II long
loading times between sections, system
obviously designed for SID chip and adapted
for MIDI later, thus MIDI facilities limited; II
beautifully structured, reasonably priced
sequencing package, and a glimpse into the
future of MIDI software design.

HINTON
MIDIC 1.1 - £300 (10K), £350 (10K with
battery backup) Intelligent interface
between MIDI and RS232 computer -standard
connection. Includes utility program that
allows incoming MIDI data to be viewed on-
screen to assist users wishing to write their
own MIDI software. C Excellent idea put
into practice with competence by company
with limited resources, system is essentially
open-ended; 111 current software lacks non -
MIDI facilities, R&D costs passed on in high-
ish selling price; 0 one of the best thought-
out MIDI packages to appear since the
system's inception, though its eventual
success will depend on the software -writing
skill of others. Also available: interfaces for
Yamaha REV1 and AMS 15-805, both £400.

XRI SYSTEMS-MICON
MIDI FOR ZX SPECTRUM INTERFACE WITH
MIDI AND PULSE SYNC

 STEP SEQUENCER - music score + 24000
events, full edit, chords easily entered

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER - with correct, 10
sequences, external drum mic.

 PRICE - £99.95 interface + software

 MIDI interface available separately

 CASIO CZ VOICE EDITOR - wave forms graphics,
dump to tape £22.95

 CASIO SOUNDS - library of 96 new voices to load
into editor £12.95

 DX7/TX7 voice editor - graphics, wave forms dump
to tape £24.95

 DX7/TX7 voice library - new sounds - save to tape
£19.95

 HARDWARE EXPANSION KIT DX7 - increases the
memory adding further 128 voices - £98.95

 JUNO 106 TOOL KIT- Plots library system £19.95

 SYNC CONVERSION BOX Tape-*MIDI/
MIDI-*Tape £69.95

10 SUNNYBANK ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD
WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5RE
FOR DETAILS SAE OR RING

021-382 6048
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
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JELLINGHAUS
Commodore 64 MIDI Hardware Interface -
£90 MIDI In, MIDI Thru, three MIDI Outs,
external Clock In; made for Jellinghaus
Music Systems by SIEL in Italy.
12 -track Recording Studio - £100 12 -track,
7677 event, disk -based real-time sequencer
for CBM64; velocity, pitchbend, aftertouch
and program change parameter infor-
mation, internal or external sync options. U
Potentially easy to use, plenty of channel
assignment options; 0 terrible manual
hinders rapid acclimatisation, both hard-
ware and software have their idiosyncracies;

flexible system from a company that
knows what it's doing in the programming
department, even if the hardware some-
times lags behind a little.
Sequence Chain Program - f45 Add-on for
12 -track Recording Studio, acts as link
between sequences of various tempi and
time signatures, allows storage of patch
changes. To be reviewed.
SixTrak Sound Editor - £50 Commodore -
based patch -editing program for Sequential
SixTrak and MAX polys. To be reviewed.
Scorewriter - £340 Combination program
produces hardcopy screen dump of music
notation display from sequencing software;
price includes 12 -track Studio and Sequence
Chain programs stored on EPROM.

JORETH
Music Composer System - f250 Eight -track,
disk -based, real-time and step -time sequen-
cer for CBM64, sold with hardware interface
or as separate item; 6000 -note capacity,
MIDI In, three MIDI Outs, internal or external
sync options. II Excellent low-level Music
Composition Language, syncable to non -
MIDI clock (selectable timebase), easy to use
considering complexity; 0 relatively high
asking price; la one of the premier MIDI
software package for CBM64 users, so far
produced in small numbers by Worcestershire
company particularly responsive to musician's
- rather than programmer's - requirements
and suggestions.
CZ Editor - £45 Sound editing package for
Casio CZ synths, Commodore 64 computer
and suitable interface. 0 Useful patch
reorganisation and storage facilities, can be
used with Joreth sequencer without re-
loading, neat details like level/rate atten-
uation and copy/exchange of envelopes;
uninspired screen displays, unhelpful man-
ual don't improve ease of use; I offers a
huge improvement over facilities provided
onboard CZ synths, but it could be made
better still.

LEMI
Apple MIDI Card - fTBA MIDI In, three MIDI
Outs, external Clock In, footswitch jack, for
use with Apple home computer and Apple -
compatible lookalikes.
Future Shock Software - fTBA Disk -based
eight -channel, real-time sequencer pack-
age, 2900 -note capacity. 0 Easy to use
thanks to single -keystroke commands and
handy Help page, decent editing facilities;
Apple isn't exactly world's best -value home
micro; 0 well thought-out and eminently
usable real-time sequencing package.
AMP 83 Software - £TBA US -originating
collection of Apple -based MIDI programs,
including step- and real-time sequencer (16
channels, 4000 -note capacity), and delay
program that introduces time delay between
MIDI Receive and Transmit signals.

70

MIDISOFT
RAP Software - £37.50 Drum sequencing
and arranging software for MIDI drum
machines and Spectrum or Commodore 64
computers, works with variety of hardware
interfaces. U Ingeniously written package
acts as central rhythm programmer for
collection of MIDI drum machines, allows
transfer of patterns from one machine to
another; 0 could have shorter tracks and
the ability to store more than one machine
configuration at any one time; 0 a brilliant
piece of software that costs little, does a lot,
and deserves to be in the home of every MIDI
drum machine owner.

PASSPORT DESIGNS
Apple MIDI Card - £220 MIDI In, MIDI Out,
Drum Sync In/Out (24, 48 or 96 ppqn), plugs
into expansion slots on Apple motherboard.
MIDI/4 Plus Software - £120; MIDI/8 Plus -
£180 Disk -based real-time sequencing pack-
ages for Apple II and CBM64; four -track,
5500 -note capacity (MIDI/4), eight -track,
11,000 -note capacity (MIDI/8). p Extensive
over -dubbing facilities now matched by a
decent range of editing options, plenty of
support from one of computer music's most
active companies; :still too expensive to be
a really major force in the UK marketplace,
though they do at least have a distributor
now; :better than average software at a
higher than average price.
Music Shop Software - £80 Step -time music
transcription package for Commodore 64
and Passport MIDI interface. II Excellent
display/printout facilities, ease of use,
cheaper than you expect; 0 doesn't really
make the most of MIDI, no real-time input;

one of the best music transcription
packages available for budget micros.

ROLAND
MPU401 Hardware Interface - £160 'Intelli-
gent' interface for Apple and IBM PC; MIDI
In, two MIDI Outs, Sync Out, Tape In/Out
connectors; additional computer bus allows
four MPUs to be connected in parallel.
MUSE Software - £180 MIDI Users' Sequen-
cer/Editor for Apple Ile and Commodore 64
computers. To be reviewed.
MPS Software - £595 Multitrack Music
Processing System for IBM PC. To be reviewed.

1111M11=1111111
Spectrum MIDI Hardware Interface - £79
Spec similar to JMS interface unit.
Spectrum Live Sequencer - f22 Cassette -
based, single-track, polyphonic, real-time
sequencer for Spectrum; control over tempo,
loopinA facility. Q Simple to use, inexpen-
sive; a obvious limitations of single-track
format; I good starter program for the
short term.
CBM64 MIDI Hardware Interface - £79 Spec
similar to JMS interface unit.
CBM64 Live Sequencer - f69 Disk or cassette -
based, 16 -track polyphonic, real-time se-
quencer for CBM64; editing and transpo-
sition facilities, song memory. II Remembers
velocity and aftertouch data, fairly easy to
use, who can argue with 16 recording
channels at this money?; Q needs more
editing facilities, laborious playback routine;
Malmost, but not quite, the perfect player's
software package.
Expander Editor - f53 CBM64/Spectrum
disk- or cassette -based graphic parameter

control program for Siel Opera 6, DK600 and
Expander 6. ig Excellent graphics program
puts 'analogue' visual on computer monitor
for rapid, straight -forward patch editing;
nothing, except that DK80 Editor has even
better graphics; 11 a real winner, shows Siel
have programming ingenuity in abundance.
BBC/CBM64 Multitrack Composer - £39
(disk), £36 (cassette) Six -channel step -time
sequencer, 9000 note capacity, QWERTY
input of information. 0 Highly versatile,
masses of editing facilities for very little
money;I can be a real pig to use;:should
succeed among composers rather than mu-
sicians, but still too many keystrokes per
note for our liking.
MIDI Data Base - £39 CBM/Spectrum disk- or
cassette -based synth program file, stores
250 patches for any MIDI synth except
Yamaha DXs and Casio CZs. Versatile
program that lets you house synth patches in
related 'families, among many other things;
'nothing we can think of; 1:1 well -conceived
and user-friendly package that does some-
thing really novel with the MIDI standard,
and a real bargain.
Digital Echo/Delay - £54 CBM64 disk- or
cassette -based digital delay program, works
by inserting delay between MIDI Receive
and Transmit signals; 5mS-200mS delay,
control of signal/effect balance, 14 'heads',
auto -loop, MIDI -assignable file sequence. To
be reviewed.
Keyboard Tracking Program - f75 CBM64
disk- or cassette -based program facilitates
assignation of master keyboard with splits,
arpeggiation, sequencing to control any
MIDI source. To be reviewed.
DK80 Editor - f55 CBM/Spectrum disk- or
cassette -based Editor for DK80 polysynth,
gives full control over user -adjustable par-
ameters by joystick or QWERTY keyboard,
complete with real-time waveform shaping,
Help pages. 0 Excellent graphics, coupled
with user-friendly operation; I the fact that
similar packages don't exist for a bigger
range of synths, sluggish cursor movements,
the odd bug or two; 111 makes parameter
editing more rewarding, proves new tech-
nology can assist sound -changing to good
effect.
DX7 Editor - fTBA Voice Editor and patch
memory for Yamaha DX7. To be reviewed.

SDS
DX7 Editor - £25 Cassette -based DX7 voice
editor program for Sinclair Spectrum, works
with most major Spectrum MIDI Interfaces;
allows libraries of voices to be built up on
cassette. 0 Excellent and easy -to -use (if
rather derivative) graphics, even more
remarkable given humble Spectrum origins;

nothing unless Yamaha are planning to
sue for graphics plagiarism; 11 another
patch -editing winner, all the more useful in
the context of DX7's unhelpful LCD window,
saves Spectrum owners the cost of CX5M
and appropriate software.

STEINBERG
Pro16 Sequencer - £90 Sixteen -track real -
and step -time MIDI sequencer for Commo-
dore 64 and Steinberg interface (£135).
Easy to use, despite being more flexible than
any other home micro -based system, with
MIDI channel reallocation, track soloing and
pattern -programmable tempo facilities;
too easy to start recording in the wrong
pattern, foot -pedal control would be useful;
I: the most musician -friendly Commodore -
based software package, full of clever
details that are as well laid -out as they are
useful.
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TNS Scorewriter - f120 Scorewriting pack-
age for Commodore 64 and Steinberg
interface, files compatible with Pro 16
sequencer. MI Comprehensive screen-based
step -time editing and music creation,
becomes even more effective when used
with sequencer; gl printout too slow to
make extensive score printing a feasible
proposition, users have to set ranges for
staves;Mclever, sophisticated package that
allows you to alter your music entirely once
it's on -screen, is ultimately more valuable as
a step -time editor than a score -writer.

UMI 2B - £495 British -built all -in -one MIDI
sequencing package for BBC B, comprising
ROM -based step- and real-time sequencing
software with extensive editing and son
chaining facilities, DX7 voice dump.
Sequencer beautifully easy to use in either
entry mode, compaction facilities allow
removal of memory -intensive dynamic and
mod wheel data, informative and helpful
graphics layout; :only the cost;Msuperbly
conceived and well laid -out sequencer pack-
age that's gaining increasing support from
the professional fraternity.

XRI SYSTEMS
Micon MIDI System Controller- £108 Eight -
track (mono) real- and step -time sequencer
for 48K Spectrum; 10 -sequence, 24,000 -
event capacity; comes complete with hard-
ware interface incorporating MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, internal or external sync options.

Sync to non -MIDI clock (selectable time -
base); excellent step -time editing facilities,
very creditable music notation display,

open-ended structure offers scope for user -
programming; Q poor real-time facilities;
again, British programming cleverness beats
inadequacies of host micro to produce a
really usable and versatile package, too
good to ignore unless real-time editing is
top of your list of priorities. Also available:
Casio CZ Editing package for Spectrum and
interface.

COMPUTERS

ATARI
5205T Home Computer - £700 68000 -based
home micro with 512K RAM, mono monitor
and disk drive included in price; built-in
MIDI In and Out sockets, GEM graphics
system, BASIC and logo programming
languages. B Excellent graphics, interfacing,
language implementations add up to
extremely attractive computer package on
which MIDI is even more attractive bonus;
internal sound chip is a bit of a let -down,
package too pricey for most first-time home
computer buyers;Mall in all, probably the
immediate future of non -dedicated com-
puter music systems, with MIDI software
starting to become available now.

E -MU SYSTEMS
Emulator II - £7250 Eight -voice, eight -bit
sampling system, five -octave velocity -
sensitive keyboard, split and layering facili-
ties, analogue filtering and LFO, disk stor-
age.111Superlative sound quality, maximum
17 -second sample length, onboard sequen-

cer, MIDI compatibility, ease of use in all
areas, especially looping; 0 long loading
times, poor keyboard;Mgreat improvement
on original Emulator, and one of the easiest
and most cost-effective routes into high -
quality sound -sampling.

FAIRLIGHT
CMI - £28,500 + VAT (basic system) Eight -
voice, eight -bit digital synthesis and sampling,
built-in dual disk drive, six -octave music and
QWERTY keyboards; wide range of sound
creation and music production software
packages. B Designed as a total computer
music system from the outset, and it shows;
111 comparatively poor sampling quality,
soon to be replaced by 16 -bit Series III; Man
industry standard, though showing signs of
being left behind by cheaper, newer tech-
nology, Series Ill could change all that.
CMI Series III - fc60,000 16 -bit version of
current Fairlight, with new software organ-
isation incorporating CAPS composer/
arranger package, built-in MIDI, and other
modifications. To be reviewed - see else-
where this issue for preview.

GREENGA TE
DS3 - f250 Four -voice, eight -bit, disk -based
digital sound -sampler for Apple II/11e;

optional (£200) five -octave keyboard, on-
board real-time sequencer. IN Sounds sur-
prisingly good for cost, new looping and
editing software improves system's versatility
0 very easy to use, poor interfacing; 111
still one of the cheapest ways of getting into
polyphonic sampling, if you have an Apple:
further, more sophisticated developments
still to come. 110-

5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522

OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

THE THREE FAVOURITE
SAMPLERS ALL UP AND
RUNNING IN THE SAME
ROOM!

AKA' 5612 RACK MOUNTED
1 DIGITAL SAMPLER WITH

DISC DRIVE - %METTER THAN YOU THINK!

1611TILE

NEW LOW PRICE £1295!

NEo u Enzi a L
PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD

NOW ON DEMONSTRATION £1995!

DOUGIE'S FRANKFURT SCOOP!!
At last A -type lightweight aluminium
3 tier keyboard stands at a sensible
price ONLY £109 inc P&P (money

back if not delighted). 2 year guarantee.
Vertical and lateral adjustment.

One -finger -liftable

NEW ARRIVALS THAT SHOULD
BE IN STOCK

0 AMAHA
DX100  DX27  DX21  RX21L

POLY 80011. EX8000  DVP1

Roland
TR505  OCTAPAD  MC500

RACK MOUNT SAMPLER MODULE
NEW 8 VOICE, 24 OSCILLATOR,

TOUCH SENSITIVE SYNTH
AT ONLY £899

NEouEnziaL
NEW PROPHET VS SYNTH

PHONE US
FOR AVAILABILITY FIRST...

YAMAHA VSS100
8 second sampling keyboard
In Stock Now at £179 inc P&P

A FEW KEYBOARDS!
PHEW

POLYPHONIC SYNTHS
ARP QUARTET B5199
KORG DELTA B5199
ROLAND JUNO 6 8t34.5
ROLAND JUNO 6 A5369
KORG POLY 800 II
KORG POLY 61 A5499
KORG POLY 61 85449
ROLAND JX3P AND PG200 PLUS CASE AND
PEDAL X5599
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 1
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2
ROLAND JUNO 106 £649
KORG DW6000 5?
KORG DW8000 £899
YAMAHA TX?
YAMAHA DX21/27

PlAM MEET
IMMANC

A FEW MORE KEYBOARDS...

YAMAHA DX7 X5999
YAMAHA DX7 MUM 250
ROLAND JXBP X5999
ROLAND JX8P BX135.1149
AKAI AX80 X£699
AKAI 73 APPROX £750
SEQUENTIAL VS
RHODES CHROMA
YAMAHA GS2
OBERHEIM MATRIX 6
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 600 w/c B£750
YAMAHA DX9 At629
ROLAND JUN060 PLUS JS060 A5629
AKAI MIDI -RACK F/X £89 each

MONOPHONIC SYNTHS
ARP AXXE
ARP SOLUS
ARP PRODGX
OCTAVE KITTEN
OCTAVE CAT
JEN SX1000
YAMAHA CS01 (3)
YAMAHA CS5
MINIMOOG
MINIMOOG
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 1 (6)
MOOG ROGUE
MOOG SOURCE
MOOG SOURCE
KORG VOCODER

OTHER KEYBOARDS
ARP 4 -VOICE
RHODES II, 73
YAMAHA YPR8
YAMAHA PF15
KORG EPS1
YAMAHA CLAVINOVAS
YAMAHA PSR50 ETC
JVC KB600 (BXD)t.369
JVC KB700 85399
TECHNICS SMUG() £299
JUST BECAUSE THEY'RE NOT POSSIBLY MADE

ANYMORE DOES NOT MEAN THEY'VE BEEN
IMPROVED UPON! e.g. MINIMOOG!

ABBREVIATION CODE
A - AS NEW, MINT AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTEED.
B - GOOD SECONDHAND CONDITION AND
6 MONTHS GUARANTEED
C - WELL USED BUT WORKING WELL (JUST LIKE
DOUGIE!) GUARANTEED BY MUTUAL
ARRANGEMENT
? - YOU'LL HAVE TO FIND THE PRICE OUT
YOURSELF!
X- EX -DEMONSTRATION, CONDITION AS SEEN
AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTEED
BXD - STILL IN UNOPENED CARTON I.E. NEWER
THAN NEW!
NO ABBREV - BRAND SPANKING NEW

£1499
£899

AC169
At199
At199

8599
85149

Bt69
A569
8599

CE250
At499
At199
At169

£345
At250
At250

85250
A5345

£345
£699

AE4S9

(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE _

0204 397893

FoSteX
MODEL 80 8 -TRACK
RECORDING PACKAGES

PACKAGE
DEAL EXAMPLE:
MODEL 80 RECORDER PLUS
450 MIXER PLUS TWO
ACCESSIT EXCITERS £1999
MODEL 80 ON ITS OWN £1349

MADE
IN
USA

Just some of this incredible range in stock...
XR4/XR6/SP3/BANDIT/MkIV BASS HEAD
STEREO CHORUS 400/R HYTH MASTER

SPECIAL 130/STEREO CLASSIC PATRIOT

BASS/MILESTONE GUITARS...
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TITTLE FUNCTION Dial
IECIINIICE.00016

KURZWEIL
250 - £10,995418,035 Twelve -voice, disk -
based sampling system; 88 -note velocit
sensitive weighted keyboard, split facility. U
Excellent sound quality thanks to unique
'Contoured Sound Modelling' system,
comprehensive interfacing, onboard se-
quencer and chorus, 12 -channel outputs; IM
user -sampling requires (expensive) addition
of Apple Macintosh computer; el after all
the pre-release hype, the Kurzweil delivers
the goods: but elements of its design could
be a lot more cost-effective.

NED

Synclavier - £24,5004105,000 Eight- to 32 -
voice, 16 -bit FM digital synthesis and
sampling system; 76 -note, individually
pressure -sensitive, weighted keyboard, 32 -
track onboard sequencer, internal or exter-
nal sync options, SMPTE syncing facilities.
Vast range of software updates and options,
future ones include fully polyphonic sampl-
ing; Q outrageously expensive, Yamaha's
DX exploits have made FM synth section
look very silly; II an excellent system for

studios, musicians and composers with more
money than they know what to do with.

PPG
Wave 2.3 & Waveterm B - £5245 & £6760
Eight -voice, 16 -bit, additive synthesis and
disk -based sampling system; five -octave
velocity- and pressure -sensitive keyboard,
onboard sequencer software. 111 Versatility
of analogue/digital hybrid synth system,
relatively cost-effective; II suspect build
consistency;Mhighly versatile and justifiably
popular studio system, now with notable
better (16 -bit) sampling quality and up-
gradable with Expansion Voice Unit and
weighted Processor Keyboard.
Realizer - £c40,000 Sixteen -bit sound -
generating, sequencing and sampling
system, with built-in hard disk unit, remote
controller and colour monitor; all sounds
generated in software. To be reviewed -see
elsewhere this issue for preview.

YAMAHA
CX5M Music Computer - £299; MSX soft-
ware cartridges - £39; YK10 full-sized
keyboard - £165 32K MSX micro with
onboard eight -voice FM digital sound chip
of similar spec to that in DX9 poly. 11 -
Excellent sound capability thanks to
Yamaha's unbeatable FM system, superb
voice editing, composing, and drum editing
software packages; 0 silly miniature key-
board supplied, lots of documentation/
specification hassles, disk drive horribly
expensive; 111 for the time being, the only
serious contender in the cheap music micro
stakes, now a real bargain thanks to its
reduced price: lots more software, alter-
native FM sound chip now available.

At last! The ultimate system

from Steinberg

STEINBERG RESEARCH
See this amazing system at your local OSC dealer
or contact:

OSC'
Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd.,
5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road,
Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN.
Tel: 08675 5277 Telex: 83147 att: OSCAR

PRO 16 Sequencer for Commodore 64
and Apple Ile (See review in E&MM,
March 1986)
 16 track polyphonic  Step time
and real time  Auto correct
 Overdub  MIDI delay  MIDI
songpointer  Tape sync  MIDI and
standard clock sync  8000 note
capacity  Many more features, too
many to list.

TNS Scorewriter for Commodore 64.
 Displays standard music notation
on screen with auto correction
 Print out facility  Handles
complex music accurately, including
chords containing multiple note
durations, overlapping beamed
groups  Step time editing allowing
you to set, insert, or delete notes and
rests at any place  Handles ties,
flags and beams, rests, split points,
enharmonics and any time and key
signature.
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BoininElQs
12A GROVE ROAD,

0323 639335/645775
EASTBOURNE, EAST

- CLOSED WED
SUSSEX
PM

.___,,
011A-TVA AKAI 3EQUE1ITAAL CASIO ensonitilt

WE BRING YOU THE VERY LATEST EQUIPMENT - FIRST!
YAMAHA SPX -90 The SPX90 has an exciting range of 30 ROM preset effects, each with as many as 9 controllable parameters to choose

from. The built-in RAM memory capability lets you store up to 60 personalized effects with your original title for easy recall.

DIGITAL MULTI -EFFECTS PROCESSOR
For stunningly close -to -natural vibrance and warmth the programs include full Reverb, Early Reflections and Delay/Echo
effects capabilities, and for fine tonal tailoring there is even a digital Parametric Equalization program. Modulation effects
like Chorus and Stereo Flange, for example, provide, fuller sound. Special effects

!11lMIIIIIIIIIIEIMMIN
_

,

include Freeze (known as sampling), Pitch Change, Gate Reverb, ADR Noise Gate,
and Auto Pan. MIDI compatibility is now standard equipment for the latest effects
processors. Thus, the SPX90 will riot only accept program changes. Some programs RRP 599like Freeze and Gate Reverb can also be triggered via MIDI. Another feature letsgreat
you control pitch changes from a MIDI keyboard.

YAMAHA

RRP

E44

4 TRACK

send

The
recording

4 -channel
tape-mic/line

level adjustment
and master

monitor

MT1X

return

RECORDER/MIXER
combines
mechanism

mixer. The
input selectors

for mic
inputs

section with

mrix
a four

mixer

and line
for effects
level

-track
with

section
on

input,

and

a full -function

each

processing,

cassette

includes
channel,
auxiliary

controls

TXDx721FM28TporneepGroegnrearmatomreRdRyPoi£c6e9s9M-IODui r3P2ripceerrOominl

y
£449

ance memories, 8 note
polyphonic keyboard RRP £699 - Our Price Only £649
DX100 FM synth, Mini keys, 129 voice ROM,
battery operated - only £349 Inc mains adaptor
FIX21/RX21L Percussion Units - only £249
QX21 Digital Sequence Recorder - only £259
NEW YAMAHA ELECTRONIC PIANOS
PF70, 76 key MIDI compatible- our price £899
PF80, 88 key MIDI compatible - our price £999

and a separate pan
for each track.- MirageDX7 OWNERS - ILLUMINATED LCD KIT £50 ensonial

RHYTHM COMPOSERCASIO RZ-1 DIGITAL SAMPLING

This stnking unit boasts 100 pattern memories. 20 song memories. individual
outputs and volume controls, aild MIDI in, out and thru. Twelve powerful PCM
preset sounds are available with programmable accent an q mute functions.
Auto -compensate allows the user to correct patterns from t/2 beat per bar to
1/96 bar- And if that isn't enough, four memories are each

Using the latest in digital tehnology, the Mirage lets you
play real instrument sounds, either from Ensoniq Sound
Library Diskettes or sounds you've created yourself. The
Mirage also features 37 playback parameters to give you
a wide range of control over the envelopes, filters,
modulation, tuning and keyboard effects.
To fully utilize its performance, studio and sampling
features, the Mirage offers a full range of MIDI Functions,

-

per sample provided.
with a sample time of 200 ms. All four can be chained together to provide one
sample memory of 800 ms or paired off to give two sample memories of 400 mseachTape

dump is provided not only for patterns and song memories, but also

including after touch and breath control from external El 295MIDI controllers.

for samples and these samples can be input via the rear panel mic/line socket
at a rate 20Kti LCD. front

-
i.

sampling of .Aback-lit together with to read
panel graphics complete what is surely
the most impressive drum unit to be
seen on the market for some firne. RRP £345 ensonuiral Mirage

- isa- CZ101 RRP £399 our Price E295
cz, 000 RRP £499 Our PriceE449

The Mirage digital multi -sampler has all of the EXPANDER
performance and sampling features of the Mirage E995
digital sampling keyboard - without the keyboard.
It's a complete eight voice instrument :.--,

AKAI S61 2
polyphonic

with a musical range of 5 octaves. Includes a disc
formatter, advanced sample guide and sustain -----,,,i'

MIDI Digital Sampler + Disc Drive
pedal.

Incredible ensonid1=Eal. New Low
:it::. : .:

£895
Price Complete The ESQ-1 is an 8 -voice polyphonic, polytimbral synth

AKAI S900 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER
Eight voice polyphonic digital
sampler. Using 12 bit linear
technology, the 5900 comes I

with a rich and full sound that can only be
accomplished with 3 oscillators per voice. There is a
choice of 32 multi -sampled and synthetic waveforms
for a nearly unlimited variety of sounds and effects.
Included are sampled waveforms of piano, strings and
brass instruments - creating a synth unlike any other
in character and realism. E940

complete with a 3.5" disc drive to
fitting into a 19" 3U rack mount. %V AI -_ . - . The Ensoniq Piano
8 voice polyphonic or 8 individual The Ensoniq Piano to it is the

monophonic voices over 6 octave
Our Price £1599range.

. . , say sounds grand Only
beginning. It uses multi -sampled grand piano waveforms to
produce the first completely accurate piano sound front an
electronic instrument.
In addition to grand piano, there are digitally sampled electric

electric bass and upright bass we in the

AKAI CPZ1000 MIDI MUSIC COMPUTER
The following system comprises of three separate units, the t'
CPZ1000 MIDI Recorder and System Controller. the RZ1000
Keyboard unit and the MZ1000 CRT Display unit.
The MIDI Recorder has a capacity of up to 50.000 notes spread

Piano'smm
iano memory. Acoustic piano variations include bright and

mellow timbres, as well as honky took piano. There are also
bright and mellow electric piano variations, plus two marimba E940sounds, vibes, percussion and mallet- 12 completely real
sounds available at the push of a button.

over 16 tracks, each track may have 999 bars with a phrase to
each track. Three MIDt IN/OUT'S are provided allowing three
tracks to be recorded in real lime simultaneously whilst also
monitoring other playback tracks. Single note and chord input
is possible in step time ode.
Up to three lines may be output simultaneously with the track to
line output being infinitely variable, the playing sequence can
be programmed to each track by barns by phrase and the
playback can have any start. Our Price £1699

ONLY ONE LEFT!
ROLAND G-77 BASS 1- G -77B SYNTH (MIDI)

RRP £2400 TO CLEAR AT ONLY £1500
£200-£2000 NO DEPOSIT, INTEREST FREE CREDIT (0% APR) AVAILABLE ON MOST ITEMS - RING FOR DETAILS

* ALL TRANSACTIONS CAN BE CONDUCTED OVER THE TELEPHONE

 FREE UK Delivery goods can be sent.
 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, VISA,  FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty -
AMEX, DINERS. Sales can be conducted over the DELIVERY (Securicor). £12 for any number of items
'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society cheques and  All prices include VAT (overseas buyers exempt)
postal orders will take 5 working days to clear before

ADDITIONAL discounts for DX Owners Club members, please quote your membership number on all
correspondence. Being a club member will automatically entitle you to many benefits.



ou wouldn't use a
wrench to drive a
nail, would you? For

this job, a wrench is a poor
substitute for a hammer.
Keyboard players need tools,
too. And a guitar amp is the
wrong tool for reproducing
the sounds of today's
sophisticated electronic
keyboards.
Consider the Peavey KW
Series keyboard amplifiers.
KB Series amps are
specifically designed and
voiced for keyboards.
They're engineered to
faithfully reproduce all the
sounds that a modern
keyboard can create, and to
deliver those sounds to your
audience.

From the straight -ahead
KB''' 100 to the ultra -
versatile K' 400, there's a
Peavey KB amplifier for
every application. One of
them is the right tool to do
the job you want done.
Peavey KB Series amps. The
right tools for the job.
For complete information on all Peavey pro-
ducts (including the KB Series and Peavey's
new keyboard stands), send a large self -
addressed, stamped envelope to Peavey Elec-
tronics (U.K.) Ltd., Dept. KB, Hatton House,
Hunters Road, Weldon Industrial Estates,
Corby, Northants, England.
KBD" is a registered trademark of Peavey Elec-
tronics Corporation.



KING OF

e's arguably the world's top producer of electronic pop music. Yet he began his career in hippiedom,
made his name as a punk producer, and has spent the past year working with non -electronic acts.

Now seems a good time to talk to Mike Howlett.

14111trile
Tingen Photography Matthew Vosburgh

nybody can go into the
studio and make very fine records. You
don't need a producer for that. A producer
is there to make things marketable - that's
why a record company or a band gets one in.
It's the producers' job to make things work,
to use their expertise so that records are
playable on the radio. Some bands don't
realise that, even when it's so obvious. If all
you want for a record is for it to sound good,
you can just hire a good engineer.'

The man talking is, not surprisingly, one
of Britain's top record producers, and what
he says is not to be taken lightly. Over the
last decade, Mike Howlett has been
responsible for producing a whole load of hit
albums and singles, most of which fall into
that rare breed of records that are both
commercially and artistically successful.

E&MM APRIL 1986

After leaving his post as bassist with Gong
in 1976, and after a brief flirtation producing
punk bands in the late 70s, Howlett went on
to produce various synth -oriented acts like
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark and A
Flock of Seagulls. And as it turned out, it
was for his successful involvement with
synth -based music that he became well
known. Lately, however, he's moved into
more traditional production areas, working
on Joan Armatrading's latest album 'Secret
Secrets', an,i the new Alarm long -player,
'Strength', from which 'Spirit of '76' sprang
into the singles charts.

Inside Abbey Road's Studio 2, Howlett
takes a break from a recording session with
young London band The Impossible
Dreamers, to talk and to be photographed.
Relaxed and self-assured as the producer
seemed over the phone, lensman Vosburgh
and I are surprised to meet a rather shy man
within EMI's hallowed recording halls. A
short-ish figure with hair greying at the

sides, Howlett clashes his hands together in
nervous movements, clearly ill at ease
with this sudden exposure to media
limelight.

Nonetheless, his speech is keen and vivid.
'I don't think it's an evil thing that records
have to sell, because you're dealing with a
mass market. I don't care what anybody
else says: I don't believe a million people will
walk into a shop and put their money on the
table to buy a record because they're told
that's the thing to do. People buy records
because they get something from the music
and because that music gets to them. And it
usually gets to them via the radio.'

The producer smiles affably whilst pulling
his hair. He seems to guess what his
interviewer is thinking. Surely, for a man
with a well-earned reputation for indulging
in the inaccessible and the avant-garde,
there must be more to producing than
trying to get a single on the radio? The smile
broadens.
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'Commerciality isn't everything, I agree. I
like to make records that are interesting as
well, and I have a relatively refined musical
taste, I think. When I listen to a demo of a
band I consider to produce, I listen for two
things; Does this music do something that
gets me emotionally, and is there a song
there that I can make into a single?

'Music has to give me some kind of feeling,
whether it's happiness or sadness. I have to
like the feeling of a band in general. If I do,
and we come to an agreement about me
producing them, then I want to take that
feeling and communicate it to a wider
audience. I try to make a band heard when
their songs sound good to me. And really,
there are very few bands nowadays who
have broken through to a large audience,
without a song that was really catchy.

'You can waste a lot of time and energy
on a band, making a fantastic -sounding
album which nobody will ever hear or buy
because it hasn't got that hit song - though
sometimes I might be reckless and do an
album just because I think it's great music.

'I like demos: the rougher the better,
because then you can get to really hear
what's in a song, like a hook or a little line in
a chorus that can be made stronger.
Sometimes you hear songs that are perfect,
but at other times you think: "well, this song
has some good parts, but it also has a lot of
rubbish, so I'll have to chop out quite a bit".

'When I start working with a band, the
first thing we do is discuss our ideas
thoroughly. Next I like to spend a lot of time
rehearsing, because I like to really go into
the arrangements, right down to the drum
pattern and the structure of the song.'

o Mike Howlett's contribution as
a producer lies firmly on the side of
arrangement, often drastically affecting the
shape of a band's music...

'I've actually gone as far as doing a whole
synthesiser -sequencer arrangement of a
song, and then getting the singer to go out
and put his track down and have the
guitarist ariJ the other musicians do the
same, effectively replacing all the
instruments whilst keeping some of the
synth and drum computer parts.

'Sometimes I stripe the tape with SMPTE
and run the drum machine off that, then I'll
go for a drum track with everybody playing.
I like to have the whole band playing
because a drummer might come up with
things he wouldn't ordinarily play. It also
feels good for a band. It sets up a good
atmosphere because they're all playing
there, in the studio, like they'll play on

76

stage. I like that, because once you've got

the arrangements sorted out and the band is
comfortable with them, you can get ideas to
improve the rhythm track.

'Then, after recording the whole thing, I
might possibly replace everything - bass,
guitar, keyboards - and build it all up again,
layer after layer in a very conventional way.
I started to do this thing of everybody
playing itgain I know it's an old way of
doing it because I was missing out on live
excitement in the studio.'

So much for the instruments. But in
common with several other modern pop

producers, Mike Howlett places equal - if
not greater - emphasis on vocals. And his is
a fascination that leads him to a dismissal of
conventional recording practice, in favour of
his own approach to recording the human
voice.

'I usually get the lead vocals down at an
early stage, because then you know what
you're working around. Vocals are very
often underrated, especially by technical
people and technical musicians. You can
have a bad rhythm track with a brilliant
vocal and it will be a hit, whereas the same
song with a fantastic rhythm track and a bad
vocal won't be a hit. The vocal is everything.
If you don't have a great vocal you can
throw the tape out of the window. A classic
mistake a lot of people make is that they
spend two months getting a great -sounding
rhythm track for their album, and then the
vocals go down in two or three days - that's
a waste.'

Later on, as I sit in on some of the
Impossible Dreamers session, Howlett
practises what he preaches. Straight after
the basic drum and keyboard tracks are laid
down, he sends the band's female singer out
to do the vocals. The rest of the band

becomes increasingly restless, but the
producer continues the vocal work with
patience and determination.

It's here, in the control room, that
Howlett is in his element. Sitting in the
room's most comfortable chair, he
motivates the band with relaxed
confidence, guiding the recording process
amicably, unobtrusively, and successfully.

But how did all this come about? The next
day in his large Kensington flat, Howlett
takes his time out to tell the story. He was
born 35 years ago in Fiji, the son of New
Zealand parents. 'I still have a Fijian
passport, so I suppose I'm the best Fijian
producer in the world, or at least the most
successful.'

He started his career as a professional
musician in Australia, where he played bass
in a band called The Affair. 'We did quite
well in Australia, but I wanted to go to
England because that was where the best
music was coming from. So the band and I
went to the other side of the world; I still
remember staggering up the shore at
Southampton. Sadly, the others got
homesick and went back. I eventually went
to France where I joined Gong in 1973.'

Just after his departure from Gong,
lett made a demotape of his own

g on which he managed to get what
was- at that time - an unlikely group of
people to play along: Andy Summers on
guitar, a guy called Sting on vocals, and a
friend of the latter, Stewart Copeland, on
drums. Howlett recounts the chapter with
obvious pleasure.

'Actually, Chris Gutler from Henry Cow
was supposed to play on that tape, but he
couldn't make it, so Sting brought Stewart
along. It was the first time the members of
The Police played together. We even did
some gigs in Paris at the beginning of 1977.'

The band couldn't get a deal, though. 'I
was ex -Gong, Stewart ex -Curved Air, Sting
ex -nobody and Andy ex -anybody you'd ever
heard of, and the punk thing was just going
on, so we weren't a very fashionable
combination.'

Meanwhile, Howlett spent a lot of time
editing and mixing miles of tape from Gong
concerts and studio out -takes, the result
being later released as a double album
called Gong Live Etcetera.

'That was really my first production, and
Virgin were very pleased with it. I'd shown
that I was able to sift through things and pull
them all together, so they kept giving me
little bits of work.'

Howlett's production career got its 'first
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real break' when it latched on to punk. He
did the honours for a Penetration single and
a couple of Fischer Z albums, and after that,
he realised punk had left a marked change
on his musical outlook.

'At the end of my time with Gong I was
practising eight hours a day, doing all the
scales and trying to become a really great
bass guitarist. Then I suddenly felt tired of
all that. I realised I could play a two -note riff
for four bars that felt 10 times better than
all the technical stuff. I mean, I like good
musicianship, but that really is something
else. B B King's playing is an example of
good musicianship, but he's not technically
extraordinary - it's just that he's very direct
and is saying something meaningful and
useful as well. Conversely, a lot of mediocre
technical music is just wanking around. Real
music transcends the sounds and techniques
of what somebody is doing - it's a very
direct communication of emotions and
feelings that nothing else can do.

'So I had a complete reaction to the whole
jazz-rock scene at the same time the punk
thing got started. Punk did away with all
that technique, and I felt really good that it
came along.'

Yet Howlett moved away from punk
almost as quickly as he'd moved into it,
embracing instead the newly -emerging field
of techno-pop. For OMD he remixed the
early 'Messages' single, produced their
second album Organisation (from which
'Enola Gay' became a massive European
hit), and one track ('Souvenir') from the
follow-up Architecture & Morality.

Looking back, the producer describes
OMD as 'the most hard-core electronic band
I've worked with', though they were by no
means the only act creating 'electro-pop-
disco-stuff' to benefit from his guidance, as
A Flock of Seagulls, Blancmange and China
Crisis followed them into the Howlett Hall
of Fame.

But why move from punk to electro-pop,
musical areas seemingly worlds apart?

'Punk was doing away with technique but
so was the hi -tech stuff - the difference was
that it was using electronics to achieve its
aims. The Human League and OMD in their
early days were very simplistic bands with a
minimalist approach. They wanted to play
simple, almost idiotic themes. I like that a
lot.

'The best thing about computer music is
that it means people with an idea, but with
limited playing abilities, become capable of
getting their ideas across effectively. The
only thing which is important is the vision of
the people controlling the equipment.
Sometimes they have an understanding that
can come out of nowhere. You don't know
why these people know what they know,
because they've never played in bands and

have only very limited musical experience.
But sometimes they've just got it, a spark,
an idea...they know about musical feel and
the technology enables them to express
that. I find that fascinating.'

hat about the (often
valid) criticism that computes music tends
to be cold and sterile?

'I agree that there's too much of that sort
of music around, but I don't think it's
because of electronics. It really all comes
down to the people who make the music
and program the machinery. If they have
ideas that invoke emotions, then they can
get these emotions in as well. There's no
reason why you can't make very emotional
electronic music. Anybody can use any of
the new technology, and make the most
powerful and emotional music possible.

'That cold and sterile image comes from
the late 70s and early 80s, when a lot of
synthesiser bands were deliberately playing
in a robotic, inhuman way. Kraftwerk and
Gary Numan, for example, made a
statement of not swinging. The fact that
their music was jerky and incompetent was
part of it. OMD originally worked like that,
though the heart of their work was that
they wanted to make electronic music with
feeling - I think I helped them to do that in
those early days. It was pare of my function
as a producer, because they weren't always
able, musically and technically, to achieve
that.

'I compare the introduction of electronic
instruments to that of the saxophone or the
piano. People were making very emotional
and powerful music and expressing
themselves adequately before the piano
it's just that the piano opened up more
areas and made one man capable of
expressing more than, say, five men. The
same goes for electronics.

'I feel music has largely stayed the same
since its introduction, but there's a new
vocabulary added. I must admit, though,
that if I want real depth, I don't really look
to today's music; I don't get enough out of
it. For real vision, I always go back to the
classics like Beethoven and Mozart.'

Thanks to his work with Armatrading and
The Alarm, Mike Howlett has now spent a
year outside the hi -tech field he felt such an
affinity with - and has no qualms about the
move.

'I wanted to move out of my alignment
with electronic music, because I don't like to
be bagged', he comments. 'But I have to
admit I'm kind of looking forward to getting
back into it now. Electronic stuff is fun,

because you can get a whole piece going,
link up everything with everything, and still
be at the stage where you haven't put
anything on tape yet. I enjoyed that,
especially with OMD and Blancmange. You
can get a real groove in that way, a real
party atmosphere.

'From an arrangement and production
point of view, there's not much difference
between working with a hi -tech act and a
more traditional band. In the latter case
you're a bit more detached, because the
band is out there playing, and you might
have one or two of the guys with you in the
control room, but you're mostly
communicating through the foldback.'

At the time of our interview, Howlett had
reached the negotiating stage with a couple
of bands in the search for his next
production job, amongst them Immaculate
Fools and the American band Till Tuesday.

He also expressed an interest in making
film soundtracks, and in becoming more
directly involved in a current music scene he
sees as lacking inspiration.

'I want to get involved in that, it's my
hope and my ambition at the moment. I
haven't been playing for some time now, so
I really have an urge to get back into that
again. Also, I feel a little bit disappointed
with the music scene at the moment. I think
it lacks something. I don't hear bands
coming up with anything really meaningful
and musically satisfying. There are things
like Bruce Springsteen or Madonna, which
communicate quite well and sum up a whole
lifestyle in their own way. It's all well done,
but it's not new. It doesn't move me.

'I know there are aspects of pop music
which I think are valid and which you have
to take account of. One of them is that a lot
of pop music serves, what I'd call a socio-
biological function. For example, teeny -bop
music like Duran Duran gives pubescent
teenage girls a way of coming to terms with
their new-found sexuality in a safe way. It's
almost like a tribal ritual. If you understand
a lot of pop music in this way, it's
meaningful and it serves a function.

'I think in the midst of all this, you get
music which can communicate other things
to people, ideas and emotions that are far
beyond words and which can't be expressed
in any other way. I hold the view that music
is important and has a great influence on
people and society. It changes the way we
perceive the world. Through music, it's
possible to communicate a wider
understanding of who you are and what the
world is like. And personally, I've always
seen it as my function to help create
conditions in which this communication is
possible.'

Few producers, in any field of musical
endeavour, have such insight. 11
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LIVING OFFVIDEO
Suppose I offered you a

sizeable amount of money to provide
the electronic soundtrack fora project
of mine, due to appear on television
screens across the country in a couple of
months. How much equipment do you
think you'd need?

A polysynth or two, certainly, and a
drum machine. An old-fashioned
monosynth would probably come in
handy for bass and lead, and a sampler
would be nice for 'natural' sounds.
Then, to control everything, you could

Rob Hubbard is Britain's top computer music
programmer, creating sounds and melodies for video

games. His work is a constant struggle to coax
impressive sounds out of limiting hardware, and his
success story is something every modern musician

could learn from.
Interview and photographyMatthewVosburgh

use a Commodore 64 running a MIDI
sequencer program like the Steinberg
reviewed in E&MM last month. Of
course, you'd also need some recording
gear (or a studio that has some), so that
you could devote all your ideas to tape,
and add just the right amount of
carefully tailored digital reverb at
various points.

But there's a problem. You see, on
this project, you aren't allowed to use
any effects. Or tape recorders, or drum
machines, or keyboards. What does

that leave you with?SID, that's what.
For the uninitiated, SID stands for
Sound Interface Device. It's built into
every Commodore 64 (easily the
world's biggest -selling computer) ever
produced, and as you may have
guessed by now, the soundtrack I've
been talking about is fora C64 video
game.

Writing music for the C64 is one of
the easiest, certainly one of the
quickest, ways of driving yourself
insane. Sound has always been the poor



relation of graphics in the computer
game world, proof that humans are
more interested in what they can see
than in what they can hear (this
explains the success of Five Star).
Playing second fiddle to the graphics
means you get allocated only a tiny
share of the computer's memory,
typically between 4K and 6K. Not only
do you have to fit your tune into that
space, you also have to find room to
define all your sounds -not just for the
music, but also for the game -activated
sound effects.

Worse than this, everything you
come up with has to be turned into
sonic reality by SID. The SID chip is a
(very) primitive analogue device. It has
three sound channels, each with its
own volume ADSR, and can produce
one of four waveforms. There's no LFO,
though it is possible to steal one of the
three oscillators and use it as one. You
can also sync two channels or ring -
modulate one with the other, which
helps to liven things up a bit. Finally,
there's a three -state filter which would
doubtless come in very handy if only
you were allowed to use it. Trouble is,
the filters on old 64s are calibrated so
differently from those on newer
machines, that a piece of filter -inspired
commercial software might sound
great on one person's 64, but utterly
appalling on another's.

With these limitations to deal with,
you might expect the final result to
consist of a very short tune played
repeatedly by thin, uninteresting
bleepy sounds (a bit like Five Star, in
fact). And that's exactly what most
game soundtracks did sound like, until
Rob Hubbard came on the scene.

Rob Hubbard is more than just the
top music programmer for the
Commodore 64. He just about invented
the entire profession. When you listen
to one of his soundtracks, you're
convinced he's managed to sneak in a
Casio CZ, an Akai AX80, an OSCar and a
digital drum machine into your
computer while you were reading 'War
and Peace' waiting for the 64 disk drive
to load the program. Somehow,
Hubbard manages to coax powerful
bass sounds, pseudo -digital DX -type
voices, a large variety of hefty lead
sounds, and some pretty decent
Simmons drum imitations out of SID.
And impressive as these sounds might
be in isolation, the real shock comes
from hearing a bassline, two melody
parts, a bass -and -snare rhythm track
and various percussion effects, all
running at once in a compelling piece
of music that's full of variations, and
lasts quite a few minutes before it
repeats.

learly, Hubbard is a major
talent, a programmer capable of
conjuring whole orchestras of sound
from even the humblest of sources.

And unusually for a man so obviously
gifted, he is keen to share his
programming secrets.

'The basic way that it works, he
says, 'is that I have in software what
you'd call programmable patches,
and the "sequencer" part of the
memory flips between these. This
means that I can use a channel to play
a note in a bassline with one sound
and then, a semiquaver later, flip it
over to use in a percussion part.
Things are carefully written so that
although there seems to be a lot of
things happening at once, I never
need more than three notes on any
given beat.'

That's rather like being told by an
expert juggler that it's easy to keep six
balls at once: you just arrange it so
that you only ever have to catch two
at any given moment. But although
this goes some way toward explaining
how Hubbard gets so much out of
three channels, it does nothing to
clarify the sounds themselves.

'That's all down to software. I have
an interpretor program whose job it is
to take my music data and drive the
chip. This program contains routines
that perform various software tricks.
For instance, I have routines that give
vibrato without having to use another
channel as a modulation oscillator. I
just generate the LFO in software, and
it can have absolutely any waveform I
choose to program into it.'

Some of Hubbard's other software
join forces to produce even

more unlikely effects. On one game, a
delayed vibrato routine merges with
another which gives pitchbend: the
result is a solo that could almost be
generated by a Minimoog. And the
man's software tricks don't end there,
either.

'Controlling all the aspects of sound
from software, I can do tricks on the
Commodore that you can't do on a
synth. For instance, I can start a note
off with a channel set to white noise,
and then switch very rapidly to
another waveform, or indeed change
any of the other parameters while a
note is running.'

Hubbard also makes much use of
the SID chip's unusual ability (thanks
to its 16 -bit resolution) to play notes
that lie between the black and white
notes of a normal keyboard (to have
the same resolution on a piano, you'd
have to build a keyboard over 65,000
notes long). This means you can do
some extremely odd things to pitch
whenever the fancy takes you, and
provides Hubbard with an almost
limitless range of sound effects and
other -worldly electronic voices.

Thus Rob Hubbard's extraordinary
sounds are a combination of two
things: his extensive library of clever
routines, and the fact that his
'sequencer' has direct control over the
astonished SID. The first merely
compensates for hardware problems
(and we all get those now and again),

but the second opens up whole new
horizons of analogue synthesis.

'If you had that degree of software
control on something like a Prophet 5
or a RolancLIX8P; the programmer
asserts, 'you'd be able to generate
some amazing sounds.'

et today's synth market
isn't exactly bursting with instruments
offering that degree of control,
though Oberheim's Matrix
Modulation system (as used on the
Matrix 6 poly and its forthcoming
modular derivative) comes close.
Hubbard, meanwhile, has a vision of
MIDI sequencers controlling synth
parameters through System Exclusive
data in real time, forming music
systems that open up genuinely new
programming paths. At the moment,
that vision seems a little way off: the
average MIDI synth and sequencer are
like two people signalling clumsily to
each other in opto-isolated morse
code, but never actually meeting.

Evidently, Hubbard would like to
see a return to the sort of
programming fun that could be had
in the heady, pre -MIDI days of using
synthesisers. The days when,
providing you were handy with a
soldering iron, you could connect
anything up to anything with CV and
gate leads, not just to play one
instrument from another, but to get
each machine to feed off the other to
produce sounds that couldn't be
generated by either device in
isolation. It was at that time that
Hubbard served his apprenticeship in
getting the best out of limited
resources, with a Korg 800DV
monosynth (his first, which he still
has), a Multimoog, and a rhythm
section comprising Roland Drumatix,
Bassline and MC202 Micro composer.

'It was an amazingly creative time. It
was great fun, linking everything up,
running everything off triggers. I used
to build loads of E&MM modules,
especially the percussive ones. The best
project was one that had six little drum
pads on it, which sounded like a set of
electronic bongoes. I've lent that to a
mate of mine, and somebody else asked
if they could borrow it last week - so it
still has its appeal, even today.'

Hubbard now gigs regularly with a
club band using a DX7 (NB -a DX7 is a
large lump of metal and plastic that
follows you wherever you go, and is on
television more often than Terry
Wogan), continuing a tradition of
playing music that started with
childhood music lessons. He dropped
out of University to play keyboards in a
band, but when they didn't make it, he
went to music college instead, later
working with long-time collaborator
Steve Daggett to produce a half-hour
electronic musical called 'Work, 



1. entirely on four -track. As I write this,
Tyne Tees Television are working on a
cut -down version of the piece.

But what led Hubbard to add a
Commodore 64 to his equipment list?

'Strangely enough, it was E&MM that
made me get one. It was when the
computing side of the magazine was
starting to expand, and the 64 looked
like the best thing to get.'

People who buy 64s either give up
programming or learn machine code,
as the BASIC is not only slow (all BASICs
are slow) but also gives you almost no
access to the machine's music. Luckily,
Hubbard took to coding like a
journalist to alcohol, and was soon
working on a serious program.

At the time, E&MM was showing all
this highfaluting educational software
that was coming out of America for the
Apple, and machines like it. I thought I
could write something like that for the
64, and be the first in this country to do
it. So I wrote this piece of educational
music software, all notes on a stave,
"find the mistake", and that sort of
thing. But with Britain being ten years
behind the States, not in its brains but
in its attitudes, I couldn't find anyone
who was interested in marketing it.'

Not discouraged, Hubbard hit upon
the idea of becoming a specialist music
programmer, providing the music for
other people's games. He set to work
developing his unique 'system', and,
after a lot of mailouts, telephone calls,

and general hassling, finally managed
to get some work programming.

Hisfirst assignment was to
produce the music fora game called
'Confuzion'. The sounds were by no
means Hubbard's best, but magazine
critics were bowled over by them, gave
the game rave reviews, and launched
the programmer as a successful
freelance.

These days, he's keeping an eye out
for new machines with greater music
potential. He was especially annoyed
when the Atari ST, a computer with so
much to offer in terms of speed,
memory, resolution and even MIDI,
turned out to have the same sound chip
as the Amstrad 464.

'It's a poxy chip, that, he complains.
'It's only got two waveforms: square
wave and white noise. Also, it hasn't
got any ADSRs in hardware, and the
resolution on pitch is only 12 -bit, so
there are tuning problems.

The new Commodore Amiga seems
to me to be the only computer which
has sound facilities that are a step
forward from what I'm using now,
rather than a step back.'

So Hubbard is hoping to get his hands
on an Amiga as soon as possible, and
judging by what he's managed to
squeeze out of SID, he and Portia - the

Amiga's rather more impressive sound
chip-should make beautiful music
together.

In the meantime, Hubbard is making
a comfortable living from writing on
the C64. If you have one, you can find
some of his most impressive work on
two games: 'Crazy Comets' on Martech
(very New Order, this), and
'Commando' on Elite. Although
Hubbard didn't write the melodies on
'Commando' as it was a conversion
from an arcade machine, he has done
an astonishingly good job of
converting the original music, which
was written fora six -voice system.

Thanks to performances like these,
software houses now call him, and his
work continues to get rave reviews.
That's quite an achievement given that
the computer press is almost as fickle as
music magazines, but not surprising
when you consider that, whatever else
he might do, Rob Hubbard rarely puts
sonic pyrotechnics before good music.
He's not in the business of making
people say: 'My God, is that really
coming out of my 64?'.

Hubbard is really a musician first, a
programmer second. He a composer
who's been forced to develop
incredible programming skills in order
to drag his music, kicking and
screaming, from limited hardware. And
in that respect, of course, he's no
different from any other musician
trying to get to grips with modern
technology. 

At Last! A RAM & ROM Price Breakthrough

 The Skyslip RAM Cartridge is designed to
provide two banks of 32 permanent memories.
Simple bank switching and automatic write
protection are featured. An unlimited number of
read/write cycles are possible. A 10 year battery
provides stand-by power and can be replaced at the
end of this period.
Supplied as a RAM Cartridge which plugs into the
DX7 Cartridge slot. No modifications are needed to
the DX7. Full user instructions and hints on its use
are included. Cartridge £59.99

Trade enquiries welcome
for UK and abroad

The Skyslip ROM Cartridge system is
designed to enable cost-effective voice
libraries to be developed by users. A facility
to program EPROMs with custom voices
may be available.
Supplied as a ROM Cartridge with a ZIF
socket for ROM Modules, as well as
comprehensive instructions. Cartridge
£51.88. Add on banks 1/2/3/4/5 for ROM.

A wide selection of sounds are
available on these banks at

£15.41 each. 

Skyslip Music
10 Mosley Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE1 1DE.

Telephone: 0632 324175



REVERE IN
WONDERLAND

With the help of some clever new technology and the elimination of parametersyou
can alter yourself, the Alesis MlDlverb looks like becoming one of the most

competent digital reverb systems available - and at a price that's staggeringly low.
Paul White

heer inspiration, that's what it is.
In the recording industry, the adage 'give the
people what they want' is usually replaced by
something like 'give a few people what the
rest can't afford', but this is one machine that
goes against all that. In fact, it goes against
almost all the conventions of designing,
producing and marketing a digital reverb
system. The result of this disregard for
tradition is the Alesis MlDlverb, a machine
which is exactly what the people want, at
exactly the sort of price most of them can
afford.

Six months ago, nobody in the UK had
even heard of Alesis, a small Stateside
company engaged in producing outboard
studio FX units. In six weeks' time, every

82

self-respecting music shop in this fair isle will
be trying to get its hands on Alesis goods, and
specifically the MIDIverb.

First things first. The MIDIverb is a digital
reverb, whose presets can be selected
remotely via MIDI - hence its catchy title. In
fact, presets are all the MlDlverb has, since
it's equipped with no user -variable
parameters. Instead, it offers 63 preset
reverb effects with decay times of between
0.2 and 20 seconds, and including a selection
of gated and reverse programs. All the
preset effects are listed on the top panel for
easy reference. The MIDI channel on which
the MIDIverb receives its patch -change
instructions can be set anywhere in the 1-16
range, but don't panic if you don't have any
MIDI gear: you can still select programs from
the MIDIverb's front panel.

The MIDIverb's physical design is as
unconventional as the rest of it. Its circuitry is

contained within a diminutive free-standing
plastic box, simple yet stylish, which must
have cost a small fortune to tool up for, and
which makes the device the only non -rack
mountable digital reverb on the market. The
good thing about the Alesis' non -rack format
is that you don't need a remote controller to
use it on a flat surface alongside a mixing
desk, say; power comes from a small
external unit linked to the machine by a
custom cable.

Like Alesis' costlier XT:c, the MIDIverb's
output is in stereo, derived from a mono
input. There are two inputs for use with a
stereo signal, but although the dry signals
emerge from these outputs in stereo, the
reverb effect is derived from a mix of the two
inputs. Using the MIDIverb with a mixer,
you'd probably be best off working with just
the one input, setting the Balance control
(inconveniently located on the machine's
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back panel) to give only the reverbed part of
the signal, so that this can be remixed with
the original signal in the desk either by using
the effects returns or spare input channels.

word about the MlDlverb's
specifications and what they mean. It has an
excellent 80dB dynamic range (thanks
largely to a 12 -bit sampling resolution), so it
comes as little surprise that the unit is
blissfully quiet in operation, with the hiss and
hum generated by the effects send circuit in
my mixer swamping any noise the reverb
may be generating. If you grossly underdrive
the MIDlverb so as to bring up its own
residual noise, close examination shows that
this is nearly all quantisation noise, which
reduces in level as the reverb dies away.

Frequency response isn't quite so vital a
consideration (though some people keep
rabbitting on about it nonetheless), since
natural -sounding reverb contains very little
in the way of extreme high or low
frequencies. The MIDlverb uses a 10kHz
bandwidth, something which would be
barely acceptable on a digital delay, for
example, but which produces very bright
reverb effects when required to do so.

Input sensitivity has been set at - 10dBm
and input impedance at 50K, so the MIDlverb
should be compatible with a wide range of
recording gear, and at a pinch you could plug
a guitar directly into the unit, though you'd
be better off using it in a conventional effects
send/return loop. The output impedance is
low, so you shouldn't have any matching
problems there, either.

MIDI In and Thru sockets are to be found
on the rear panel, but there's no MIDI Out, as
the MIDlverb is in effect taking orders, not
giving them. There's no way you can set up
which preset is selected by which patch -
change number, so depending on whether
your controlling MIDI instrument starts
counting from one or zero, preset 10 will
respond to either patch -change 9 or patch -
change 10. This means that if you're using a
synth to select reverb effects matched to
specific sounds, you have to store the synth
sounds at the patch numbers of the effects
you want on the MIDIverb.

With a MIDI sequencer things aren't so
restricting, as you can call up any patch
change on a separate channel to those on
which your synths are operating.

his leaves at least one

important quest;on unanswered. How is all
this possible in so small a box, and at so low a
cost? Turns out it's all down to a thing called
RISC, which is jargonese for Reduced
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Instruction Set Computer, which is
jargonese for a stripped down, streamlined
form of microprocessor. Now, digital reverb
programs need to perform a lot of simple
mathematical calculations very quickly, so
there's no point using a large, sluggish
processor capable of undertaking all kinds of
tasks it'll never be called upon to perform.
The necessary maths can be done quicker
and cheaper using something less versatile
but more refined, hence the adoption of
RISC architecture on the MIDlverb. The
outcome of this is a denser, more natural
reverb than any other machine in this price
range can manage.

On the preset front, what you're given are
50 basic reverb settings, with several
variations of reverb character for each decay
time. Rather than call the effects rooms,
halls, plates and so on, Alesis describe their
sounds as being 'warm', 'bright' or 'dark'. If
that sounds more like a weather forecast
than a description of reverb effects,
remember that West Coast Americans talk
like this all the time. Also shown on the top -
panel listing is the subjective size of the
reverberant environment for each preset;
not surprisingly, this gives you a choice of
'small', 'medium' or 'large'.

Thus, preset 24 offers a decay time of 1.6
seconds and is both 'medium' and 'bright' -
this gives something akin to a very toppy
plate reverb. If you want something a little
more mellow, you can choose preset 22,
which has the same decay time but is 'small'
and 'dark': this results in something like an
extremely live outside loo.

Pre -delay is designed into these presets
according to the size and character of each
simulated environment, so to some extent,
you're getting the advantages of a room
simulator in that all the parameters
complement each other regardless of which
preset you choose.

In addition to these more or less
conventional reverb settings, there are also
no fewer than nine gated effects and four
reverse presets.

Now comes the crunch. Specifications are
all very well, but reverb is a very subjective
thing. Well, I've used most of the digital
reverb systems currently available, from the
humble Yamaha RI 000 to the AMSs, Klark
Tekniks and Yamaha REV I s of this world -

and I can tell you that I was very impressed.
Any worries that the Alesis' presets -only
format might prevent me from creating a
full range of different reverb effects
evaporated almost as soon as I started to use
the machine; there weren't really any
common effects that I couldn't get hold of in
some form or other.

Even my most stringent tests
with digital drum voices failed to find any

fault with the way the MIDlverb sounded.
There was none of that clanginess associated
with budget digital reverbs, and the stereo
depth was pretty convincing. Even the gated
effects had a built-in panning effect, and all
were brash and exciting. As for the reverse
effects, they were some of the best I've heard
at any price - process a snare drum using a
reverse setting, and you can even hear the
impact of stick on drum at the end of the
envelope, just as though it were a tape being
played backwards.

Results were no less impressive using a

synth. Seems the MIDlverb is capable of
transforming an insipid polysynth sound into
a swirling string section, or adding an
indefinable ethereal quality to flutes and
chimes. Vocal treatments are no problem,
either: the Bright settings are particularly
effective in giving a solo voice extra sparkle
and depth.

As a writer and studio owner who comes
up against dozens of new music machines in
an average reviewing year, it's not often I
find a piece of gear that really excites me.
Yet here we are at the beginning of the year
when all the other manufacturers are just
talking about their new products, and this
one turns up in the flesh, sneaks up behind
me, and hits me over the head with a brilliant
specification, a fine sound, and a record -
breaking sub -L400 price tag.

Even ignoring that price, the MIDlverb is a
damned good unit that does almost
everything a digital reverb should do, so long
as you don't want to get involved with
programming your own effects settings.
Anyone who reckons there aren't enough
variations available on the MIDlverb is
kidding themselves: even top engineers tend
to have just half -a -dozen favourite AMS
settings that get used to the exclusion of all
else.

The MIDI is a great bonus to those who
sync their mixdowns to a MIDI sequencer,
and for that perversion known as playing
live, its applications are mind -boggling: now
keyboard players can have a studio reverb
sound remotely selectable on stage.

And if you have a digital reverb already but
suffer from the perennial problem of needing
different effects settings for drums and
vocals when it comes to studio mixing -down,
you should be able to afford one of these to
use as a second reverb.

Some might say the MIDlverb signifies the
death of the programmable effects unit as
we know it, but personally I doubt it. What it
undeniably achieves, at a time when most
professional -quality studio effects are still
beyond the reach of most musicians, is the
bringing of fine digital reverb patches to a
completely new market, probably several.
I've ordered mine already. 

Price RRP £399
More from Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth
Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth,
Herts SG6 2HR. tS (0462) 675675
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IVORY TECH

For some while, Yamaha's range of CP keyboards has dominated
the pro electric piano arena. But now other Japanese

manufacturers are fighting back with some new piano
technology, and Technics' new PX I is leading the way.

Julian Colbeck

hree days ago, the name Matsushita
Electric meant precisely nothing to me. My loss,
obviously, since they turn out to be the 24th largest
company in the world -a ranking several feet above
Yamaha on the leader board, so I'm told. They make
Technics equipment, among many other things.

Even Technics is hardly a name on the lips of most
ardent hi -tech instrument afficianados, but recently
they've been nuzzling into this area of the business
with some stunningly whizzo home organs that use
PCM digital technology. The question, I guess, was
never could they move their considerable bulk
towards the rock arena, so much as could they be

bothered.
Well, the first indication that they could came in

1984, when Technics launched a PCM digital piano
called the SX-PV 10. The PV I0 attracted plenty of
attention, but suffered mainly through being sold
only in traditional Technics outlets, ie. home organ
shops.

This year sees the inauguration of Technics'
Electronic Musical Instrument Division, which should
change all that. Their first release, due in the shops
this month, is this very swanky -looking PCM digital
piano, the SX-PX I (Technics seem to prefix a lot of
their instruments with the letters SX, presumably to
set them apart from machines in other product
areas).

Now, this piano is a very different beast from the

PV I0, since its keyboard is not only wooden and
weighted but actually has a hammer action to boot.
The PX I also sports an upmarket MIDI spec and can
therefore be used as a MIDI master keyboard of sorts.
Finally, it has a simple -to -operate two -track real-
time sequencer, whose total memory capacity of
2700 notes can be expanded ten -fold by using a
Technics Digital Disk Recorder and a single 31/2 inch
disk.

But the main difference between this Technics
piano and its predecessor (or almost any other
currently available digital piano, for that matter) is
the work that's gone into the production of, the
technology behind, and indeed the quality of its sounds.

A word about the 'work that's gone
into/technology behind' bit first. I've no way of
checking this, but it's claimed that out of 88 notes
along the PX I's keyboard, there are no less than 80
different samples, and that from these, each note was
further sampled at seven different velocity levels.
The idea behind this mega -multi-sampling is that
each note can respond (almost) authentically to the
way in which it was played, without having to rely on
filters and extramural, non -sampled gadgetry to
reproduce the sound of an ordinary, touch -sensitive
piano. By now, you've probably guessed that the
'conventional' hammer action is a clever ruse by
which the manufacturers can reproduce the feel of an
acoustic piano. Indeed, the fulcrum is positioned at
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the same distance from the keys as you'd find on an
acoustic grand piano.

ut more about the action in a minute.
What about the sounds? Well, there are six in all: two
acoustic pianos, two electric, a harpsichord, and a
(small C) clavi. Pushbutton -selected on a small ledge
between the keys and the lip of the lid, the sounds are
uniformly and almost unutterably superb.

The piano pair could be labelled upright and grand;
their tones are pretty similar but one is slightly
sharper and more aggressive, the other rounder and

sustain and decay controls. This last pair seem
superfluous, since both can be governed by either
your fingers, or your foot on the sustain pedal.
They're best left at their 'normal' position, I found.
Finally, there's the obligatory overall tuning control.

Now onto the Play Sequencer, as Technics call it.
Very simple, really. All you do is choose to play with
or without a metronome (and if you choose with,
select your speed), press Record, and off you go. It's
real-time only, and you can store sequences in one of
two channels. These can be combined, however, for
one longer piece of music.

As I mentioned, using the Technics Disk Recorder
extends your note storage capacity infinitely. The
disks can store as many as ten individual pieces, and

Sounds "A knackered version of a Rhodes circa
1973 could be brilliant at times but potentially

unstable; the PX1's version is also brilliant,
but not unstable at all."

more full-bodied (sounds like bloody wine, I know).
The two electrics could be compared to Rhodes MkV
and knackered Rhodes circa 1973 (ie. brilliant at
times but potentially unstable, the difference being
that the PX I's version isn't unstable at all). The
harpsichord is realistic to the point of not being
velocity -sensitive (well the real ones aren't, are
they?) and is suitably spikey and 17th Century.
Francis Monkman will love it. Finally, the good old
funky clay is good, old and funky. Great for good, old
and funky players playing good, old and funky music.
In pubs.

The only slightly worrying aspect concerning all the
sounds is that, during the test,1 could hear more than
a suggestion of digital 'wheeze' emanating from the
speakers (which are not built in, by the way). I'm told
this'll be dealt with by a noise reduction system (or
possibly an improved version of same), so the
production models will be silent. But as I mentioned
at the time, a promise of improvement, however
sincerely delivered, can't prevent a reviewer from
pointing out faults if he's invited to review a pre-
production model. So check out the noise factor. I
don't think it would overshadow your music, but it
could be mildly annoying, especially during
recording.

The second, similar misgiving (similar in that this
too is to be improved before production gets into full
swing) concerns the action. It's good already, make
no mistake, but- and this is very difficult to put into
words- it feels lumpy. It's as if there's a piece of
corrugated metal underneath the hammers which
makes the response uneven. Technics are as unhappy
about this as I am, and are now busy replacing the
felt -lined cross -piece (which the hammers bang up

against) with a rubber -lined one. Looking at the
mechanism, it seems logical that the improved
'rubber' lining should do the trick nicely.

ou're given a number of tone -modifying
possibilities: a stereo chorus and tremolo are
included (and independently controlled) and effects
send and return jacks allow further devices like DDLs
and reverb systems to be patched in at will. There's a
slider -operated key transposer, a three -band EQ (the
mid -frequency is parametric) and slider -operated

these can be replayed individually using the triple -
function (so called because they look after note and
MIDI channel selection as well) as song selectors. The
sequencer stores velocity, pedal, and tone
information as well as the notes, and if for nothing
else, is useful for accompanying yourself while
practising.

Technics have stopped just marginally short of
making the PX I a first-class MIDI master keyboard.
You can control a pair of external MIDI sound
sources, assigning them to split positions on the
keyboard, controlling patch numbers, and even
storing up to ten MIDI combinations in so -named
MIDI memories. This information can be off-loaded
onto disk, too. The one serious master -keyboarding
omission is the lack of a pitch or mod wheel onboard.
If you're combining synth sounds with the PX I, this
might prove limiting.

Now, the most serious question to answer is: who
will be tempted by the PX I? Well, no matter what
fancy types of synthesis emerge from east and west
these days, there's an enormous and continued
interest in 'straight' piano sounds. Ask any hire
company. I bet a Yamaha CP80 remains one of the
most requested keyboard instruments of any kind.
And when you consider that a CP80 costs in excess of
L1000 more than the PX I, the Technics begins to look
like a serious proposition. There are a number of
other digital piano designs currently being developed
by rival Japanese companies, so only time will tell
whether any of these compare favourably with the
PX1. In any event, Technics have beaten them all to
the marketplace, and that's what matters.

In terms of roadworthiness, the PX I collapses into
a compact and easily transportable unit which can
roll merrily along on castors, the instrument
protected by a hard metal case. It weighs a not
inconsiderable I I Okg (that's 242.51bs for imperial
measurement buffs).

With all due respect to the CP80 - even the MIDI
version - if I were contemplating using a dedicated
piano -type instrument either on the road or in the
studio, I would unhesitatingly choose the PX1. The
sounds are just as realistic in the piano department
(including, of course, a bottom octave that's actually
in tune) and there's a far wider range of options in
both sound and control departments. 
Price £3599 including VAT
More from Technics, National Panasonic UK, 300 Bath
Road, Slough, Berks IT (0753) 34522
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Erstwhile E&MM cover artists Chris and Cosey contribute this month's feature record, a new long-

player that houses a series of subliminal messages in addition to some high-technology music for

Chris and Cosey
Techno Primitiv

Rough Trade LP
Latest album from the ex -Throbbing Gristle duo
who believe that 'everything that's ever been
thought of as new and powerful has been used for
an evil purpose'.

Specifically, the subject under discussion is the

inclusion of subliminal cuts on the new LP. It's a
subject the duo see as a grey area, the sort of thing
'we've always liked dabbling in'.

'Technically the use of subliminals is illegal on
ITV television, but legal on BBC', says Chris.

'As far as we know, it's legal on records over
here, though in America it's another grey area. It's
funny, but we picked up a copy of the album in
Holland and they've removed the disclaimer from
the sleeve.'

After the adverse reaction to the use of subliminals
(minute extracts of material that penetrate the
minds of the audience without being subject to
conscious awareness) in TV advertising a few years
back, it seems a risky idea to entertain now.

'We're not using them in any subversive way, or
any way that would be detrimental to anyone
listening', Chris continues. 'It's not any sort of
command or order.'

'Their main use is to suggest an atmosphere for a

track' explains Cosey. 'That's what they're there
for and that's what they do. A lot of people think it's
a brain -washing technique, but it's just another
part of the music to us.'

It transpires these aural subliminals can take
many forms and be of varying duration and
intensity; but much more than that, the pair aren't
letting on.

'We used to use them more than we do now -
there are only three or four on the new LP -and we
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an industrial age.
never say which tracks they're on. We often get
people writing in saying what they think they've
heard, and occasionally they're spot on! But we
forget ourselves where we've put them; working
on eight -track, they often get bounced down so it's
not possible to find them again.'

But let's not blow this up out of all proportion.
Techno Primitiv is about more than just subliminals.
It continues along C&C's established rhythm -heavy

direction, and follows a period of film work that
initially hindered its progress.

Cosey: 'It started off as something totally
different. It was more tribal and heavy, hence the
title. We've always felt that unless something goes
smoothly we should forget it. At the beginning we'd
just done this soundtrack and we started recording
the album in the same vein. But we'd saturated
ourselves with it and we wanted something with
more space. If we hadn't done the soundtrack, the
album would have come out totally differently.'

The duo's equipment line-up remains basically
unchanged from previous recordings, but this
album exhibits a markedly different approach to
production. In a nutshell, the music has been given
more room to breathe. Rhythms come by courtesy
of Roland's TR808, 707 and 727; synth sounds from a

variety of the old and new (a Roland System 100
stands alongside a CZ 101); and sampling is arranged

through a series of customised digital delays. It's
the delays that are responsible for the LP's most
unusual track: 'Haunted Heroes'.

'It's the only track with no rhythm on it. Cosey
had a cassette of a TV programme with a Vietnam
veteran talking about what he'd been through. We
didn't want another '19'; we wanted something
with a bit of respect and gentle atmosphere. So we
sampled a short section from a record of a choir and
fed it through all the delays in series, and fed the
output of the last one back into the first. Then we
fed it through the reverb and sampled it all back
into the Korg delay, building up all these layers of
the choir.'

A little guitar and CZ101, and the duo had
created a serene and haunting track entirely in
keeping with their aims. Techno, yes. Primitive,
I'm not so sure.  Tg

Brian Eno
More Blank Than Frank

EG LP
No, not a new ambient masterpiece by Brian Eno,
but an autobiographical compilation of favoured
material recorded between 1973 and 1977. It's
intended to accompany and compliment the book
More Dark Than Shark (Faber & Faber), which
showcases a collection of Eno's lyrics accompanied

by illustrations from the hand of Russell Mills.
For those not familiar with Eno's work, More

Blank Than Frank covers four albums: Here Come
the Warm Jets, Taking Tiger Mountain (By Strategy),

Another Green World and Before and After Science.
These are all pre -ambient recordings, and each one

contains a selection of the quirky, offbeat songs
that have inspired a generation of musicians to
throw away the rule book and start experimenting.
Instrumentation ranges from conventional group

combo fare to solo piano and voice, while Eno's
lyrics, hastily written with little consideration for
'meaning', nonetheless succeed in conveying atmos-
pheres aplenty.

The four albums are well represented here
(should one question an artist's own choice of
material?), and I missed only one personal favourite,
'The Fat Lady of Limbourg'.

In the absence of any new songs from the man,
this compilation is a welcome and timely reminder
of Eno's ability to comfort, disturb, annoy and
inspire. Tg

Sakamoto & Dolby
Field Work

10/Virgin 45
Thomas Dolby's last single, 'May The Cube Be With
You' was forgettable, and probably best forgotten.
But those that were disappointed by it can now
breathe a (small) sigh of relief.

'Field Work' is released as primarily Ryuichi
Sakamoto's work - from his new album Illustrated
Musical Encyclopedia - but it's Dolby's contribution
that's the more immediate. The latter handles the
vocal in a style reminiscent of his earlier work on
The Golden Age of Wireless, with lyrics that are
more continual a play on words than the pursuit of
a theme, and embellishments of the distinctive
choirboy harmony variety.

Sakamoto's input to the venture is more obscure,
but I have no doubt that somewhere in amongst the

synth melodies, the pounding sampled drums and
the complex Fairlight programming, his presence
has been felt.

'Field Work' is a melodic, uptempo number
which will probably be ignored by the charts for
which it's intended. Objectively, the song doesn't
really go anywhere special. But it does at least have
style, especially on the 12 -inch (Long London) mix.
The flip side of the 12 -inch is also well worth a listen,

and I'm not giving anything away by saying that it's
definitely not pop, and is over 15 minutes long.

A more than decent collaboration between two
enterprising musicians, 'Field Work' confirms the
spirit of adventure is alive and well in both of them.
 Tg
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A composer of ambient music from Southampton and a Glaswegian five -piece sci-fi band are
among the acts whose demo tapes are reviewed this month. Send yours to: DemoTakes, E&MM,

Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY.
Hamish Currie needs a stage name - or

maybe he already has one. Whatever,
Currie's songs deserve to be taken more

seriously than his moniker. The first of the

three sent to us, 'I Am the Only One', is a

16 -track demo and is obviously Currie's

personal favourite, as the remainder are

only home MT44 four -track affairs. The

song itself is good, but some stylish sax

work from guest Conn Underslung (stage

name?) steals the show from an unremark-

able vocal delivery. The rest of the

instrumentation is Currie's own work, and a

lovely, rolling synth bassline holds the

keyboard -and -guitar rhythm track together

nicely. The last number, 'Practical Con-

siderations', is easily the worst executed of

all three, yet is a potentially excellent single.

The song has a wicked hook and an
intriguing lyric, both of which shine through

despite a stumbling drum pattern (a flaw

throughout, this) and some lamentably

timed manual sequence work. This man has

talent.

On a more ambient note, Southampton's

Brian Marshall presents us with At the
Headlights of Can -Game. The tape demon-

strates an appalling taste in titles that's

completely at odds with the music it

contains. Names like 'The Crystal Cave' and

'Lost in Light' just don't do justice to the
richly emotional textures Marshall has

managed to conjure up with the assistance

of a Rhodes Chroma - about which he is

particularly enthusiastic - and a few effects.

Captured on another Yamaha MT44, this

tape is a tribute to one synth player's
programming sensitivity and understanding

of how to manipulate atmosphere. Although

the recording is only four -track, the

simplicity of the music and the quality of the

programming make At the Headlights... a

remarkably successful venture which only a

little hiss undermines.

Meanwhile, PJJ sound just like a pop

band. That's the trouble - they could be
almost any pop band. And the situation is

only exacerbated by the inclusion of a

number of cover versions: Howard Jones'

'What is Love?' and 'Hide and Seek',

Kajagoogoo's 'Too Shy' and Yazoo's classic

'Don't Go'. The band's musical inclinations

are fairly well represented by the chosen

covers, but as things stand, PJJ lack the flair

that gave their idols their respective breaks.

To their credit, they have managed to
present a competent demo with a fairly
modest line-up of equipment: Juno 106 and

CZ 1000s hold the songs together, an

MC202 proves its continued worth by

making short work of the sequences, and a

TR707 hammers out continuous rhythms

that would leave its human counterpart

knackered. 'Life on the Streets' (an original

composition, no less) is one of the higher

points, displaying some resourceful synth

programming, lively sequences, and a nice

line in staccato synth brass. There's also a

taste of the live PJJ to prove they can carry it

off on stage. But the weakest link, once

again, is the vocal delivery: an essential

ingredient of good pop music (and many

other kinds, too) that is the failing of so
many young hopefuls.

Five Glaswegians discover a common

obsession with Science Fiction and form a

band around their passion. Calling them-

selves CE IV, they are responsible for a

demo comprising two songs: 'Warminster

Night' and 'Starship Scrapyard'. Both are

original compositions that reach your ears

without the assistance of drum machines or

sequencers. Yes, unfashionable as it may

seem, these people are actually using their

fingers. Unfortunately, details are scarce:

the keyboard is a Casio CZ 1000 but its

player remains anonymous. Anyway, the

result of all this is two rather conventional if

well -executed songs. The keyboard pro-

gramming could be a lot more imaginative

(especially seeing as the band are supposed

to be presenting a futuristic image), and the

songs would benefit greatly from stronger

vocals. There's a lot of emphasis on guitar

work, which seems rather out of context,

even if it does fit the bill musically. T g

One of the world's foremost minimalist composers - Terry Riley - recently visited these shores for
his first -ever UK concert appearance. On the evidence of this one, we're hoping there'll be many

more.

Terry Riley
Logan Hall, London

One of the original minimalist composers, and an
influential figure during the 60s and early 70s, Terry
Riley has had a low profile in recent years.
Astonishingly, his recent one-off performance at
London's Logan Hall was his British live debut.
With luck, the packed house will have convinced
Riley to make a return visit before too long.

A long-standing interest in intonation and timbre
has led Riley to use electronic instruments in the
past (notably Prophet 5 and Yamaha YC45D
organ), but the piece he chose to play in London,
'The Harp of the New Albion', was for solo piano
tuned in just intonation (a subject which a certain
Mr Eno has waxed lyrical about in these very

pages).

The result was an uninterrupted 50 minutes
spent in an extraordinary and captivating world of
sound, reminiscent of the more exotic non -Western

musics and John Cage's experiments with prepared
piano. It was equally possible to detect echoes of
Bartok and Debussy (themselves influenced by folk
and exotic music), while the drone figures and
improvisatory flourishes of 'Harp' were evidence of
Riley's long association with and study of Indian
music.

But to view Riley's music as shallow, watered-
down orientalism would be wide of the mark. His
own vision has always been strong enough to
transmute his influences into a music that is

personal yet global, and 'The Harp of the New
Albion' is no exception.

This is a vibrant music. Not dance music in the
conventional sense, but nonetheless music that
itself dances and sparkles with a rhythmic verve
that at times leaves you breathless, whether it's the
build-up of great washes of sound underpinned by
fiercely insistent rhythms, or a series of lightning
runs in the right hand that seem to leap off the
keyboard.

It's also a delicate music that requires you to have

your ears well tuned in if you're to catch all its
nuances. Like much of Riley's music, improvisation
rather than a fully written -out score lies at the
heart of 'Harp', and the remarkable consistency of
invention in the composer's performance of the
piece showed a mature improvisor at work.

The concert was unusual and unpredictable, but
it was a breath of fresh air, too.  St

£19 95 Prelude £58.82
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Wanna free subscription to E&MM? Then send us your favourite sounds for inclusion in Patchwork, and if one of them gets to the
printed page, you'll receive the next 12 issues of your favourite musicians' magazine (either that, or you'll get E&MM instead).

So get twiddling (or digit pushing), and send your patch on a copy of an owner's manual patch chart (coupled with a blank one
for artwork purposes), including a good description of the sound and its musical purpose in life - and don't forget to include your
full name and address on each chart. The address to send to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4
1UY. 

Korg Poly 800
Medley f or MkI

Mark Ballamy, Surrey

Are you a jazz afficionado? Do you own
a Poly 800? Then have we got some
sounds for you! We thought we'd see
the Mkl off in style with no less than
eight patches for you to program into
your Korg.

The titles are pretty self-explanatory,
but the first five sounds are intended
for jazz soloing or fusion work, while
the mellow Double Bass is useful as an
accompaniment, played by the Poly
800's built-in sequencer. The final pair,
Glockenspiel and Harp, are quite similar
in texture, and you may find that both
sounds are more usable with a slightly
shorter release time, and that they're
further enhanced by a touch of reverb.

If you've been quick off the mark and
got yourself a Poly 80011, these patches
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should work even better, though note
that quite a few parameters have had
their numbers altered in the change-

over between Mks 1 and II.
Wonder who'll be first in with a patch

for the new machine... 

Casio CZ101/1000
Lazer Guitar
Tim Dickerson

(No address supplied)
Patchwork receives more sounds for
the budget Casio than any other synth
these days - but keep them coming!
'Lazer Guitar' works well for both bass
and lead lines, yet also serves as a good
building block for creating further
sounds - attention to the envelope
curve should bring rich rewards. Note
also that a different effect is obtained
by varying the time over which the keys
remain depressed. Anyway, as soon as
Tim lets us have his address, the wheels
of industry will start turning on his free
sub... 

PARAMETER

MODULATION DETUNE VIBRATO OCTAVE
UNE SELECT RING NOISE 0) -OCTAVE NOTE FINE WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH .1 -RANGE

1+ 2. ON of 0
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a 10-I1
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Roland SH101
633 Squadron

Neil Jones, London

Neil had the foresight to submit his
sound on a short audio cassette (great
idea, that), which is just as well. See
what you make of this, his written
description:

'Imagine the scene. A cold November
night . . . a bomber's moon . . . perfect.
Kenneth More, Richard Todd and John
Mills take off into the night sky. The
throb of engines, the smell of the
cordite. They drop their deadly cargo,
shake hands, and turn for home. "Good
show old boy", says Richard. "I thought
we'd bought it for a moment." "Pity
about Ginger and Roger. Dashed bad
luck, the tail falling off like that." "I
wonder if I can have their tea ration...?"'

Yes, you've guessed. '633 Squadron'
simulates the throbbing of a plane's
engine interspersed with bombs drop-
ping - an effect made even more
dramatic by using the Bender. Not
likely to appear on the next smash hit
(though maybe the Sputniks will use it
one day), but it's nice to know sound
synthesis still retains an element of fun
for some. Well done, Neil. 
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Yamaha DX100/27
Rich Chord

Carl Chamberlain, Bournemouth
We thought it was about time the DX7
gave way to another member of its
illustrious family, so here's a patch for
the baby DXs.

'Rich Chord' is an amalgamation of
organ and piano with just a touch of
gritty synth, and as such could serve a
multitude of musical purposes. That
said, it carries the air of being 'almost
great', and FM enthusiasts will no
doubt dissect it in the interests of
further experimentation. But then,
that's what Patchwork is all about. 
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YOU'RE
INVITED

TO PROD,
PRESS

Whether it's learning basics of
FM, or advanced programming,
Yamaha X -Series products have

caused quite a stir amongst
musicians the

world over.

2

Now Yamaha invite you to the X-perience
Shows - hands-on opportunities to explore X -
Series for yourself. And for newcomers to the
world of FM and digital synthesis, we are placing
special emphasis on our new low-cost
instruments like DX100, DX27, RX21/L, QX21
etc. Here's where they are:

GLASGOW: April 5th and 6th
Scottish Exhibition and
Conference Centre.(Halls 1 and 2).

LONDON: April 19th and 20th
The Kensington Rainbow (Rainbow
Suite) Derry St., Off Kensington High St., W8

Opening Times, Saturdays: 11.00 to 7.00
Sundays: 10.00 to 6.00 Admission Free.

By way of entertainment there are concerts and
demonstrations lined up including appearances
by virtuoso FM'ist Dave Bristow and friends.

The DX Owners' Club will be there,
X -Series videos are being shown
and visitors are invited to enter
the daily free prize draws.

See you at the X-perience.

YAMAHr
X-PERIENCE

NEW ALESIS MIDIVERB
New digital reverb with 63 programs, 0.2 to 20 second decay time, MIDI etc.

See review in this issue

£395 inc VAT
THE NEW FULLY TUNEABLE SCINTILLATOR

Once experienced this superb sound enhancement system is impossible to
live without. In fact we are so confident that you will agree, we're offering a

money back guarantee. What have you got to lose?

ONLY £199 PLUS VAT
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR CURRENT STOCKS:

Casio RZ1 £345
Korg Poly 800 II vr
Yamaha OX21 £259
Yamaha MT1X amazing 4 track £449
Alesis XTC 16K bandwidth reverb £699
Roland MC500 £799
Roland TR505 £225
Bel BD320 sampler £1380
Vesta Fire MR10 multitracker £285
MTR 2 series mixers
Boss HF2 flanger £89
MTR Frequency concious stereo noise gate a
Casio CZ5000. Great sounds & massive sequencer £675
Aces 18:16 Desk, ideal for 816 £1299
AlesisXTC stereo digital reverb. Amazing 16K bandwidth £590
Yamaha stereo compressor/limiter £199
Sony PCM501 digital mastering £429
32 way patchbays only £35
Vestaf ire 1 sec digital delay (full bandwidth) £180
Yamaha Rev 7 digital reverb £999
Bokse US8 Synchronizer £395
Cutec 2 x 10 graphic EQ £75
Qu-Play - programmable remote for 816 £299
Qu Play programmable remote for A80 £169
RSD 16>8 desk £699

PLUS
RSD, YAMAHA, DIGITECH, ART, DYNAMIX, MTR, VESTAFIRE, CUTEC,

ACCESSIT, APHEX, SYMETRIX, BEYER, FOSTEX, ROLAND, CASIO, REVOX,
TANNOY ... AND MUCH MUCH MORE

RING NOW FOR DETAILS
(*All prices exclude VAT)

SECONDHAND & EX -DEMO BARGAINS
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Fostex B16 under 50 hours use, immaculate £2899
Alesis XTC Digital Reverb £550
Digitec 2 second delay -full bandwidth £189
MXR 01A digital reverb, latest software, immaculate £799
Rev 7 £850
Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £450
Bel BD80 sampler/delay - full triggering facilities £475
Yamaha DX7 £899
Gibson Les Paul anniversary, £480
RSD 16-16-2, mint £1199
MXR headphone amps £10
Tascam 32126 2 track £450
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £169
Loads of SOH mics & stands
MXR Flanger/doubler £150
Bel 130320 £725
Fostex A80 8 track only 3 weeks old, immaculate £1175
QuPlay (for B16) £199
Tannoy DTM8s £299

BEL STEREO FLANGER - THE ULTIMATE £300

Ram RM10 Mixer (ideal for Fostex A8) £475
(*All prices exclude VAT)

NOW AVAILABLE - THE AMAZING YAMAHA SPX90 £520! Get your orders in quick

NEW Thatched Cottage 24 track recording studio now open (you can imagine how
much gear we've got) £13.00 per hour

FANTASTIC NEW DRUM MACHINE SAMPLER
YOUR OWN MACHINE
Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic
equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can
sound great anywhere- not just in the control room!

Prices from £99 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)
Demonstration cassette available

We also Stock Cassettes - Ring For Prices
If you're thinking of starting a commercial 8 or 16 track studio give
me a ring - At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done. In the last
3 months I have helped 11 new studios open and start making money
- my experience could help you. - RING NOW!

Thatched
Cottage
Audio

Telephone Dave on
Bedford (0234) 771166/771259

Thatched Cottage Audio,
Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.

CREDIT FACILITIES NOW AVAILABLE
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UP AND RUNNING

sophie and
peterJohnston
A In limbo between first demo tape and first gold disc,

Sophie and Peter Johnston are reeling from blows dealt them by an uncaring
UK record industry. Now they're releasing their sophisticated electro-pop on
their own label. A Interview Annabel Scott A Photography Matthew V osburgh

mash The Majors' is a
fairly provocative name for an
independent label. But then, Pete
Johnston is in a provocative mood
these days. Since the beginning of his
musical career he's recorded at home
and in professional studios, played
for John Peel and grappled with
various management companies,
major labels and assorted
distributors. Now that he and sister
Sophie have decided to go it alone,
he'd like to take an uncompromising
line. But, as he's found to his cost,
E&MM APRIL 1986

sometimes you just can't avoid
compromise.

Musically, this duo write, arrange
and perform electro-pop with a
luxurious, sophisticated edge -a bit
like Judie Tzuke meets Depeche
Mode, if you can imagine that. It's an
appealing combination, cleverly
crafted, and sufficiently well sung
and played to earn brother and sister
plenty of interest from the big guns
of Britain's music industry. More of
that anon.

The end of the duo's tale (for the

present) is a single on 'Smash The
Majors' called 'Losing You'. But the
beginning of the tale is around the
time Pete and Sophie made Tape Of
The Month in E&MM's old Cassette
Review page, as far back as October
1982. At that time they'd finished
just two songs, 'Travel In Time' and
'Paradise', in an eight -track studio in
Newcastle. Pete takes up the story.

'Those tracks used a Roland
SH09, an RS09 and a Soundmaster
SR88 drum machine, and they were
some of the first we'd done using
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 synthesisers. I formed a band after
leaving University but we had too
many adverse comments on the
vocals, so since Sophie was still in
school at the time, she was on the
scene. I asked her to try some singing
and the two of us eventually decided
to concentrate on writing and
recording together, because some of
the band's live performances hadn't
been too good.

`We sent out a lot of guitar -based
tapes and got a lot of rejections. At
the time we were very into different
chords because all the punks were
playing E -shaped bar chords and I
wanted to stretch my fingers more.
But all our drum and bass parts
tended to be added as afterthoughts,
and I think they were too melodic,
not solid enough.

`Eventually we went into a local
studio to record some songs, and a
friend lent us some keyboards to
mess around with. We took one of
the guitar songs and found a sort of
LFO pulse effect to back it, which
seemed to be quite in tune with what
was happening in the charts. By the
time we'd finished, we decided that
the synthesiser versions were a great
improvement.'

Sophie: 'The owner of the studio
heard one song, 'TV Satellite', and
gave us some studio time to demo
more songs. We signed a publishing
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deal with him, and at one stage we
thought Dollar were going to record
one of our songs.'

Then, just as things seemed to be
taking off, the duo took a step that's
involved them in financial, legal and
contractual problems almost up to
the present day. Managed by the
Newcastle studio's engineer, they
signed to an independent label who
paid for them to record a song in a
large London studio.

`The recording went disastrously
wrong. The studio wasn't very
enthusiastic, their plate reverb had
packed in, and after the record

some new equipment - an MC4
MicroComposer, three Pro Ones, an
SHO9 and a TR808 drum machine.
We were partly influenced by the
sort of fat synthesiser sounds Yazoo
were getting then.'

Sophie: 'We'd stretched the
equipment we had to the limit by that
time. We were chopping up the
string sound of the RS09 with the
synthesiser and pulsing it in time to
the drum machine, but the MC4
allowed us to do so much more
preparation in advance.'

Partly because of that advance
preparation, the duo's Peel session

"To emphasise the home recording element of the single, we
left a lot of silly sound effects on it...Simon Bates' producer said

it was the best home effort he'd heard."

company took the song to MIDEM
with no success, they wouldn't let us
remix or re-record it.'

There were compensations,
though. 'At that stage we quite
independently sent some tapes to
Peter Powell, and as an afterthought
to John Peel. Three days later we had
a call from Peel's producer asking us
to do a session, and we recorded
three old songs, 'Satellite TV',
`Paradise' and 'Rain', and wrote a
fourth one called 'One Face'. Our
parents lent us the money to buy

was a great success. As Pete explains,
`it went like a dream; the guys were
enthusiastic and didn't mind going
on until about five in the morning.
We did an SSL mixdown and when
Peel played the session he said all
sorts of nice things about it. He
obviously liked the songs and a lot of
companies contacted the Beeb and
were passed on to our manager. But
our label had us tied up - they
suddenly announced that they were
coming to see us, and I was annoyed
by their change of attitude.
Unfortunately we fell out with the
manager on that one, which was a
great pity...'

It was roughly at this point
that Pete and Sophie began their
love/hate relationship with the major
labels. They recorded three more
songs and met representatives from
Polydor, WEA and Chrysalis, who
eventually signed them. But on
examining the contract, the hapless
duo found most of the £60,000
advance had gone to their previous
company, a fact which became the
cue for eight months of legal
arguments. As Sophie recalls, 'our
manager had no experience at all at
this level, and we were much too
depressed by the business side even
to write any new songs. After eight
months, Chrysalis lost a lot of their
enthusiasm.'

The duo compromised and came
out of the deal with enough money to
buy a Jupiter 8 and a Movement
Drum Computer - the latter a
decision Pete describes as 'a big
mistake'.

`We were influenced by the
Eurythmics and the Thompson
Twins using the Movement, so we
went for it even though it was
around £2300. But the manual was
so obscure that by October '83,
when we did a second Peel session,
we still couldn't synchronise the
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drums properly. It did work, but it
just didn't tell you in the manual
how to make it work.

`We did three songs for Peel,
`Open Eyes', `Words and Words' and
'Travel In Time', which was much
older, but we were trying to update
older songs because we hadn't the
motivation to write new ones.

`Chrysalis were very courteous.
They hired vans for us to move the
gear about and we were dealing with
them direct most of the time. Then
they said they were looking for a
producer for our songs and that
they'd been talking to Martin
Rushent, Swain and Jolley and all
sorts of people.'

The next twist in the Pete and
Sophie saga seems unbelievable - yet
the pressures of dealing with major
record labels do tend to create
unusual situations. Let Pete tell it in
his own words...

`Around that time my girlfriend
Claire, who now acts as our PR,
moved down to London to teach, so I
came to join her. We were getting
very little encouragement or
guidance, and we had three songs
which we'd have liked to put out as
singles but Chrysalis wouldn't use
them. Then Sade's producer Robin
Millar was suggested. I'd read in an

delay, a Yamaha R1000 digital
reverb, Drawmer gates and a Yamaha
GC2020 compressor, and I used a
Marantz hi-fi graphic.'

The Johnstons' first song started
life as a jingle entered for a TDK
competition in Home & Studio
Recording, and made imaginative use
of the SX303 sampler. 'We couldn't
use it for musical effects because it
didn't track reliably enough, but we
used some telephone noises, sampled
sounds, tin cans and so on. Then for
the A -side we multitracked chords
on the Jupiter 8 and bounced them
together for a very thick sound.

`The only drum machine we had
was a Drumatix, so we sampled bass
and snare sounds from various demo
records and kept just the Drumatix
cymbals synced from the MC4's
timecode. Sophie started singing in
the next room, but she couldn't pitch
properly using a cheap mic, so we
bought a Sennheiser. After that we
got the vocal down in sections over a
period of a couple of days, but we had
to solve the problems of knocking
the mic, cars going past and so on.

`We put most of the effects on the
instruments as they were recorded,
even complex ones like chorused
reverb, because the overdubs were so
complex. That did simplify the mix,

"The gap between the song and the listener is too great...I don't
think people would buy records if they knew how much money

was being spent to break each act."

interview that he hated synthesisers,
so I didn't see him as being right and
I wouldn't go to meet him.'

This was the last straw for
Chrysalis. A studio session was
booked but eventually cancelled, and
the duo had a phone call to say they'd
been released from their contract.

'By November '84 we'd had a lot
of frustration and a few good demos,
but we'd lost a lot of illusions about
the business. We started looking
around for good management, which
we'd decided was vital by that stage,
but we were too unsure of ourselves
to trust anybody. The end of the
money from Chrysalis was just
enough to buy us a Fostex eight -
track system with some outboards,
but we only had that for about a
month before an enormous tax bill
took it away.'

Tough as it was, that month in
mid -'85 was a pretty creative one for
the duo, and led to the formation of
their own label and the release of
`Losing You'. Pete explains.

`We had to write new songs
because we couldn't afford to buy
back the old ones. I wanted a big
sound, something good enough for
broadcast, and decided the way to do
it was through the outboards. We
bought a Roland SDE3000 digital
delay with an SX303 sampling add-
on, a Vesta Fire DIG410, a DeltaLab
E&MM APRIL 1986

and an Aphex Aural Exciter helped
to liven up the drum sound.
Although we weren't entirely happy
with the cut, a DJ in Newcastle said
it would be OK for airplay.'

And played it was, first by John
Peel, then by Simon Bates on his
daytime show and then by a couple of
Radio 2 shows.

`We'd decided to sell the single by
mail order and sent out 200 out of
1000 copies to all the BBC and
independent local radio stations,
with individual letters to the DJs.
We were told we wouldn't get any
interest at all without a £ 1000 -a -
week plugger working for us, but in
fact Simon Bates was interested
enough to do a phone interview with
us on the air. He asked about the
label name, but because I found him
a bit intimidating I backed out of
explaining that one.'

Pete and Sophie have
learned a lot from the production of
`Losing You'. They worked through
a music brokerage service called
MIS, but realised, in retrospect, that
direct access to the cutting, pressing
and printing facilities would have
been advantageous. The first cut was
poor and had to be repeated, and it
wasn't until the duo went to Tape

One (where the third cut was
actually checked before delivery)
that they were satisfied.

After the usual delays, the singles
arrived and the duo placed adverts in
the music press which started to sell
copies gradually.

`We wanted to emphasise the
home recording element of the
single, which is why we left a lot of
silly sound effects on the B-side
which any major would have taken
off. Simon Bates' producer phoned to
say it was the best home effort he'd
heard, and we sold a lot of copies
through some plays on the Janice
Long show.

`MIS heard it on the radio and we
entered into a non-exclusive
distribution deal with them through
EMI, but it doesn't seem to have got
the single into many shops, even
though it's been on all the new
release lists. Taking distributors'
mark-ups and postage into account,
we need to sell almost all 1000 copies
to break even.'

So it's not yet all sweetness and
light for Smash The Majors. Another
tax bill put paid to Pete's Jupiter 8,
though he's kept the MC4 which had
been connected to it through an OP8
interface, because many of his old
songs are stored as MC4 sequence
files. He now has a Casio CZ101 and
SZ1 sequencer, a combination with
which he's delighted.

`When I'm writing now I can put
synth sounds and drums onto
cassette and try various overdubs,
and the Phase Distortion system on
the Casio gives you access to most of
the FM digital sounds as well as all
the analogue effects. I think it
sounds as good as the Jupiter 8,
particularly in the four -note poly
mode for thicker sounds. I've used a
DX7 but it's not as good for rich
chorus sounds.'

And what of the future?
`At the moment we'd like to see

how far we can get as an independent
label, perhaps just recording on a
Portastudio. We did have an offer of
a percentage deal for 24 -track time
which is very tempting, but on the
whole we feel the gap between the
song and the listener is too great
now. I honestly don't think people
would buy records if they knew how
much money was being spent to
break a new act.

`We'd like to help create a
situation in which anyone who
writes a good song can get a hit with
it. Most of the songs in the charts
these days are very formularised -
love and life aren't that simple. The
sentiments expressed in 'Losing You'
are, we think, a more accurate
reflection of the real world.' 
'Losing You'/'60 Second Blow' costs
£1.20 including p&p from Smash The
Majors, PO Box 786, London SEM 6QW.
Cheques/POs should be made payable to S
& P Johnston
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Electronics & Music Maker

Keyboards

ARMON PIANO electronic, chrome
stand, features piano, harpsichord, spinet,
tremolo, sustain, headphones, five octaves,

150.25 01-952 2520.
ARP OMNI II classic strings/synth/bass,
needs some cosmetic attention. 180 ono.

e Glasgow 041-942 0570 after 6pm.
BIT 01 rack expander, ungigged, guaran-
teed, splits, doubles, touch -sense, swap
Porta One or £350. e Oldham 061-620
0058 after April 15.
BIT ONE polysynth, split/dual layering,

MIDI, great sounds, £530. 2S Wakefield
(0924) 361364.
CASIO CT201 full-size beginner's bargain,
£80. Bass guitar £80. Oberheim OBI
'Hammer', great lead/bass sounds, 8 mem-
ories, E350. 2 (0602) 4 I 1185.
CASIO CT202 poly, 49 presets, vgc, £60.
Leslie 110 rotary speaker, wooden cabinet,
bargain L45. 2S Teddington 01-977 3522.
CASIO CT202 49 poly sounds, with
accessories, immaculate, £99. Shure 50 -
watt monitor £49. Steve 2 01-684 9571.
CASIO CT3I 0 keyboard, full size keys,
excellent auto -accompaniment and sounds,
power supply, case, £90 ono. Darryn
Wells (0749) 76896.
CASIO CT403 25 presets, 16 rhythms,
HUO, immaculate, box and manual, E125.
Also Yamaha CS I 0 monosynth, £100 ono.
2 Southend (0702) 525389.
CASIO CZ101 still in box with patch
books giving 80 new sounds, condition as
new. E280. Jeremy 2 01-789 3267.

CASIO CZ 1000 month old, offers around
£340. Commodore 64, £300 worth soft-
ware, E I 60. Roland EP50 wanted. ES 01-
848 7224.
CASIO CZ 1 000 plus adaptor, E350.
021-7455045.
CASIO CZ 1 000 still boxed and under
guarantee, plus strap, £350 ono. 2 Medway
(0634) 242182.
CASIO CZ5000 polysynth, MIDI, brand
new and boxed, £650 for quick sale. 2
Lymm (0925 75) 2189 evenings.
CASIO MT30 polyphonic keyboard, 22
voices, £40. Boss CE I stereo chorus/vibrato,
mains powered, L60. 2S Godalming (048
68) 24753.
CASIO MT70 polyphonic keyboard with
bar code reader, all necessary leads and
power supply. Offers. 2 (0279) 441794.
CASIO 1000P £150 ono. Casio VL I £20
ono. Both perfect. Andy 2 06 1-688 8794.
CAVENDISH DIAMOND 22 organ,

twin keyboard, 10 rhythms, bass pedals,
effects etc, £295 or swap MIDI synth +
cash. e (0532) 646856.
CRUMAR STRATUS polysynth/ organ,
boxed with carrying case, manuals, etc.
Limited home use only, E240 ovno. Et Dew
(0222) 24658.
EMS VOCODER 1000 as new, £400. e
(0726) 883265.
HOHNER Portable GP98, £2000 ono.
Hohner K2 £250. Both mint. Transport can
be arranged. e (083485) 695.
KORG DW6000 brand new, boxed, leads,
£450. Simon 2 Bristol (0272) 730013.
KORG POLYSIX with flightcase, im-

maculate £450. Korg Mini 700 monosynth
£50. Barry e (0635) 36007 after 6pm.

KORG POLYSIX hard case, original
programs, scratched on back but otherwise
in good condition, £400.25 01-689 8372.
KORG POLY 800 immaculate, 64 new
sounds, plus factory sound cassette, £285.
Andrew 2 01-432 5080.
KORG POLY 800 home use only, hard
case, power supply, leads etc, £315. e
Basildon (0268) 411890 after 8pm.
MAPLIN 3800 monosynth, 2VCO, 2VCA,
VCF, LFO, noise generator, £100. Maplin
120W MOSFET amplifier/ speaker, £50. e

Northampton (06U4) 57448.
MINIMOOG MODEL 13 with case and
manual £430 ono. Mo 2P (0271) 62485.
MOOG OPUS THREE mint condition,
home use only, £220. ES Walton -on -
Thames (0932) 231617.
MOOG PRODIGY Roland 5H09, both
boxed, £130 each. Will deliver to London.
Rik 2 (0203) 341372.
MOOG PRODIGY Mkll synth, six out-
puts, manual, immaculate condition, £125. 2
Glos (0452) 23066.
MOOG SOURCE programmable mono -
synth, mint, £250.25 (0603) 504461 eves.
OBERHEIM OBI great bass/lead sounds,
eight memories, flightcase, in top ten in
Keyfax Keyboard Guide, £350. 2 01-281
1918.
OSCAR versatile programmable lead synth,
boxed, latest MIDI spec. £275. Also Pro
One £125. CZ101 £175. Et Swanley (0322)
64498.
OSCAR MIDI, 36 memories, £300 cash.
Roland MC202 dual channel CV sequencer/
synth E100. Matthew 2 01-607 5462.
POWERTRAN POLYSYNTH 4 -voice
plus Expander 4 -voice (8 -voice total),
excellent condition E400 ono. Original cost
E700. Also Transcendent 2000, excellent
condition, E100. 2S Weyhill (0264 77)
2763.
ROLAND HP350 MIDI piano mother
keyboard plus Rod Argents' custom flight -
case, as new £600 ono. Chris 2 01-241
0458.
ROLAND HP400 MIDI electronic piano,
very good condition, home use only, £675
ono. 2 (07294) 514 (Yorks).
ROLAND HS60 one month old, never
used, see Checklist, RRP E899, sell E750
ono, years guarantee. Et Cardiff (0222)
752652.
ROLAND JUNO 6 mint condition, home
use only £325. Marvin Wilson e Leeds
(0532) 864129 anytime.
ROLAND JUNO 6 perfect condition,
hard case, L300. Can deliver. Steve Et
Durham (0385) 782377.
ROLAND JUNO 6 perfect condition,
010. Fender Rhodes Stage Piano Mkl,
E270. Richard Et Reading (0734) 866762.
ROLAND JUNO 6 superb, flightcase,
manual, plus free Roland SH 1000 mono -
synth. £325. Et Bath (0225) 332108.
ROLAND JUNO 60 with MD8 MIDI
interface and hard case, £500 ono. Dave 2
01-7433055.
ROLAND JUNO 60 £475. Bit One £500.
Both cased, good condition, ungigged,
possible swap for decent keyboard. 2
(0843) 225955.
ROLAND JUNO 106 + soft case,

ungigged and immaculate, L500, offers
considered. Gary e (0744) 33574.

ROLAND JUNO 106 and SCI Pro One
plus stands, excellent condition, E700 ono.
2(051)7289010.
ROLAND JUNO 106 f/case plus stand,
E475 ono, or swap for Trace Elliot setup. 2
Norwich (0603) 617895.
ROLAND JUPITER 4 excellent arpeg-
giator, very good condition, E290 ono.
Roland SH101 £140, DR 110 £80, both
excellent condition. Et (07842) 42301.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 MIDI splictable
keyboard, sliders, dream to program, good
Roland analogue sounds, boxed, manual,
L795. Tim a (0304) 823685.
ROLAND JUPITER 8, MC4B + MTR I 00;
expanded modular 100M/ Oberheim system;
Drumulator; Roland Vocoder; Fostex A8 +
desk, plus more. Offers 2 (0524) 67323.
ROLAND JX3P home use only, £450.
Also CAT Duophonic synth £100. a
Berkhamsted (04427) 74358.
ROLAND JX3P plus PG200 Programmer,
boxed, with manuals, excellent condition,
home use only, £575. Paul 2S 01-640 8766
eves.
ROLAND JX3P, PG200 Programmer and
hard case, excellent condition, home use

only, £450 ono. Steve 2 Norwich 401933.
ROLAND JX3P/PG200, and Yamaha
SK20. Both excellent condition, L520/
£295. Would p/ex either for SCI Multitrak.
2 (05386) 680.
ROLAND JX3P as new, £490. Roland
SH2 E175. Yamaha CX5M with large
keyboard and two cartridges, £280, new,
boxed. 2 (0202) 432957.
ROLAND JX8P home use only, RAM
cartridge, main dealer supplied and guaran-
teed, mint condition, £700. Et Tunbridge
Wells 46986.
ROLAND 100M System, 5 modules +
CSQ100, E450.25 01-237 0837.
ROLAND MC202 £65. Roland SHO9 £75,
home use only. 2 Chatham (Kent) (0634)
48165.
ROLAND PARAPHONIC 505 superb
polysynth, boxed, manual, many features,
strings speciality. Perfect working order,
E 1 75. Et Bath (0225) 332108.
ROLAND SHO9 monosynth, vgc, £90. 2
Bath (0225) 3 I 9662.
ROLAND SH101, DDM I 10, Phase 90,
KMD4 mixer, £280 or swap for CZ I 0 I .

Neil 2 Hoddesdon 469634 after 6pm.

ROLAND SH101 with flightcase, £145.
Terry 2 Basildon (0268) 44803 after 7pm.
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, good con-
dition, £160 inc. case, leads and PSU. Home
use only. 2 Epsom 24110.
ROLAND SH101 mint, El 20. TR606
Drumatix with separate outputs, E 100. Casio
MT40 polyphonic portable keyboard, £35.
John a 01-699 4979.
ROLAND SH101 with MGS I , L I 50.

Technics SXK200 keyboard, L 150. Ohm
Tramp lead amp, £50. All in good condition
2 (043871)7410.
ROLAND SH2 monosynth, boxed, £90.
Pete Et Tunbridge Wells (0892) 32166
evenings.
ROLAND SH2 and Moog Rogue, both
together £250 ono. (Moog is boxed). 2 0 I -

577 5141.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M 181, 19 I J,

110, 140, £500. System 100 + Expander
£250. SH2 £200. CSQ100 £80. Dr Rhythm
f 40. 2 0 I -587 0475.
SCI PRO ONE twin -oscillator monosynth,
excellent condition, home use only, boxed
with manual. £150. e 0 1-7 32 0488.
SCI PROPHET 5 Rev 3, flightcase,
ex/condition, E900. Wanted, Jupiter 8. 2
(0612) 79820, Midlands area will travel.
SCI PROPHET 600 with fiightcase, MIDI
synth, E700 ono. 2 091-271 6403.
SCI SIX-TRAK polyphonic, sequencer,
MIDI, etc, £360. Frontline flightcase £40.25
01-998 1435 evenings.
SWAP MY CASIO CZI000 with RAM
cartridge for your CZ101 plus £150. 2
Norwich 662521.
TEISCO S 110F monosynth, 2VCO, as
new, boxed with manual (unwanted gift),
L200 or offers. Fry 2 Abergavenny (0873)
4218.
WASP SYNTH, Casio MT65, Casiotone
202, Drumatix, DR55 Soundmaster Stix,
Melos Echo, must go. Offers. Graham e
(0963) 50075 Sundays.
YAMAHA BK5 ORGAN with authentic
Leslie Speaker, sounds great, perfect con-
dition, £500 ono. Marc Et Bath 782516.
YAMAHA CS5 monosynth, VCO, 2-64
VCF, VCA, good condition, E195 or swap
for Vocoder. Steve 2 Polegate (03212)
6058.
YAMAHA CS 10 monosynth, immaculate,
HUO, including box and manuals, £1 00 ono.
Also Casio CT403, L125. Et Southend
(0702) 525389.
YAMAHA CS I 5 monosynth, 3-oct,
2VCO, 2VCF, 2VCA. Powerful and varied
sound at Loughborough, £150. 2 (097084)
411.
YAMAHA CSISD 29 presets + VCO,
VCF, noise, 2VCA, £235 or swap for
Teisco/Kawai S1OOP. 2 (037983) 415
(Suffolk).

YAMAHA CS80 polysynth, excellent
condition, home use only, no reasonable
offer refused. 2 (08956) 37789.
YAMAHA DX7 E900. Casio CZ101
E250. Drumatix £90. GB Spring £100.
Commodore 64 drive, MIDI etc. ET (0239)
711032.
YAMAHA DX7 £895. Fostex A8, remote,
E840 ono. Juno 60, flightcase, JSQ60
sequencer, E495. DDM 110 E120.

(06284) 74752.
YAMAHA DX7 perfect condition, still
boxed, guaranteed, E830. Dave 2 York
(0904) 34626.
YAMAHA DX7 why compromise when
you can have the industry standard? £850
ono. Also DX9 complete with 700 different
sounds, £425. Kevin 2 (06284) 74752.
YAMAHA DX9 £425. 16 -note poly,
100+ voices, stand, leads, manuals, mint
condition, never gigged. 2 (04023) 40439.
YAMAHA DX9 absolutely immaculate
condition, home use only, ungigged £485. e
(0424) Bexhill 212744.
YAMAHA DX21 polysynth. Single, split
and dual modes. As new £560. Paul Et 01-
751 0280 evenings.
YAMAHA MKI00 superb condition, key-
board very popular, built-in drum machine,
many rhythms, E180. Et York (0904)
425674 after 6pm.

YAMAHA PS55 portable keyboard,
excellent sounds, stereo chorus, very good
condition, £275 ono. 2 Alresford (0962 73)
3310.

YAMAHA PS55 256 voices, 16 PCM
drum beats, 5 fills, 3 -track recording unit,
E400 ono, immaculate. Richard e Wood-
bridge 5241.
YAMAHA PSR70 PCM rhythms, FM
voices, five -octave keyboard, two months
old, £450 ono. Brian e Bradford (0274)
879699.
YAMAHA SS30 string machine, E275.
Korg Poly 61, £375. Both with flight cases.
Nigel ES Hull (0482) 825619 days.
YAMAHA TX7 expander vgc, £375. Et
Bath (0225) 319662.

Sampling
AKAI SAMPLER, disk drive, library,
immaculate, L795. 2 (0233) 812406
evenings.
BOSS DSD2 Digital Sampler/Delay pedals.
Unused. E165 each, post and VAT paid, or
six for E900. Access accepted. 2 (0223)
811679.
ELECTRO HARMONIX Super Replay,
4 seconds' memory, perfect condition, £270
including microphone. Ady 2 Hinckley
(0455) 6 11282 (can deliver).
ENSONIQ MIRAGE still boxed, (un-
wanted) Xmas present, plus Accessit stereo
reverb, claptrap and 15 disks, boxed, all
El 195.25 (0273) 736698.

Sequencers
CASIO RA5 SZ I memory cartridges, still
in the cellophane, cost £59 each, sell for £20
each. 2 01-515 5903.
ROLAND CSQ600 sequencer, excellent
condition, E100. 2 01-281 1918.
ROLAND MC202 as new, home use only,
£125. e Coventry (0203) 412643 evenings.
ROLAND MC202 mint, with manuals,
L90. Jon 23' 01-734 5257/8 day, 01-603
4907 evenings.
ROLAND MSQ100 digital MIDI sequen-
cer, mint condition, £250. N Lord El
Cambridge (0223) 313722.
ROLAND MSQ700 MIDI sequencer,
perfect condition, studio use only. El Ascot
(0990) 26425 (24hrs).
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ROLAND MSQ700 MIDI digital recorder.
immaculate condition, a giveaway at E375.
0 Basildon 559872.

Drums
AMDEK RMK I 00 drum machine, built
and working, £20 ono. Andy Et 061-688
8794.
DRUMTRAKS OWNERS any sound on a
chip, your tapes digitised too, from £10.
Details: PO Box 387, London N22 6SF.
INDIVIDUAL OUTPUTS fitted to your
Drumatix, quickly and expertly done. E 17.
Dave 0 (0734) 864294 evenings.
KORG DDM110 digital drum machine,
separate outputs, mint, £100. 0 (0603)
504461 evenings.
KORG DDM 1 10 £120. E -H Big Muff
Distortion, E18. Ibanez 601 Equalizer £17.
Eagle Reverb [10. Kevin 0 (06284) 74752.
KORG DDM220 digital Latin Percussion
unit, mint, E99. Also Casio CZ101 L185.
Jerry e 01-690 4848 daytime.
KORG DDM220 percussion machine, as
new, E I 30 ono, or swap for Fostex X 15
plus cash difference. a 01-886 4930.
MFB 512 digital drums, nine voices,
individual and stereo outs, E 1 30. Andy 0
Yeovil (09351) 76441.
MPC drum computer, eight pads, ten
sounds, mixer etc. Brand new, £260. Boss
DR 110, mint 05.0 01-579 3654.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, absolutely
perfect condition after lazy home use only,
power supply and usual accessories, E100.
0 01-586 7307.
ROLAND TR606 programmable drum
machine, Roland MC202 two -channel se-
quencer with onboard synth, manuals,

boxed, excellent, E210. Tim 0 (0304)
823685.
ROLAND TR808 C225. RE 150 E 150. 0
01-237 0837.
ROLAND TR909 drum computer, MIDI,
tunable sounds etc, huge memory, sorry to
see it go. E350 ono. 2 01-749 6297.
ROLAND TR909 drum machine, bargain
£200. Yamaha MT44 plus MTR 6:4:2, hardly
used, C300. Steve Tr 01-658 6933.
SIMMONS SDS I sample playing pad,

Ultimate Percussion pad, boxed + guaran-
teed, unwanted prize, £95 ono. a Norwich
(0603) 617895.
SIMMONS SDS9, black, 3 months old
immaculate, £850 ono. 0 051-632 3505.

Computing
CLEF CMS digital synth for Beeb, 32
DCOs, 5 -octave velocity sensitive key-
board, semi -cased, E310 ono. 0 (0603)
33508.
COMMODORE 64, disk drive, cassette,
books, software, E320, or swap DX100.
Casio CT405, C130 or swap Powertran 1.6
DDL. 0 (04302) 3204.
COMMODORE 64 with disk drive, SIEL
MIDI interface and Live Sequencer disk.
Works a treat, £250. 0 Oxon (0491)
573980.
COMMODORE 64 Synth and Composer
cartridge, £15 ono. 0 Staines 56898 pm.

MMMMMMMMM IP FM. HM,M1  MM

CX5 OWNERS try my sounds, 144, CIO
cash/PO. Robert Williams, 43 Newick
Road, Clapton, London ES ORM.
GREENGATE DS3 loop create software,
original disks, £30. SCI Pro One £150.
Graham 0 Leicester (0533) 884123.
GREENGATE DS3C complete sampling
sequencer 41000. Would consider swap for
CS80 or similar. Adrian 0 Farnborough
(Kent) 54103.
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE Casio voice
editor/database, for E&MM MicroMIDI
interfaces, cassette E7, microdrive E9.
Dave (0734) 864294.
SWAP COMMODORE 64 and Leslie
Speaker for 35mm camera and equipment,
or WHY. Er (0639) 730393.

XRI SYSTEMS MIDI controller for 48K
Spectrum, real- and step -time sequencing,
£70 ono. 0 Bracknell (0344) 428297.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard with
voicing and composer ROMs, as new, E300
or p/x DX9. e (0722) 710650.
YAMAHA CX5M new SFG05 sound
module, MIDI In, Composer, Voicing car-
tridges, keyboard, £420 ono. ES (0233)
812406 evenings.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, FM
Voicing and Composer cartridges, 0300
ono. 0 Peterborough (0733) 73 I 84.

Recording
ACCESSIT GATE EQ, Compressor,
Companders, £89. (Swap SH 101?) Korg
DDM110 C129 ono. Guaranteed. 239
Archway Road (Highgate Tube).
ALLEN & HEATH Modular 1616 Mixer
£750. Dokorder Professional 4 -track 71/2-
£ Sips, £450. Both E 1100 ono, and vgc.
01-515 6666 evenings.
ASSORTED 12" speaker chassis for sale,
C14 each. 25W to 100W. John 0 01-555
5616 anytime.
AUDIO TECHNICA RMX64, 4 -track
cassette, E890. Forced sale. Many features
including 6 -channel mixer, XLRs etc. 0
(Teddington) 01-977 3522.
BASS BINS vented horn design, £100,
empty £25. JBL E 130s C90. Audio & Design
limitersE100. 0 01-837 5910.
CUTEC MR402 PORTASTUDIO
double speed, records 4 channels simul-
taneously, E280 ono. Evans AE205R Echo/
Reverb unit, rack mount, E 120. e 091-271
6403.
CUTEC REVERB/DELAY L100. Boss
Comp £40. Dr Q C25. Roland TR808 £250.
All ono. John 0 01-472 6718.
DYNACORD DIGITAL REVERB £400,
home use only. 2 Bath (0225) 319662.
FOSTEX A8, 8 -track recorder, £825.
MTR 12:8:2 mixer, £275. Both hardly used
and boxed as new. e Bournemouth (0202)
432957.
FOSTEX A8 incl remote, immaculate
condition, home use only, £850. n Bath
(0225) 319662.
FOSTEX A8 remote, £840 ono. Yamaha
DX7, £895. DDM 110 £120. Juno 60,

flightcase, JSQ60 sequencer, £495. 0
Marlow 74752.
FOSTEX A80, 450. Yamaha REV7, Sony
Digital Mastering, plus latest 8mm video
equipment. All for hire! Interested? Et 051-
334 1749.

FOSTEX XIS multitracker, PSU and
MN 1 S compressor/mixer, all mint £200. ES
(0603) 504461 evenings.
GREAT BRITISH SPRING reverb, £115.
2 Bath (0225) 319662.
HILL 16:4:2 Series B Mkl mixer, 4 -band
EQ, 4 aux, PFL, mute, talkback, f395 ono.
0 Maidenhead 0 (0628) 30804.
IBANEZ DM1000 delay, £220. Aiwa
ADF350 cassette E85. Both unused. Steve,
20 Castle Irwell, Cromwell Rd, Salford, M6
6DB. 0 061-764 0753 w/ends.
SONY TC377 stereo tape machine,
immaculate C100. Swap two Tantek para
EQs for two Comp-Lims. Ibanez Har-
moniser, £265 ono. e 01-367 1720.
SWAP 200 GPO jack plugs, used but
perfect, for GBS Mklll reverb. e 01-359
6723 anytime.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio £425. Accessit
stereo reverb £65. Roland SH 101 £125. All
immaculate. Knowle (056 45) 5990
(Solihull).
TASCAM 32-2B master reel, DBX, home
use only, immaculate £550. JHS Bigfoot
Delay £140 ono. 0 Swansea 589296.
TASCAM 80-16 Recorder with dbx,
£5000. Amek 20-16 Mixing Desk in console
E3000. 0 (0563) 36377.
TEAC 244 3 months old, &ISO or
exchange for DX2 I or DX27. Paul a
(0475) 673213 after 5.45pm.
TEAC 3440 RX9 noise reduction, Allen/
Heath 16:4:2 mixer with flightcase +
inserts, mint, C1200 ono. Will split. 0
Bolton 47321.
TEAC A3440 M2A mixer with MB20
meter bridge, all vgc, £600 ono. a Cardiff
(0222) 373497.
TWO ACCESSIT COMPRESSORS with
four-way power supply unit. Complete with
leads, £90 ono. '0 (0342) 23094 (Si rcsex).

VESTA RV3 Reverb, boxed, new C150. DIG
410 digital delay, new L150. Yamaha 100W
combo, brand new. e (0385)700423.

YAMAHA E1005 analogue delay with
modulation, gives flanging, chorus, vibrato,
reverb, echo, f 150 ono. 23' (0468) 62258.

Amps
HH 4x 12 PERFORMER cab, Logan String
Melody. both good and little used, E150 and
E 125 respectively. Dave H. (0507) 604490.
MISSION 70 loudspeakers, 75W, good
condition, only LSO. Edward e 01-736 4714
(Fulham).

PEAVEY 400 Series III bass amp, 2 x15" Black
Widow bin, perfect condition with covers,
bargain, £395.0 Camberley 23903.
1 SOW ROTARY speaker cabinet, pro-
fessionally custom made with full flight case,
E100 ono. Must sell. 23' (0734) 595801.

Misc
ALUMINIUM TUBULAR keyboard rack,
3 -tier, superlight. superstrong, cheap price E85.

Et (0706) 352572.
ARIA SB900 Pro II bass, £220 ono. 23 (0706)
50897.

ATTENTION! Casio CZ5000 owners. 240
sounds on data ray.ette includes documentation
and P&P. a (08675) 78551 for details.

CASIO CZ 100 fabulous CZ sounds, all in one
book E5 to: S P Wells, 82 Erpingham Road,
Putney, London SW1S.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT cases, instru-

ment case, E20 ono. Computer keyboard -type
El5 ono. Both as new. Andy 0 061-688

8794.

POWERTRAN DDL partially built £80.

Powertran DJ90 partially built, 100W amp, BSR
turntable x 2 in disco console, never used,
excellent condition, £200 ono. Also Powertran
International Powerslave 200+200 watt amp,
excellent condition E2013 ono. 0 Weyhill
(0264 77) 2763.

Personnel
BASSIST WANTED urgently for hi -tech
covers, band with great summer season, good
image a necessity. 0 Mansfield 870506.

BASS PLAYER wanted. New Order,
Talking Heads, Propaganda, Echo and the
Bunnymen. Contact: 239 Archway Road,
London N5.
KEYBOARDIST (23), competent, ex-
perienced, brilliant equipment, available for
all paid work - recording, gigs, sessions etc.
Kevin Et (06284) 74752.
MIDI SOFTWARE WRITERS! Do you
want to write the program that everyone is
waiting for? Michael n (0533) 57490.
PUPPY & BENGAL TIGER If you
marry, I'd like Fairlight, Matrix 12, every-
thing. £10. Rudi e 01-4384337.
VOCALIST WANTED for original stylish
band, influences Joy Division, Talking Heads,
Cocteau. West Midlands based. Andy 23'
Stourbridge 372036.

Wanted
ARP ODYSSEY instruction manuals and
patch sheets, good price given or photo-
copies paid for. Ian '0 (07842) 59448.
BIT ONE Sound Data tapes. Paul e
Bristol 547495, 5.30-7pm and sociable
hours weekends.
BOSS PEDALS Delay, Chorus, EQ.
others considered. Pedalboard wanted. For
sale, Evans Mini Echo £40. Andy Et (0604)
844043.

JMJ CHINA CONCERTS video wanted,
also Casio 1000P for sale (with Microlink),
L180 ono, vgc. (0705) 739144.
OLD TECHNOLOGY I V/oct synths,
must be perfect condition with CV/gate
connections. Peter Forrest Et Crediton
(03632) 4627.
PIANO WANTED full-size touch -
sensitive keys. I Straight Road, Short
Heath, Willenhal I, West Midlands. 0
Bloxwich (0922) 476815.
ROLAND MC202 , will swap Melos echo,
Loco Hanger, Commodore outfit, TV/
monitor, tapes, books. Rod 0 (06285)
23378 (Maidenhead).
RX2 I etc, swap or p/x new Applause
Ovation copy. Westone Spectrum (Black),
Godwin strings, Casio MTI000. 0 (0733)
241516.
16 -TRACK MACHINE, any condition,
working or not working, I" or 2" tape
format. 0 (0473) 214278.

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

Fill in the form to a maximum of 18 words (one in each box), and send
it to: E&MM Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander House, I

Milton Road, Cambridge CM I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK
CAPITALS. The ad must reach us on or before Friday, April 4 for
inclusion in the May '86 issue of E&MM - late arrivals will be printed in
the next available issue.

Please include this ad in the section.
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Clty
Music

Save your hard earned cash at City
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for
your FREE FACT FILE of

instruments and City Music
SAVE IT prices on

YAMAHA & ROLAND!

Le YAMAHA

NOW IN STOCK
MT1X MULTITRACK £449

SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS £599

RX21L LATIN RHYTHM £249

PF-70 PIANO £899

PR -80 £999

QX-21 DIGITAL REC £259

li Roland
NOW IN STOCK

ALPHA JUNO 1 £575

ALPHA JUNO 2

EM101 SYNTH MODULE

HP5500 PIANO

TR505 RHYTHM

TR707 RHYTHM

£799

£275

£2200

£225

£499

HOTLINES
LONDON AREA:

01-863 1841
DEVON/CORNWALL:

0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:

0534 78901

SERIES 4 MIXER
Modular mixers, compressors,
gates, EQ, 16T/24T recorders,

circuit diagrams, DIY studio
guides, patchbays.

Audio kit catalogue free from:
K-Tek, PO Box 172A,

Surbiton KT6 6HN
Telephone 01-399 3990

TO ALL DS3AND DX1 OWNERS
Turn your sampler into a synthesiser!!
Frequency Modulation/Enveloping/

Harmonic Drawing/Farctal Synthesis -
A suite of software from The Music Suite.

£25.50 inc P&P. Cheques/POs to:
The Music Suite, Glanyrafon House, Kenarth,

Newcastle Evelyn, Dyfed, Wales SA38 9)N.

Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min I2 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: El 5.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at I5% All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

The London Rock Shop
01-267 7851/5381/1771

STOP PRESS: NEW MIRAGE II NOW IN STOCK:
Weighted keys and upgraded specification, quieter
output £1295
ENSONIQ DISKS: 1-10 All in stock £15 each plus
50 P&P per item
Stacked strings, rack bell, kalimba, wind gong, slit
drum £11
Amazing pipe organs - church, full ranks etc tl 2
Performance disk - bass, piano, organ brass, jazz
guitar £13
Solo cello, flute, orch. brass, horns, trumpets, cup gongs,
crotales, orchestra bells £14
23 synth sounds (analog & digital) mixable on mod
wheel VI 6
Vibraphones, xylophones and latin percussion £16
NEW ENSONIQ RACK -MOUNTED MULTI-SAMPLING
MIRAGE Now in stock £995 inc. MASOS advanced
sampling operating system, upgraded specification,
quieter output and all in a 19" rack -mounting unit!
New upgraded specification chip for older MIRAGE
models will be available shortly. Please ring for details
regarding retrofit.
NEW ENSONIQ MULTI-TIMBRAL DIGITAL

SYNTHESIZER
announed at the FRANKFURT FAIR: a
new, very clever, very ENSONIQ MIDI polysynth under
£1000. Due April/May. Further details soon.
NEW ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO with piano -type,
weighted keys, split keyboard, el. piano and acoustic
piano sounds and a few more for luck! Due April/May.
Further details soon.
NEWSTEINBERGER VISUAL EDITING SOFTWARE
system for Commodore 64 computer. £120 Now on demo
(requires at least the budget Steinberg MIDI interface).
Alternative Commodore 64 prototype visual editor from
ENSONIQ just arrived.
WE SUPPORT THE ENSONIQ MIRAGE SAMPLING
SYSTEM - DON'T BE TOLD THAT IT IS NOT
PROFESSIONAL. WE WILL SHOW YOU HOW . . p.s.
AKAI RACK mono -sampler and disk drive now in stock at
reduced price (2799 new, complete with VAT: Akai sound
library also available). PROPHET 2000 & 2002 on demo
with complete sound library. Please don't ring but come
and see us - we've all read the spec sheets and
pamphlets, now let your
ears do the listening.
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Sound advice AND a better price . pP
S

SUPERB SYNTH SOUNDS!! 120

great new DX sounds for Yamaha DX2I,
DX27, DX100, only CI 0; 256 Juno 106
sounds E10; 440!! Poly 800 sounds 610.
Send cash only to: Smies, Doormanstraac
10, 4371I3J Koudekerke, Holland. Tel: 010-

311185 2005.

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
 Coverings & frets
 Flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers
 Rean jacks & fittings

 P&N stands

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

GENERAL PURPOSE

AMPLIFIER
A smart self contained unit, finished in a

woodgrain cabinet measuring
25 x 18cm. The unit is complete with

tone and volume controls and 6 watts of
output can be achieved from its 5" cone

speaker. 10mv input makes the unit ideal
as a guitar practice amplifier or as a

computer audio output amplifier, fully
guaranteed the price represents a

genuine bargain at £29.95 including VAT.

Access and Barclaycard accepted.

Telephone:
Philips & Philips on

(0602) 300398
for immediate delivery nationwide.

OTARI 8 TRACK 1/2" ex cond 0,300
ono, superb home recorder or professional

studio use. Tel: 051-236 6002/051-727
8273.
CROFT ELECTRONICS Repairs to
professional keyboards, tape machines and

amplifiers. 01-586 0357.

BOSS DE200 TO
EMULATOR OWNERS!
ADO now offer a powerful sound library

for ANY FORMAT. Also Exclusive
programming service and supplies of

blank discs: 2.8", 3.5", 5.25", tape,
cassettes etc. Formatted discs for
Mirage from £4.20. Self formatting

program (Mirage) £15. Blank 3.5" discs
from £2.45. Keep discs SAFE with our

3.5" library case (Holds 10, stepped) only
£5.75. We accept VISA.

Telephone 01-76-101-78 NOW!
ADO-The last name in Sampling

NEW CX5M SOFTWARE: Bitimbral
program (DX21 simulator), voice filing

system, sequence chainer. Contact Dave
Pearce, Southampton 556346 evenings and

weekends for more details.

E&MM Editors Car
1869 Jensen FF Copy. Rust coach-
work completely unrestored in a

poor condition. Imitation red fablon
interior. Unrepairable mechanics,
bald tyres rust exhaust and many
other parts, authenticated 236,000
miles 1.3 litre V7 engine, top speed

75mph. Skid braking, a classic
Wartburg GT Killer for second-
hand Lada money. £199.99 or

offers call Dan Goldstein already on
(0223) 323399
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SDS 1000
and TMI

SDS1000
If you need a great sounding drum set, you need to try the SDS1000

from Simmons. Simply plug in and play one of the five factory

installed drum kit patches, or create five of your own kits with the

SDS1000's digital and analog drum sounds.

And whether you're on stage with the band or practising on

headphones, the drums feel good, responding precisely to the most

subtle sticking.

TMI
There's more. TMI provides the SDS1000 and all Simmons Drums with

a programmable MIDI interface. Now the tuned percussion sounds

from keyboards and expanders can be a part of your sound.

The SDS1000 and TMI - a great drum sound plus the power to

create a whole new breed of percussion instrument. SIMMONS,
Simmons Electronics Limited
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans,
Herts. AL4 OJ H. Tel: (0727) 36191.
Telex: 291326 HEXDRM G.

we started it.



UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL
OF ELECTRONIC

INSTRUMENTS

ail IDA

Another breakthrough from Toa.
If you expect the best in audio for
your electronic music the new
380 -SE three way speaker
demands your attention.

Packing 360 watts of continuous
program power capacity it meets
the vigorous requirements of
electronic instruments such as
analogue and digital keyboard
synthesizers, drum machines and
guitar synths.

As with the new 480 -SE it has
extended frequency response to
assure high quality reproduction
of all music.

For full technical details please
write to or telephone Toa
Electronics Limited.

Toa Electronics Limited, Tallon Road, Hutton Industrial Estate
Brentwood, Essex CM13 1TG Tel: 0277 233882
Toa Electronics Europe GmbH, Eiffestrasse 74 D-2000 Hamburg 26
West Germany Tel: (040) 2506091
Toa Electronics Inc, 480 Carlton Court, South San Fransisco CA. 94080
U.S.A. Tel: (415) 588-2538
Toa Electronics Inc, 10712, 181 Street, Edmunton, Alberta
Canada T53 1K8

FIFTY YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND

A.B.C. MUSIC, ADDLESTONE, ESHER, KINGSTON, A.1 MUSIC, MANCHESTER; ALLBANG & STRUMMIT, LONDON W.C.2; AUDIO SERVICES, STOCKPORT; BOOTLEG MUSIC,
EPSOM; BIRD SOUNDS, BELFAST; CARLSBORO SOUND SERVICES, NOTTINGHAM, MANSFIELD, SHEFFIELD, NORWICH; CASH GUITARS, BOURNEMOUTH;

COVENTRY SOUND SERVICES, COVENTRY; COOK ES BAND INSTRUMENTS, NORWICH; CURLY MUSIC, LIVERPOOL; DOUGIES, NORTHWICH; E.S.S., BARNET;
F. D. & H. MUSIC, LONDON W.C.2.; FREEDMANS, LEYTONSTONE; GIG SOUNDS, STREATHAM, CATFORD; H.H.B. HIRE & SALES, LONDON N.W.10; J.S.G., BINGLEY;

JONES & CROSSLAND, BIRMINGHAM; MONKEY BUSINESS, ROMFORD, SOUTHEND; MUSIC CRAFT, EDGWARE ROAD; MUSIC STOP, WOLVERHAMPTON;
MUSICAL EXCHANGES, BIRMINGHAM; MUZO'S, BIRMINGHAM; PETER BONNER, EASTBOURNE; PROJECT ELECTRONIC MUSIC, HOUNSLOW; ROCK CITY, NEWCASTLE;

ROSE MORRIS, LONDON W.C.2; SESSION MUSIC, TOOTING; SOUTHERN MUSIC, BRIGHTON; STUDIO 34, BRISTOL; TURNKEY SHOP, LONDON W.C.2.


